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Tempered steel, 24-karat gold and polished leather 
proudly immortalize the battle honors of ou~ U.S. 

Marines, through Wt>rld War II, Korea and Vietnam. 

S emper Fidelis. Always Faithful. That is the 
motto - and the way of life- of all U.S. 
Marines. Marines are alway~ faithful to Corps 

and Country- alway~ willing to face death for their 
fellow Marines and the American cause. 

And when the situation is desperate, the ammo 
is spent and the fighting is eyeball-to-eyeball, that's 
when the Marines' fighting skills really pay off. Since 
1943, Marines have fought America's enemies in close 
quarters with the rugged, keen-edged combat knife 
they call their "Ka -Bar." 

Now, The American Historical Foundation is 
proud to honor our U.S. Marines who, with devotion 
to Country and Corps, have carried this knife into 
combat in defense of America's freedom. 

Each is a genuine Ka-Bar - what old-Corps 
Marines call a "real" Ka-Bar. Each is specially made 
by Ka-Bar Knives-who helped the Marine Corps de
sign the knife in late 1942 and who made the originals. 

A Lasting, Personal Symbol 
Each is a lasting, personal symbol of your pa

triotic pride - and possibly your service - in the 
United States Marine Corps. You will be proud to 
display it and to pass it along to future generations 
of your family. 

A beautiful Commemorative Ka-Bar has been 
created to honor each of the six Marine Divisions. 
The tribute announced here honors the First Marine 
Division. 

This is a battleworthy Marine Corps fighting 
knife, with all the heft and strength of the ones first 
issued to our Leathernecks on Guadalcanal. But you 
will particularly enjoy owning and displaying this 
Ka-Bar because of its special features, created for 
this commemorative edition: 
• The Division's battle honors, the Division's motto, 

the laurel wreath of victory and the Marine Corps 
symbol are emblazoned on the blade in 24-karat gold. 

• The blade is mirror polished and gun blued to a 
high-gloss black finish. The blade shoulder is deeply 
struck "USMC" on one side and "Ka-Bar, Olean, 
N. Y." on the other-proof that each is a real Ka-Bar. 

• The heavy butt is turned from thick, solid brass to 
a special ribbed pattern - unique to the Collection. 

• The guard is also extra thick- and formed straight, 
rather than the usual curved pattern (straight-guard 
Ka-Bars are rarer and more desirable to collectors). 

• Both the butt and guard are mirror polished and 
richly plated with 24-karat gold. 

• The rugged grip is compressed leather, custom 
finished, polished and waxed to a high gloss. 

• In the center of the grip is inset the Division's in
signia, enamelled in full color cloisonne and gold 
plated. 

First Option, With No Obligation 
As an added advantage, you may register now, 

without obligation, for other Ka-Bars in this Collec
tion (a Commemorative Ka-Bar has been created for 
each of the six Marine Divisions). These knives can 
be delivered to you one at a time in the months ahead. 

Limited Edition of 1775 
Only 1775 of each will be made, in remembrance 

of the founding year of the U.S. Marine Corps. Serial 

·~ 
·~~· ;: 

. -~~~~~ 
No. 1 of each will be presented to the Commandant 
of the Marine Corps. Each is individually serially 
numbered on the blade and on the Certificate of 
Au~henticity which accompanies it. 

This is presented by The American Historical 
Foundation and Ka-Bar ·Knives, in conjunction 
with participating U.S. Marine Corps Division 
Associations. 

Glass-top Display Case Available 
A furniture finished hardwood case is also avail

able so you can display each Ka-Bar on a desk, shelf 
or wall. With a glass lid, it makes each Ka-Bar a 
visible symbol of your pride in the U.S. Marine 
Corps-and protects the knife from dust and un
authorized handling. 
How to Reserve; Satisfaction Guaranteed 

You may easily place your reservation with a 
small deposit, and credit cards are accepted. You 

may call (a toll free number is available), use the 
reservation on this page or personally visit our 
headquarters. Satisfaction is guaranteed, and then? 
are no shipping charges. For an additional $15, 
we will personalize your Ka-Bar by engraving your 
name, rank and serial number on the blade reverse. 

When you place your reservation, you will also 
be made a Member of The American Historical 
Foundation, joining men such as yourself in 29 
countries around the world who share an interest 
in-and who helped make - Ame1ica's great mili
tary history. You will also receive special informa
tion concerning the care and collecting of military 
arms and advance notice of all Foundation military 
projects. 

The only other commemorative Ka-Bars were 
issued nine years ago. They were quickly sold out, 
and today they bring more than five times their 
original price. So prompt action is suggested to 
avoid disappointment. 

The few men, museums and organizations who 
act in time will own a lasting, tangible symbol of one 
of the greatest fighting organizations in the world 
the United States Marine Corps. 
r------------------------------------
: RESERVATION 
I Satisfaction Guaranleed or Re1urn in 30 Days for Full Refund 
1 To: The American Historical Foundation 
: 1022 West Franklin Street, Dept.A3 
1 Richmond, Virginia 23220 
I Telephone: 1804) 353-1812 

24-hour toll free reservations: 1800) 368-8080 
Yes, I wish to reserve each of the fo llowing 24-karat gold 
plated limited edition Commemorative Ka-Bars: 
_ _ Entire Series 
__ 1st Mar. Div. __ 3rd Mar. Div. __ 5th Mar. Div. 

2nd Mar. Div. _ _ 4th Mar. Div. __ 6th Mar. Div. 

D Please also send the glass-top display case, at S29 each, for 
each Ka-Bar reserved. 

D Please enroll me in a monthly payment plan. (Each knife 
reserved will be shipped when the full balance is received.) 

D charge or invoice 597.50 monthly. 
D charge or invoice full balance. 

D My payment in full is enclosed IS195 per knife; clisplay case, 
add S29 ). 

Name .. 

Address .. 

F~r. vi~~ .. Ma~t erCard or A~e~ica~ ·E~~;~~ . . ~l~ase send account 
number, ex pirat ion date a nd signature. Virginia resident s add tax. 



PIS101SMITHING 
JOHN G. LAWSON 

STAR 28 A PERFECT 10? CHECK AGAIN SAYS 
LAWSON, BO DEREK IT'S NOT. 

I was impressed by the rating given the Star 
28 in the '83 Handgunner Annual, a 

Perfect 10! 
I was determined to own one of these 

highly rated handguns, so I walked into a 
local gun shop and bought one, then headed 
for the range. Within the hour I was asking 
myself whether that Perfect 10 rating was a 
misprint or the reviewer had received one of 
those specially selected models one hears 
about during gripe sessions. 

My Star 28 , right out of the factory box , 
would not feed either round nose hardball 
factory loads or JJ5 gr. jacketed hollowpoints 
ahead of 5. I of WW 231 in new Lapua cases. 
Misfires were common, but primers were 
deeply dimpled on feeding. The chamber 
was so rough that one out of five fired rounds 
stayed right there, the extractor hook slipping 

past the groove, causing a double feed jam. 
The mating surfaces were rough. The barrel 
hood and inside of the trigger bow showed 
deep, rough tool marks. There was no evi
dence, under a microscope, of any hand 
fitting. 

Back to Interarms the next morning with a 
list of gripes. 

After what seemed an eternity, back came 
the pistol from the East. No letter of explana
tion. There was some evidence of peripheral 
stoning in spots where it showed and nothing 
anyplace else except rather crude filing done 
on the hook of the extractor, found later when 
I disassembled the pistol. The magazine 
safety no longer functioned and the pistol 
would not extract at all because the extractor 
spring had been sprung. 

I very nearly threw the thing into the adja-

cent swamp. I was disgusted. 
I detail stripped the 28 and began by 

unscrewing the nut at the end of the recoil 
spring follower. This is a tough job because it 
is fastened with a sealant, but it does come 
off. I replaced the recoil spring with a Wolff 
14-8 cut to the same length. The replacement 
spring is· made of .005" heavier wire. I 
replaced the hammer spring with a Wolff 19JJ 
hammer spring settling, after some experi
ment, on the 28# extra power model. 

I bent the extractor spring (integral with 
the part) back into shape. This spring is too 
soft, and should be re-hardened and spring 
tempered after achieving proper shape. You 
harden in a reducing flame in the acetylene 
torch and temper in a lead bath or by ftash
off. 

I stoned the sear nose and hammer notch in 
the usual manner and installed an overtravel 
screw at both ends of the trigger movement 
as there was slack at both ends for which I 
didn't care much. 

The front screw, a 4-40 headless set screw 
1/8" Jong is set into the front of the trigger 
linkage loop at a point where it bears against 
the front of the mag well. You can forget this 
one as it doesn't contribute that much overall. 
The rear overtravel screw, a 4-40 118 ", is set 
into the center of the frame bridge just above 
the sear, and it should have its point carefully 
rounded and glass smoothed for proper con
tact. You can see the contact with the hammer 
cocked. It bears just a tad to the right of 
center near the sear nose. Adjust it so that the 
sear clears the half cock notch , as per 1911 
practice. 

I bent the spring and got the mag safety 
functioning again. 

I nipped a coil and a half from the mag 
catch spring, polished the mag catch bearing 
surface glass smooth after grinding in an 
easy entry radius. The magazine now 
releases easily and a loaded mag can be 
installed rapidly and smoothly. 

The slide stop pin is too long, protruding 
so far that it would foul in clothing during a 
holsterless, belt-carry draw. It was short
ened , radiused and polished glass smooth. 
The finger piece of the slide stop is poorly 
angled , causing the thumb to slip off during 
stress reloading at the point of slide release. It 
should either be radiused and grooved in the 
shaper or a modified shape installed to the 
ground stub by silver soldering. A hollow 
ground shape with grooves would be most 
effective. 

The finger hook on the trigger guard is 
useless, and I found that it caught on my 
Bianchi inside belt holster during re-holster
ing, requiring that the belt be loosened and 
re-fastened. That lump should be ground to a 
nice contour and properly radiused. No prob
lem since my pistol is going to receive a new 
finish anyway. 

Similarly, the frame under the hammer is 
an awkward shape, overly long and wide for 
the dainty hammer used , and there is no 
possibility of hammer bite anyway as the 
hammer stops far short of this part of the 
frame. It should be ground shorter and 

Co11ti1111ed 011 page 76 
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NORWAY 
SECOND CHANCE '84 

Americans aren't the only shooters busting bowling 
pins. In Norway, descendants of the Vikings proved 
they can pulverize pins as well as their ancestors 
plundered villages. 

Up in the frigid fjords of Norway, prif!Jers 
were poppin' and pins were fallin' in the 

only reported duplication of the Second 
Chance Bowling Pin Shoot outside the 
United States. In May, 1984, 200 handgun
ners gathered in Oslo, Norway, to try their 
luck at the fast and furious sport of bowling 
pin shooting. 

The Norway Second Chance course of fire 
called for shooters to clear a table of five 
bowling pins. Time stopped when the fifth 
pin fell from the table, and the quickest time 
in two runs counted. Shooters paid $21 to 
enter and vie for prizes totalling $7 ,500 as 
well as two Dan Wesson .357 Maximums. 

It looked easy, those pins sitting there at a· 
mere seven meters, but the pins seemed to 
have a life of their own. They would spin and 
topple, but stay on the table. But after seven 
hours and some 2,000 rounds later, winners 
emerged. Flemming Pederson took the 
revolver category with a time of 4.19 seconds 

and Halvor Sponberg took the semi-auto 
class with a time of 3.67. Both winners are 
well-known IPSC shooters in Norway. 

The Norwegians came up with a unique 
method of timing the event. Invented by 
IPSC shooter Erik Anderson, a nylon line 
was attached to every pin, leading to a con
tact and a stop watch. When all five pins 
cleared the table, the time stopped automati
cally. The match organizers say they will try 
to rig up a photoelectric cell for timing next 
year .. 

Sponsoring of matches. is not common in 
Norway, but the organizers would like to 
extend deepest thanks to the importers of 
Smith and Wesson , Dan Wesson and Llama 
for their kind sponsorship. Also, thanks go to 
Avis Car Rental and Nissan automobiles for 
their sponsorships. Thanks, guys, for helping 
to make the Norway Second Chance Bowl-
ing Pin Shoot a ~ 
grand success. ~ 
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JEFF COOPER'S 
FIREWORKS: 
ESSAYS and FICTION 
An explosive book that will entertain you , 
provoke yol.J , and above all , make you 
think. An anthology of the writings of Jeff 
Cooper, FIREWORKS is a blend of pistol
craft , history, nostalgia , humor and in
trigue . It includes observations on the tradi
tion of violence in America, the creation of 
"Baby" his custom heavy rifle , terrorism, 
hunting on three continents , the proper 
mental conditioning for combat, and much 
more. If you enjoy technical firearms arti
cles, travel and adventure writing , and 
short stories in the Hemingway vein , then 
send for your copy of FIREWORKS today. 
Illustrated with line drawings by one of 
America's foremost western artists , Fred 
Lucas . Quality hardcover edition , only 
$14.95 plus $1.50 postage and handling. 

HANDGUNNER BOOKS, Dept. 44AH·3, 
591 Camino de la Rei na, Ste. 200, 
San Diego, CA 92108 

_ Send me a copy of Jeff Cooper's FIRE
WORKS. Enclosec find $14.95 plus $1 .50 post
age and handling . 
_ Charge my Credit Card _ Visa _ MC 
Number _ _ _ _ _ ______ ~ 
Exp. Date _ _ _ _ Initials ____ _ 

NAME - --------- - -
ADDRESS __________ _ 
CITY ___ STATE ___ ZIP __ _ 

Californ ia residents, add 6% sales tax. Allow 4-6 weeks 
for delivery. 

[2J Yes , send my FREE SUBSCRIPTION 

I NAME - ----- -------

1 ADDRESS - -----------

1 
I CITY ---- ------.----



Arm yourself 

Send for your 
personal 

subscription 
NOW! 

One year $14.95 (you save $9.05) 
Two years $24.85 (you save $23.15) 
Three years $33.45 (you save $38.55) 
Foreign subscribers add $6.00 per year. 

Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery 

For express service call 
TOLL FREE 

800/824-7888 
Operator 40 

In California only call 
800/852-7777, Operator 40 
Charge your subscription to your 
Visa/ BAC or MasterCard 

FREE! 
This all fabric GUNS TEAM MEMBER PATCH 

(a $3.50 value) with each paid subscription. 

... with a complete arsenal 
of firearms information 

Be on Target 
To aim for the latest, most accurate informa
tion, you need GUNS MAGAZINE. It's the one 
that the experts read-the winning 
competitors, the collectors, the gunsmiths, 
the real gun buffs . The very next issue may 
include just the article that could save you 
many times the cost of a subscription. Can 
you afford to be without it? 
GUNS MAGAZINE gives you the most com
plete coverage ever assembled. You'll never 
miss with GUNS. DON'T SETTLE FOR LESS. 
SUBSCRIBE NOW AND SAVE UP TO 53%. And what's more, 
if you order now, you 'll receive the GUNS MAGAZINE TEAM 
MEMBER patch-a $3.50 value-FREE! 

Use the adjoining postage paid order card or write to: 

591 Camino de la Reina-Dept. 119 
San Diego, California 92108 

THIS OFFER IS VALID for only 3 months from the cover date. 



COPTAUC 
MASSAD AYOOB 

POLICE OFFICERS SUPPORT THE RIGHT 
TO BEAR ARMS AND DEFEND ONESELF 

T he scene was an LFI "Judicious Use of 
Deadly Force by Civilians" course, and I 

had just given the students a coffee break 
after screening one of my videotapes , 
"Physio-psychological Aspects of Gunfight 
Situations." It had been filmed at the Idaho 
Peace Officer Standards and Training Acad
emy, and I had been wearing my police uni
form in the video. 

One student came up to me and said, "It's 
amazing to see someone in police work 
teaching citizens how to protect themselves. I 
always figured all you cops didn't want any
one but yourselves to be carrying guns on the 
street." 

I told him what I'll tell you now. 
The average street cop isn't the least both

ered by the fact that law-abiding citizens have 
guns. Indeed, he probably wishes that more 
did. The only thing he's nervous about is that 
you don't have the training he does concern
ing when one can fire and when one cannot. 

MODEL 383 

The high-profile police chiefs and ex
chiefs you see taking the side of the gun 
grabbers are in the minority. The Interna
tional Association of Chiefs of Police and the 
Fraternal Order of Police, among others, 
have taken strong pro-gun and pro-armed 
citizen positions in the past. A poll by Police 
Product News, the most popular trade jour
nal among street cops, showed the patrolmen 
to be overwhelmingly in favor of good-guy 
civilians having guns. 

The great majority of cops I know make 
sure that at least one of their guns is home 
with their wife when the officer is at work. 
They've seen too many horror stories on the 
job to allow their spouse to become another 
headline like, "Home Invader Rapes, Stran
gles Housewife." And, because street cops 
are the most cynical and incisive people on 
Earth, they know that it would be hypocrisy 
for them to say someone else's wife couldn't 
have one. 

(BERSA) 

Most of us have also seen cases first hand 
where a gun in the hands of a decisive store
keeper or homeowner kept tragedy from 
happening. In my book "In the Gravest 
Extreme'' ($7 . 95 + 1. 50 postage from Police 
Bookshelf, P.O. Box 122 , Concord , NH 
03301), I tell of the time I'd just gone on 
midnight patrol when the call came in of a 
home invader. When we arrived, lights flash
ing and sirens screaming, the intruder was 
already gone. He was attempting to rape the 
lady of the house when the husband, hearing 
her screams, grabbed a .32 auto pistol from a 
drawer and ran to her aid. 

The hulking attacker backpedalled out of 
the house cringing at the little pistol that was 
levelled at him. He reached the lawn , 
screaming murderous and profane threats, 
but by now the wife had recovered suffi
ciently to grab her husband's loaded 12-gauge 
shotgun from the closet and race to his aid. A 
round in the air sent the would-be rapist 
scampering, seconds before Officer Dan 
Gmgras pulled up at the scene, with me a few 
seconds behind him in another cruiser. I was 
the designated "reporting officer," and I'll 
never forget the look of fear on the home
owner's face when he asked if "they" were 
going to arrest him, nor the look of relief 
when I assured him we not only weren't going 
to bust him, we were proud of him. 

In 1983, I was working for another depart
ment where one of my duties was training not 
only officers but gun-owning civilians in fire-

Continued 011page 25 

SEMI-AUTOMATIC 
PISTOLS 

• .380 ACP Caliber 
• 31/i in. Barrel Accurate • Reliable • Economical 

• Double Safties • Blue Finish 
MODEL 223 
• .22 LR Caliber 
• 3V2 in. Barrel 

MODEL 225 
• .22 LR Caliber 
• 5 in. Barrel 

MODEL 226 
• .22 LR Caliber 
• 6 in. Barrel 
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• Combat Trigger 
Guard 
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With RWS Spring-Piston 
Precision Airguns you never 
outgrow the urge to have a 
good time with family , 
friends , or fans. 

* * *Be it plinking targets 
with the family - using our 
RWS Model 6G Air Pistol, 
loaded with RWS Hobby 
Pellets. 

* * *Or sharpen your 
shooting skills with a 
friend - using the popular 
RWS Model 45 Magnum 
Air Rifle, loaded with 
the New RWS 
Super H 
Point Pellet. 

***Or 
responding to 
the cheers of the fans by 
capturing the Gold -
with the RWS Model 75 

NEW 
RWS 

Model 
45 

Carbine 

Match Air Rifle *, loaded with RWS 

lO 

Meisterkugeln 
Match Pellets. 
The RWS Model 75 
is available in 4 
versions. 

There are over 40 models 
& variations of RWS 
Precision Airguns - all 
have a Lifetime Warranty. 

For a personal viewing of 
RWS Precision Airgun 
Products - see your local 

_., dealer. or for detailed 
,. catalog send S1 lo: 

~fl~ 
Ilqnamil Nobel 

DYNAMIT NOBEL OF AMERICA INC. 
105 Stonehurst Court, Northvale, New Jersey 07647 

INSIGH'FS INJ'O IPSC 
CAMERON HOPKINS 

NEW IPSC COLUMN AIMED AT BEGINNER 
AND EXPERIENCED PRACTICAL SHOOTERS 

The American Harulgunner welcomes you 
to this new column, 'Insight Into IPSC', 

which will appear regularly in each of our bi
monthly issues. Devoted to IPSC shooting, 
this column is written for both the experi
enced IPSC shooter and the beginner. The 
Harulgunner will strive to present incisive 
and pertinent information to benefit the par
ticipants in IPSC, the most dynamic handgun 
sport going. 

'Insight Into IPSC' focuses not only on 
what is currently happening within the sport, 
but also what looms on the horizon. Look to 
'Insight Into IPSC' for previews of what the 
World Executive Council and the United 
States Practical Shooting Association 
(USPSA) plan for the future. 

Beginning with the next issue of Harulgun
ner, 'Insight Into IPSC' will kickoff its regular 
format of a section devoted to beginners and 
a section devoted to experienced shooters. 
Sometimes the same topic will be covered in 
varying degrees of depth, and other times the 
column will cover different topics, one for the 
beginner and one for the accomplished 
shooter. In this manner, 'Insight Into IPSC' 
will cater to all of us involved, or hoping to 
become involved, in this exciting sport. 

And you, the participant or prospective 
participant, are important to the 
Harulgunner. Therefore, at the closing of 
each column there will be an open question 
directed to you , the reader, in hopes that you 
will express your views. From your 
responses the Harulgunner will gauge the 
general feeling of IPSC shooters on any 
given question and then, in the following 
issue , present several representative 
responses. You are encouraged to participate, 
starting now with this first column, by 
responding to the question at the bottom of 
the column. The address to send your replies 
is given. 

HOW TO GET STARTED IN IPSC 
Many new people at an IPSC match at the 

local gun club are bewildered by the sport. 
They see fancy 45s, Pin Guns and compen
sators, quick-draw holsters and magazine 
pouches, and they are intimidated. Most 
local gun clubs help the prospective IPSC 
s,hooter get started, but the new shooter 
should be aware that USPSA is more than 
willing to help point the beginner in the right 
direction. 

USPSA director Dave Arnold said new 
shooters can contact him and he will then put 
them in touch with the Sectional Coordinator 
in their area who will then in turn put them in 

contact with the nearest IPSC club. From 
there the club president will assign new 
shooters a "Big Brother" to coach them and 
break them into IPSC slowly. 

"You're doing a disservice to the new 
shooter if you don't do everything to help that 
person. I think it's our duty as an established 
group to help a new shooter to get started,'' 
Arnold said. 

Arnold went on to say that a new shooter 
will be allowed to participate in IPSC 
matches, at first , without strictly adhering to 
IPSC equipment rules . Arnold said he 
encourages a new shooter to participate with 
whatever handgun and holster are available 
even though IPSC rules may technically pro
hibit such gear. In this way a new shooter can 
become involved without spending a small 
fortune for a 'proper' gun, holster, maga
zines, mag pouches, etc. 

The Big Brother program in which a new 
shooter is assigned an experienced IPSC 
shooter provides the newcomer with not only 
a coach but also a buddy at the local match 
where he may feel somewhat out of place at 
first. The Big Brother can explain why things 
are done and how to best do them. He can 
introduce the new shooter to the folks in the 
club. 

Club presidents and regular members who 
are interested in supporting the Big Brother 
program should contact their SC and make 
their willingness known. 

So if you want to get into IPSC, don't be 
bashful. You don't need to start off with a 
gadget gun costing a month's wages, and you 
don't need any specialized gear. Just bring 
you pet handgun to the next club match and 
join the fun. 

Drop Dave Arnold a line for information 
on the Big Brother program at P 0. Box 1990, 
Grafton , VA 23692. Or go directly to your 
local club for assistance. 

READER'S QUESTION 
What do you think of assault courses 

requiring three or more reloads and a good 
deal of running (more than 50 meters)? Do 
such assault courses represent practical 
shooting, or are they a physical endurance 
test with no practical application? 

Send your answers to ' Insight Into IPSC', Suite 200, 
591 Camino de la Reina, San Diego, CA 92108. Limit 
your response lo 250 words. Answers must be either 
typewritten or clearly handwritten. The editor 
reserves the right to edit published answers for clarity 
or length . 
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THE COLT .45 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM 
The ultimate selective-fire conversion for the famed Colt 
.45 is here! All original components are retained, and only 
three functional parts have been added, each of which can 
be built using common hand tools. The ingenious auto
matic tripping device-a feature never before incorporated 
in any machine pistol of this type- provides for trouble-free 
operation. A revolutionary, compact, removable fo lding 
metal front grip aids in contro ll ing the gun when fi ring full 
auto. Carefull y researched and thoroughly tested for relia
bility, this conversion system works with outstanding ac 
curacy and safety. 9 x 12,softcover, illus., photos, templates, 
BB pp. $12.00 

BOUNTY HUNTER 
by Bob Burton 

Adventure is his occupation; a hefty 
commission is his reward. He is a 
professional bounty hunter, and he 
stalks the most elusive of all prey-a 
wanted man. Here is the business as 
told by a pro. Learn how to get your 
first job, track a fugitive, arrest him 
and turn him over to the police. 
Included is a state-by-state listing of 
laws. 5112 x 8V2, softcover, 136 pp. 

$10.00 

DEAD CLIENTS DON'T PAY 
The Bodyguard's Manual 

by Leroy Thompson 
Now, learn the business of body
guarding like it reall y is! Topics in 
clude checking for auto tampering, 
home and office security, weapons ' 
selection, assessing the threats and 
more. Illustrations detail car and 
grounds security . Here are the 
glamour, the guns, the facts of the 
trade. SY2 x 8%, softcover, 120 pp. 

$10.00 

THE RUGER PISTOL EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM 
For the first time. conversion plans for a super-compact, 
selective-fire machine pistol! Turn your Ruger Mark I or II 
into a fistful of power- without modifying the receiver or 
bolt group and using hand-built parts. This ingenious con
version fires from the original closed bolt system- making 
firing extremely accurate-and uses original trigger parts. 
The detachable auto tripper device can read ily be removed 
for semiauto shooting only. Machinist's drawings, full 
scale templates and photos accompany directions. 9 x 12, 
softcover. illus .. 96 pp. $12.00 

THE MINl-14 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM 
Calling all Mini-14 owners' Convert your Mini into a full-auto, silenced SWAT-type 

weapon with this all-new home workshop guide' The Mlnl-14 Exotic Weapons Sys
tem presents complete machinist 's drawings, forty close-up photos. and full-scale 
templates needed to convert your Ruger into an awesome selective-fire weapon 
capable of field-clearing firepower . Note that this conversion process requires no 
machining or special tools . Once completed, it takes just five minutes to drop in the 
Automatic Connector (the book 's secret') or remove it as needed . It's that simple' 

Created by the author of Home Workshop Silencers and The AR-7 Exotic Weapons 
System, this book is without doubt the finest selective-fire conversion manual that 
Paladin has ever published . If you own a Mini-14 , don't delay . Order now' 9 x 12, 
softcover, machinist 's drawings, photos . full-scale templates . 72 pp. 
ISBN 0-87364-250-3. $12.00 

Forbidden 
~ightil!,g 
Technigµes 

ID 
Ashida Kim 

FORBIDDEN FIGHTING 
TECHNIQUES OF THE NINJA 

by Ashida Kim 
Pass through the dark night of the 
soul and, like the Ninja, become a 
mystic warrior of the shadows. To 
help you in your quest of the Silent 
Way, Ashida Kim presents exer
cises, strategy, fighting techniques 
and ceremonial oaths of initiation . 
With practice and study, you can 
master this terrifying form of self
defense. 8% x 11, hardcover, 271 
photos, 128 pp. $19.95 

THE AR-7 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM 
A comprehensive home workshop guide for the gun buff 
and hobbyist machinist. Over fifty working machinist's 
drawings, photos and full-scale templates show exactly 
how to convert the AR-7 .22 survival rifle into a full-auto 
silenced machine pistol or machine gun. Step-by-step 
instructions detail how to modify the weapon 's original 
receiver, fabricate new sear and safety, as well as make a 
simple, efficient silencer group assembly. For historical 
and reference purposes only. 9 x 12, softcover, illus., 
n~ ~~ 

G£T EVEN: 
The Complele llooli of Dirty Tricks 
A hilarious overview of the methods 
people use to get even with big busi
ness. government, and enemies 
More sophisticated and involved 
tricks are included, such as ones 
devised by CIA and Mafia members 
and political dirty tricksters. Over 80 
sections present dirty tricks ranging 
from the simple to the elaborate. 517 
x 817, hardcover, 192 pp. $12.15 

THE COMl'l.ETE IOOK OF 
COMBAT HANDGUNNINC 

by Chuck Taylor 
All aspects of combat handgunsand 
their use are covered in this com
plete manual. Hundreds of illustra
tions show using survival handguns, 
preparing the handgun for combat, 
caring for handguns, and handgun 
stopping power. An important fire
arms book for survivalists and com
bat handgun owners. 81.h x 11, soft-
cover, illus., 200 pp. $12.95 

SILENCERS IN THE 19805 
Great De-sisns, Great Desisners 

By}. David Truby 
Now. an in-depth . fully illustrated report on the newest 
developments in suppressor technology. J. David Truby 
provides all - new info on the innovative designs of today's 
suppressor designers, plus explosive data on those who 
use them . His investigative research gives definitive 
comparisons of models, prices , features , kits , indepen
dent manufacturers. and si lencer technology. You 'll not 
read this privy info anywhere else! 81h x 11 , softcover, 132 
pnotos, 120 pp. $12.00 

DISGUISE 
TECHl'flQUES 

' """""' '''·" '"·'"'''' 

MAD AS HELL 
A Master Tome of Revengemanship 
Tired of feeling like the underdog? 
Let Mad As Hell put you on top of 
your enemies as you become a mas
ter of revengemanship. Learn how to 
get even with a two-timing lover, an 
overbearing boss, bothersomemail
order companies, and others. Here 
are over 120 peevish pranks to re
duce your mark to a whimpering 
mass of paranoia. For entertainment 
only! SV2 x 8V2, hardcover, 168 pp. 

$12.95 

DISGUISE TECHNIQUES 
Fool All of the People 

Some oi the Time 
by Edmond A. Mac lnaugh 

Li ke the chameleon. you can blend 
1n with your su rrou ndings- or be 
mv1s1ble- usmg these tned -and 
true techniques. Size up people and 
si tuations at a glance. change your 
personahty. and create temporary 
and permanent d isguises. Includes 
makeup, clothing. wigs and acces 
sories tips. sv, x 8 112, soltcover.1llus .. 
88 pp. $8.00 

THE RUGER 1022 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM 
Here is a conversion system you can bet your life on! Now 
you can transform your Ruger 1022 into a selective-fire, 
close-combat gun you can trust. With simple hand tools, 
you can build the parts that will convert you r trusty Ruger 
1022 into a selective-fire weapon that can fire over 1,000 
rounds per minute on full auto-all without modifying the 
receiver or trigger housing in any way. Just drop in the 
conversion parts, and you' re ready for whatever- or 
whomever-comes. Over 60 explicit photos, machinist's 
drawings and full-scale templates accompany the de
tailed instructions for making this conversion foolproof. 
9 x 12, softcover, illus., 96 pp. $12.00 

-----------· OTHER FASCINATING TITLES :t ~Kf~~!~~ I HATE YOU!. $12.95 COMMANDO FIGHTING 
HOW TO GET ANYTHING ON TECHNIQUES . . $·10.00 

ANYBODY . . $30.00 AN INFANTRYMAN'S GUIDE TO 
PRINCIPLES OF IMPROVISED URBAN COMBAT . $14.95 I Call TOLL FREE for credit card o rders : 1-800-824-7888; 

Ask for Operator #249. Alaska & Hawa ii , 1-800-82;,;4-:7:9:1:9·=======:1~~~~f!l!!!r I Ple•se send me lhe following tilles: _ 

YOU CAN'T MISS . . .. $ 9.95 
BUSH CRAFT . . . ... ... .. ~10.00 
THE WEAPONEER $15.1>0 
NEW l.D. IN AMERICA . s10.oo 

EXPLOSIVE DEVICES . $12.00 
SECRETS OF THE NINJA .. $16.95 
JOBS THAT SUCK . •• AND SOME 

THAT DON'T. .. ... $10.00 
HIT MAN .............. $10.00 HOME WORKSHOP SILENCERS 
EMPTY HAND, LOADED GUN: VOL. I .. $12.00 

THE ULTIMATE SYSTEM FOR THE FIGHTING RIFLE $12.95 
CLOSE COMBAT . .. ......... $ 8.00 UP YOURS!. . $12.95 

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE 

•--- - - - - --• 
• 

Bill my: 0 VISAD MasterCard Exp. Date __ 
Card No. ___________________ _ SUBTOTAL-----• 

Please include 

I NAME $3 postage I 
ADDRESS-------------------- and handling ----

l
·······························C·l·TY---------STATE----ZIP--- TOTAL ------- I -------------DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 
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CONVERSATION 
WITHA 

CHAMPION 
By Jon Winokur 

Mike Dalton has won four Southwest Pistol 
League Championships, the Man vs. Man 
Speed Event at the 1983 Bianchi Cup, and 
dozens of other matches in a decade of com
petition. He has attained the rank of Combat 
Master, perhaps the ultimate achievement in 
practical pistolcraft. And he has the rare 
ability to communicate his expertise to oth
ers, a skill which has made him one of the 
country's top teachers of the game. Dalton 
and his partner Mickey Fowler operate Inter
national Shootists, Inc. (PO. Box 5254, Mis
sion Hills, CA 91345) and have co-authored 
a book on self-defense entitled Life Without 
Fear. 

I questioned Mike recently about some of 
the teaching techniques that have made /SI 
one of the best shooting schools in the 
country. 

JW: You've trained hundreds of shooters 
since /Si's inception in 1980, and you've seen 
many of your graduates become successfal 
competitors. What training methods do you 
use to produce such results? 
MD: Before Mickey and I started ISi we held 
clinics for the members of the Southwest 
Pistol League. We found that even at short 
ranges, a full silhouette target was too 'for
giving'. No matter what we did, we couldn't 
get the students to group their shots. Almost 
in desperation, we began putting a two-inch 
square of black tape in the center of the target 
to help them narrow their cone of fire, and it 
worked. 

' You can't hit that two-inch square at 7 yards 
unless you do everything right. You have to 
operate the trigger smoothly and really hold 
and follow-through or you're not going to hit 
the black. It forces you to apply the four 
principles of marksmanship: proper hold, 

$9.95 
Soft cover 

$14.95 
Hard cover 

$19.95 Hard. 
autographed 
and numbered 

World champion handgun shooters 
Mickey Fowler and Mike Dalton teach 
you how and when to shoot. Enhance your 
ability to survive. Areas covered: safety 
• marksmanship • tactics • legal • 
women• technique • crime • guns and 
equipment• ammunition • 150 photos. 

• DRY-FIRE KITS 
PRACTICE AT HOME 
IMPROVE YOUR SKILLS 

ISi LOGO PRODUCTS 
Dry Fire Kit ... .. . ...... .... .. . .. 3.95 
Hat Pins ..... . ........ .... ...... 4.00 
Hats (Baseball Type) .. . . .. .. . .... 6.00 
T-Shirts ............... .. ....... 7.00 
Belt Buckles 

Gun Belt Pl. - 2" ..... . . .. . . ... 12.95 
Dress Belt 1-1 '/4' .... . . .... .. . . 12.95 

ISi Patches . . .. .......... . ....... 2.00 

Add $2.00 per b oak or $1 .00 per item for 
postage and handling on all ISi logo 
products. Money order, Visa , and Master 
Card, (send number and expiration date) 
shipped immediately. Personal checks 
allow 3 weeks for delivery. Ca. residents 
add 61/i% sales tax. 

CLASSES FORMING 
2 day and 5 day courses in self-defense or 
competition available . These international 
experts and combat masters will teach you to 
fire fast controlled shots, with the mental 
conditioning to obtain pin-point accuracy, and 
fulfill your personal goals ! 

Send $2.00 for complete 8 Page 
Brochure and Information Packet 

to 

,.,.. . .,, ...... ,, .. ,,,,, '"' 
DEPARTMENT A.H. 

P.D. BDX 5254. MISSIDN HILLS, CA. 91345 
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30 
ROUND 

COMBO MAG 
For COLT AR-15, and 
RUGER *MINl-14 and 

ARMALITE AR-180 

FITS & FUNCTIONS in all 3 
without modification! 

In stock now, at most gun Dealers 
ITEM NO. MAC-1530 

$20.75** 
Send $1 .00 for Ram-Line catalog and "Secret" of reassembling any 

Ruger Mark I or II in 60 seconds or LESS!! ·A Reg istered 
Trademark of Sturm Ruger Co. Inc. · ·suggested Retai l 

NEW! 
-ANOTHER
EXCLUSIVE! 



COMBAT SHOOTING 
MICKEY FOWLER 

~OWLER LIKES NEW PRO TIMER II 
FOR PRACTICING COMBAT SHOOTING 

As practical handgunning continues to 
./-\.grow in popularity, new equipment is 
being developed to help increase the skill of 
competitors. One of the most useful of these 
new devices available to shooters is the Pro 
Timer II. When I first started practical hand
gunning by joining the Southwest Pistol 
League in 1977, there were only two ways of 
timing strings of fire : having a friend accom
pany you to the range with a stop watch and 
whistle, or, if you were alone, you tape 
recorded the match to be practiced. 

Both of these methods have serious draw
backs. Past experience has proven to me, that 
when using a stopwatch and whistle, there is 
an error factor of up to two tenths of a second 
per timed run from operator to operator. It 
can also be a problem finding someone will
ing to spend the day timing you. A tape 
recorder is fair for par time practice (Those 
with set time limits), but is useless for Com
stock or straight time matches. Present trends 
in course design seem to favor the latter. 

Couple modern electronic technology 
with programs for practical shooting needs, 

and you have the Pro Timer II . The Pro 
Timer II is designed and built by Ronald 
Bailey. Bailey is a long time IPSC shooter and 
originally made a timer for his own use. As 
the sport grew, so did interest in his timer. 
Other shooters wanted units for themselves. 
He successfully marketed the Pro Shot Timer 
and from there, went on to develop the Pro 
Timer II. 

The Pro Timer II has shot review data 
capability. It will save and display the time to 
each shot, shot number, and time between 
shots. The time to the last shot is displayed 
after every shot. After completion of firing, 
the shot number, time to each shot or time 
between shots may be reviewed. This mode 
is excellent for timing the increasingly popu
lar Comstock events and live fire practice. 

Pro Timer II allows setting of the time 
between the start and stop beeps. This is in 
increments of .l second to 99.9 seconds. An 
important feature of this device is the over
time shot indicated by a flashing display. This 
mode is excellent for dry fire practice and par 
time events. It can also be used with an exter-

1954to1968 ASTRA 
OWNERS-READ THIS! 

The Astra Cub 

(M2000) 
(.25 automatic) 

(6.35 mm) 

If you own a small pocket 25 cali ber semi
automatic pistol marketed by Astra between 
1954 and 1968, please take note. IT MAY BE 
SUSCEPTIBLE TO ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGE. 
Recent studies show that if the gun is dropped or ._!I• 
otherwise carelessly handled with a round in the ~~~~ 
chamber, it may f§J off-this can be due in part to the ~ '. :r.11 
type of firing mechanism that was used in those days. hM.J_b.9 

ASTRA WILL UPDATE YOUR PISTOL FREE OF ~i'~ 
CHARGE. In order to substantially reduce the possibili ty of an 
accidental discharge, Astra will update your pistol with its current firing mecha-
nism components . .Just send your pistol-pre-paid- via UPS. ~long with your name and address to: 

WALKER ARMS COMPANY Inc. WALKER ARMS COMPANY Inc. 
Hwy 80 Wesl Rt. 2. &ix 73 or 127 N. Main St. 
Selma. Alabama :36701 Jopli n. Missouri 64801 
(205) 872-6231 (417)781-6440 

Your pistol will be serviced and returned to you as soon as possible. ALL FREE OF CHARGE. 
It is very important that this adjustment be made. So be sure that the chamber is empty before you carry 
il And be sure you send us your pistol today' 

nal stop plate sensor. 
The time is displayed from the start beep to 

a plate hit. It will detect and display an open 
sensor line condition. The Pro Timer II is 
compact in size, measuring 5 \4 " high by 4" 
wide by 2" deep. It weighs 16 ozs. and comes 
with a secure belt clip. Power is supplied by a 
9 volt rechargeable battery. If you forget to 
recharge your battery, it can be replaced with 
a 9 volt alkaline battery. All shot review data 
is displayed on an easily readable screen. 

Bailey informed me that each Pro Timer II 
is inspected at numerous points during 
assembly. Each printed circuit board is wave 
soldered for maximum reliability. After an 
operational inspection, each unit is taken to 
the range and individually tested under live 
fire conditions. It must pass checks for proper 
sensitivity and operation. Then it is ready to 
ship to the customer. · 

The proof of any new piece of equipment 
is in field testing. I took the Pro Timer II to 
the International Shootist Inc. Training Facil
ity and the Shooting Machine Club Range for 
an on-hands evaluation. My first test was a 
IPSC assault course. I clipped the Pro Shot II 
on my gunbelt, turned the on switch to 
delayed start mode, then set the selector 
switch on shot record mode. At the start 
beep, I took off at a run to engage three 
targets through a doorway. After firing two 
shots on each of the targets, I reloaded and 
ran about 25 yards to engage three more 
targets and a stop plate. After completing the 
run, I pushed the review button. Every shot 
was timed and recorded showing how long 
each part of the assault course took to 
complete. 

I let other shooters run this same course of 
fire with the Pro Timer II for over an hour 
and the unit performed flawlessly. One 
shooter accidentally dropped the timer while 
removing it from his belt, but nothing was 
broken. This speaks well for the durability of 
Pro Timer II. 

My next test was using the timer in its Par 
Time Mode. I decided to use the "Falling 
Plate Event" from the Bianchi Cup. I moved 
the selector switch to Par Set and punched in 
the desired time limit, then moved the switch 
to the Par Run position. Once again, the 
timer worked perfectly, giving a start and 
stop beep and flashing when an overtime shot 
was fired. 

The Pro Timer II passed all its tests with 
flying colors. I find it to be a very useful 
addition to any serious shooter's equipment. 
The Pro Timer II is the official timer of the 
World Speed Shooting Association. It was 
tested and used in the 1984 Steel Challenge 
and is being used at numerous IPSC matches. 

The Pro Timer sells for $274.95 and is 
available from Competition Electronics, 
Inc., P.O. Box 239, Roscoe, lli. 111111111!19-
61073 . ~ 

SUPPORT THE 
ADVERTISERS IN 

THESE PAGES! 
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A little peace of mind 
from Beretta. 

Peace of mind. When you've got it, you've 
got everything. And Beretta's lightweight, 
palm-sized semi-automatic handguns are 
pure peace of mind in a sleek, safe, compact 
package. 

Built for accuracy. Dependabi lity. Safety. 
Because they're built by Beretta. Backed by 
450 years of experience and craftsmanship. 

And priced for 
your budget. 

When your se
curity is at stake 

there 's no sub
stitute for the 
best. Beretta 

,,~ compact hand
, guns offer 

~" exclusive 
features, like 
the open slide 
design, you 
only expect 
to find ln 

Beretta's larger 
caliber pistols. 

The .25 caliber model 
20 weighs in at just under 11 

ounces with double action trigger, 
recoil ejection plus an 8 round magazine 
capacity. 

The model 950 series is an easy-to-handle 
8 ounces available in single action , semi
automatic .25 ACP and .22 short. And like the 
Model 20, the 950 handguns feature safe, 
convenient tip up barrels for direct chamber 
loading without manually working slide. 

For a 
slightly 
bigger 
pistol try 
the feel 
of the 
Model 84 .380 auto. 
Provides double action 
dependability with a 13 
round staggered magazine. 

.380ACP 

This is the kind of dependable firepower police 
and military personnel specify 
for protection. 

These are just 
three of a broad 
line of Beretta 
handguns that 
include the 
new92SB 
9mm double 
action semi
automatic with 
a 15 round 

~agazine favored by U.S. law 
enforcement agencies like the Connecticut 
State Police. 

For pure peace of mind nothing matches the 
safety and dependability of Beretta. Nothing. 
For more information cal l 
Beretta U.S.A. or see 
your nearest dealer. 

~ 

Beretta U.S.A. Corp. 
17601 Indian Head Highway 
Accokeek, Maryland 20607 
(301 ) 283-2191 
1-800-638-1301 
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Attention! 
(C((»MlltAl 

SJH[r((~ r(()J lE1 .I{ S 
Now you can purchase the 

accessories you need in one 
convenient place. We offer : 

Kings Extended Salties 18.50 
Ambidextrous Sal t ies-Swenson 40.00 

Col t 49.95 
Extended Slide Release 19.50 
Wilson Shok ·buff 6.35 
Wilson-Dwyer Group Gripper Govt. 22.95 

Comm . 27.95 
Wolff 18 V2 lb recoil spring 4.50 
MK IV recoil spring 1.50 
Extended Magazine Release 17 .50 
Micro ad1ustable sights 31 .50 
W1ch1ta ad1ustable sight s 49 .95 
Seleq self timer 154.95 
MMC Bar Cross fixed sights 29.00 
Mellett fixed sights 26.00 
Beavertail grip salties - Wilson 19.00 

Colt 23.00 
Long Match Triggers 10.40 

3 lightening holes 16.50 
Magazi nes- Co lt . bl ue 18.00 

Devel ,B rds 17.95 
Flat Mainspring housing-Colt , eked . 23.00 

Colt. serrated 23.00 
Pachmayr 9.95 

Colt Barrell and Busning sets 49.95 
Colt Commander Hammers 16.50 
Micro Bushing 9.50 
Bianchi · Askins Avenger " 35.00 
Bianch i "Chapman H i-Ride " 40.95 
Blocker "Security " (teflon l ined ) 35.95 
Blockc:>r "X-1 6 " 26.95 
Rogers "' Idaho Reloader " pouch 6.35 
Rogers E-Z load 6.35 
Bianchi "clip grip " 19.00 
Blocker "double clip " 21 .00 
Rogers PPS Grips 22.95 
Bianchi "Lightning " grips 21.00 
Pachmavr "combat " gr ips 17.50 
Detonics Extended Recoil 

Spring Guide 28.00 
IPSC Hat Pins 6.75 

We have considerable experience 
in 1, ~rform i ng IPSC style modifica 
tions . Inq uire fo r de ta ils . 

We are a Colt's Warranty Repair 
Station and ca rry a wide var iety 
of Colt Parts . l~~.u.i~ "; for detai ls . 

We offe r a comple te money back 
gua ran tee-· 

Forward Correct remittance in 
cash . check or M .O . along 

with 10% or $2 .50 postage to: 
FREE CATALOG UPON REQUEST! 

Dealers please inquire 

SH[((»'(() l li S 'f 
· S l(Jl~J»LY 

622 5th 
Belle Fourche, SD 57717 

C. O.D. 's Welcome 
or Lall you r Vi sa and Mastercharge 

orders to 
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HAND10ADING 
DAN conERMAN 

TRIAL OF LEE'S 2001 PRESS AND AUTO· 
PRIME 11- VERDICT IS THEY'RE WINNERS 

I f you've been thinking of buying Lee Preci
sion's new Auto Prime II or perhaps a 

starter kit like their 2001 Challenger, go 
ahead. Both have been wrung-out in the 
reloading shack here at the ranch, and both 
work well. 

The Challenger is a lightweight aluminum 
'O'-type press with toggle undercarriage that 
permits mounting on thick benches, a feature 
you'll appreciate if you've ever had to cut a 
large notch into a loading bench in order to 
mount a press whose toggle mechanism had 
too much underswing. 

Strength is common to most presses made 
today, and even the smallest of them is adver
tised as having enough strength to withstand 
the full-length resizing of larger rifle cases. 
The ultimate test of strength, however, is 
bullet swaging, which stresses the ram as 
well as the frame. Swaging also calls for 
precise axial alignment. The 2001 meets the 
challenge. 

The foregoing is not intended as a recom
mendation to use the Challenger to swage 
bullets. Instead it is a testimony to the 
strength and precision that have been built 
into this small, modestly-priced press. 

The Challenger kit includes a set of dies 
and a shellholder, a powder scoop and fun
nel, a Ram-Prime set-up for large and small 
primers, and a tube of Lee's no-oil resizing 
lubricant. It amounts to a neat package for the 
beginner, although he'll probably have to add 
a powder measure and scale if he's going to 
get into handloading on more than a casual 
basis. 

Lee's Auto-Prime II involves a disc-type 
-primer flipper from which primers are grav
ity-fed into a small die that threads (7 /8ths-14) 
into the top of most reloading presses. 
Included is a priming post that snaps into the 
ram of the press. You place a shellholder for 
the cases you're going to re-prime into the 
die, and primers slide down through the 
curved plastic trough and enter the die one at 
a time. It's duck soup, with each primer mov
ing smoothly into position as the priming 
post is lowered to clear the way. As the last 
few primers reach the bottom end of the 
trough, it's necessary to nudge them along, 
gently, in order to assure their entry into the 
die: This minor inconvenience is, however, 
easily remedied by refilling the flipper tray 
when the last primer enters the trough. 

Nothing's perfect, though, and anyone 
harboring a penchant for perfection may find 
himself at odds with the appearance of prim
ers seated by either the Auto-Prime or Auto
Prime II. The seating punches, which are 

lathe-cut, emboss tool marks on the impact 
surface of the primer. Circular marks appear 
and, ifthe cutting tool was slightly off-center, 
there'll be a tiny dimple. 

The seating surface of the Ram Prime, 
supplied with the Challenger and Turret mod
els, causes no such irregularities because it's 
glass-smooth as a result of cold-forming. 

None of the foregoing should matter to 
anyone other than a perfectionist (like this 
one), and Lee is confident in assuring us that 
the primers are not affected. Still, it seems 
that adding a small measure of detailing 
would make a good, inexpensive priming 
system even better. 

AND FROM SOME READERS 
Stephen Shalet, of Elkins Park, PA, sug

gests as follows: "I have always adjusted my 
seating die so that it loaded my .45 ACP 
cartridges to headspace on the bullet. (That 
is, the bullet touches the rifling.) This allows 
the use of a heavy taper or roll crimp. All that 
is necessary is to assure that the base of the 
round is even with the end of the chamber 
hood. This is adaptable to any length or 
weight of bullet, except perhaps light, short 
semi-wadcutters. Feeding, chambering and 
headspace are constant. Also, cases require 
trimming less often, if at all, since the case 
does not headspace on the case mouth, and 
case length is not critical." 

Feedback on Shalet's method will be wel
come. Is he solving one problem while creat
ing another? How about excessive pressures? 
Or has he succeeded in achieving improved 
accuracy potential (by minimizing bullet 
deformation), while simplifying th crimp vs. 
don't-crimp controversy? 

Shalet also resurrects the idea of using the 
Ruger .30 Carbine revolver for a .32-20 case, 
necked down for .308" bullets. He suggests 
that the shoulder of the round be moved for
ward so as to prevent its chambering in old 
.32-20 revolvers. The advantage, over the 
.30 Carbine, would be realized in terms of 
slightly greater case capacity and being able 
to use a rimmed case. The disadvantages 
would have to include a lack of inexpensive 
and readily-obtainable brass. And, as with all 
home-brewed cartridges, dies would be spe
cial-order items. 

Meanwhile , Donald R. Thomas, of 
Klamath Falls, OR, has gone a step further 
using a .357 Magnum case necked to accept 
.308" bullets. His gun is a Ruger Blackhawk 
originally chambered for the .30 Carbine. 
The only load he's reported so far exorcises a 

Continued on page 21 
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Book I: Handguns 
#GH8136 

1985 GUN DIGEST ® 1985 GUNS ILLUSTRATED ® 
39th Edition 
Edited by Ken Warner 
Dozens of timely, interesting articles on 
all facets of firearms. Funny guns and 
gear of the Western fast draw game.John 
M. Browning and his patents. The Uncoils, 
U.S.-made pistols of 1911 pattern. The 
sidehammer rifle. Middle ground deer 
rifles. The gun that followed the famous 
Webley 455. Old gunsmithing tools. The 
Miquelet lock. Getting a grand slam on 
turkeys. Guns and gunfire on TV tube 
and movie screen. Fred Adolph's long
range single shot 22 centerfire pistol. 
Lightweight mountain rifles Much more. 
Plus regular departments. The special 
Gundex®, new product reviews and 
testfire reports. Expanded and revised 
catalog section with the most up-to-date 
prices available. 488 8 '12' ' x 11" pages. 
(8 in full color) 

~\t~l 

1985 GUN DIGEST 
HUNTING ANNUAL ~\t~l 
2nd Edition ---------]-.~-
Edited by Robert S. L. Anderson ~-AJNDLOADER'S 
Better hunting begins with this well- ~ DIGJ~T: ·o.:,,·;:;;. 
rounded , fully illustrated collection of .. , 
expert tips and advice. How to select, set ~ "'-
and use waterfowl decoys. Ten steps to 2 
wing-shooting success. How and where ~ 
to hunt the Dark Continent. There's ~ 
much more: hunting exotic game in ~ 
Texas, getting close to trophy game, ~ 
gutting and skinning deer, the lowdown 1,1 

/ 
on ringneck pheasants. Plus, how not Ii 
to spook the trophy of a lifetime and air- ' 
line regulations governing firearms #HA2106 
shipment.AllwrittenbysomeofAmerica's $1295 finest shooter/writers: Fadala, Lott, 
Zumbo and more. 244 8 '12' ' x 11" pages. 

17th Edition 
Edited by Harold A. Murtz 
Easily one of the most original and 
informative collections of firearms 
features aroundl Showcases a pair of 
very special Mag-na-port 44 Magnums -
the Ruger Red Label converted double 
rifle, too. Proof, through long testing , 
that movable sights aren't always a must. 
Explores the versatile 223 Remington, 
the unique and valued Browning T-Bolt 
22 - even the good ol' 38 Special. Lots 
more: Japanese guns, the Whitworth 
Muzzleloader, 45-90 Sharps, plus the 
remarkable MG-34 German machine gun. 
Also the Remington 1100 Special Field 
gun, Weatherby's new Fibermark rifle, and 
the Rossi Model 88 stainless kit gun. 
Expanded and revised catalog section 
with the most up-to-date prices available. 
328 8 '12' ' x 11" pages (8 in full color) 

HANDLOADER'S 
DIG EST, 10th Edition 
Edited by Ken Warner 
The big book on handloading, with 
dozens of "how to" features, covering 

. everything from tools and materials to 
techniques and tips. Includes "Notes 
On Today's 22 Bullets" by Layne 
Simpson , "A Walking Around Wildcat 
Rifle" by Hal Hartley, and "Loading The 
257 Remington Roberts In Its 50th 
Year" by Norman Rowclif f. Also must 
reading: "Loading For The 224 Weather
by Varmintmaster" by Lonny Weaver 
and "The 444 Formula For Survival" by 
Robert K. Sherwood. Also includes most 
extensive catalog available, listing 
components, equipment and acces
sori es for reloading rifle, pistol and 
shotgun ammunition. 320 8 '12'' x 11 " 
pages. 

Gun Digest Book Of FIREARMS 
CARE, CLEANING AND REFINISHING 
ByJ. B. Wood 
Gunsmith J.B. Wood tackles the care 
and maintenance of firearms with 
meticulous detail and step-by-step, 
il lustrated, clearly written text. Book I is 
devoted to pistols and revolvers, Book 11 
to rifles and shotguns - and there is a 
difference! When dry firing is harmful 
and why. Guns that can be dry fired 
safely. When to consult a gunsmith. 
Replacement of broken parts. All types 
of cleaning equipment - rods, brushes, 
slotted tips , jag tips , patches and other 
tools. All the available commercial 
chemicals and lubricants and their 

Book I: Available November 1984 

appl icat ions. Cleaning methods for all 
types of firearms , including black 
powder arms. When to refinish , the 
difference between refinishing and 
restoration , when refinishing increases 
the value and when it reduces it. Why 
the amateur should not try it himself. 
Carrying cases for all types of firearms. 
How best to store them . Theft protection. 
Evaluation and insurance. Invaluable 
guides that pay for themselves many 
times over. Each book contains 160 
8 '12' ' x 11" pages. 

Book II : Available December 1984 

SEE DETAILS ON FOLLOWING PAGES--~ 

Book II : Long Guns 
#GG8146 

$895 
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By Sam Fadala By Clay Harvey 
Provides the hunter/shooter with 
extensive information on most of the 
cartridges introduced during this 

- century (with some carryovers from the 
19th) that cannot be obtained from any 
other single source. Combines the hard 
data of a reloading manual with the 
author's interesting and informative 
analysis. Major sections are devoted to 
the .223 Remington, .243 Winchester, 
6mm Remington, .270 Winchester, .308 
Winchester, the .30-06, .375 H&H , ?mm 
Remington Magnum, many more. 
Covers history and development, 
application, general loading information 

A guide for the experienced shooter 
going beyond the basics. Fadala brings 
thirty years of experience in shooting 
sports to bear, examin ing all aspects. 
Explains why to use a certain cartridge 
or gun for a particular game. Views 
recoil from a technical perspective, tells 
how to minimize it. Wi th over 1000 
illustrations, covers the home defense 
gun, the hunting handgun, long-range 
cal ibers, the varmint rifle, the black 
powder battery, sights, benchrests , 
trajectory charts, reloading, wildcats, 
custom guns and how to order them, 
scopes, an all-around big game gun 
plus plenty more. Provides the reader 
with a better understand ing of the sport. 
448 8%'' x 11 " pages. 

$1295 on nearly 50 cartridges. Tabular 
ballistics data are included at the end 
of each chapter. 320 8%'' x 11" pages. 

KNIVES '85 
5th Edition 
Edited by Ken Warner 
Brings together the year's major design 
stories, from daggers that push and 
blades that claw to sportsmen's mini
knives that cut a lot with the least bulk. 
On the technical side, the Story of Sharp 
continues , and new steels and their 
sources appear. The latest btade grinds 
and handles are examined. Includes the 
annual custom and factory kn ife 
pictorial feature and trend reports. This 
year's expanded directory includes a 
knife photo index, encompassing all 
previous edit ions, plus listing all avail
able kn ife and accessory sources, from 
custom artisans to general retailers and 
major manufacturers. 256 8%'' x 11" 
pages. 

#AR6446 

ARCHERY EQUIPMENT 
ILLUSTRATED 
Edited by the staff of 
Bow & Arrow Magazine 
First sing le source referen ce for 
archery equipment and accessories ever 
publishedl Hundreds of items are fully 
illustrated and arranged into more than 
a dozen sections , with retail prices 
where ava ilable. Huge section on bows, 
showing all the major manufacturers and 
offering the latest in hunting and target 
models. Also sections on arrows, broad
heads and other tips , release aids, bow 
cases and covers , plus accessories such 
as arrow rests and holders, klickers and 
stabilizers, and much more. All kinds of 
targets , bowfishing accessories. Large 
section on hunting gear The latest in 
knives for the bowhunter. Plus listings 
of all major manufacturers and archery 
organizations. 256 8 '12'' x 11" pages. 

FLAYDERMAN'S GUIDE TO ANTIQUE AMERICAN 
FIREARMS ... And Their Values, 3rd Edition 
By Norm Flayderman 
More pages, more guns, more photos! 
New expanded ed ition includes a big 
chapter on shotguns and fowling 
pieces. All prices and historical informa
tion have been comp letely updated. 
3,575 models and variants are 
described with.all _marks and specifi
cations for quick identification. 2,783 
firearms are individually priced with full 
information on how to assess values. 
1,4 75 targe scale photographs 
accompany model descriptions. It's a 
directory, reference and manual in one -
plus more! No facet of American ar"ms 
collecting is short-changed ; tells how to 
identify, how to evaluate, how to bui ld a 
viable, signif icant collect ion. For quick 
referencing , a standardized numbering 
system is included, plus extensive cross 

referencing and indexing . For the 
serious collector looking for in-depth 
information, each chapter or chapter 
sub-group has a bibtiography of 
additional books avai lable on that 
particular subject, along with the 
author's comments on each. Along with 
its practical va lue, Flayderman 's Guide 
is also a fascinating historical study of 
arms. From the rifles that won the 
revolution to the Col ts that won the 
West, it traces the nation's e~r l y history 
through strict vernacular of its weapons. 
A wealth of knowledge and keen insight 
compiled by the lead ing scholar and 
authority on antique American firearms, 
now in its 3rd big ed ition. 624 8%'' x 11" 
pages. 

USE COUPON ON OPPOSITE PAGE TO ORDER NOW! --~ 
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GUN DIGEST BOOK OF 
COMBAT HANDGUNNER 

By Jack Lewis & Jack Mitchell 
From the basics to compe
tition training and exercises . 
Coverage of the Bianchi Cup, 
the Steel Challenge and World 
Championships with diagrams 
and how to shoot courses . 
288 8W' x 11 " pages. 

#CH8826 . . .... $10.95 
GUN DIGEST BOOK OF 
PISTOLSMITHING 

By Jack Mitchell 
Covers smoothing, tuning, 
timing, joining, metal temper
ing, rebarrelling, troubleshoot
ing, accurizing, installinltlal
tering sights;, making repface
ment parts . P.its for a 45 auto 
rebuilding a junker pistol. 28S 
8W' x I I " pages. 

#PS9456 .. . . . .. $10.95 
GUNSMITHING: THE 
TRICKS OF THE TRADE 

ByJ. B. Wood 
Using ordinary workshop 
tools. Wood explains how to 
replace and repair broken parts 
without welding: repoint firing 
pins/ auto pistol strikers: 
tighten shotguns / revolvers: 
more . 256 SW 'x 11 " pages . 

#GS5166 . .. $10.95 

CARTRIDGES OF THE 
WORLD, 4th Edition 

By Frank C. Barnes 
Completely up-dated, this en
cyclopedic work covers the 
dimensions. performance para
meters. physical characterist
ics for over 1,000 different 
cartridges in one. well -organ
ized book. 3S4 SW' x I l " pages. 

#CW5046 ..... $12.95 

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF 
AUTOLOADING PISTOLS 

By Dean A. Grennell 
History . operating principles 
and firing techni<J.ues for rim
fire. military/ police. compe
tition. hunting. assault autos. 
Value trends . reloading, hol
sters. full catalog. 288 8W' x 
11 " pages. 

#AP4716 .. ..... $10.95 

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF 
RIFLESMITHING 

By Jack Mitchell 
Covers locking systems, proven 
designs. triggers. safeties, 
barrel rifling/ crowning, bed
ding. bolt jewelling, instal
ling scope mounts and sling 
swivels, metallic rifle sights , 
stocks and forearms, much 
more . 256 8W' x I I " pages. 

#RG2SJ6 ..... . . $10.95 

HOME GUNSMITHING 
DIGEST,, 3rd Edition 

Efy Tomm 1 L B1sfi 
Repair, restoration , remodel
ing for every gun owner. Metal: 
plating, inlaying, soldering. 
Wood: gluing, coloring, filling, 
finishing. Tools: choosing, 
sharpening, care . 256 SW' x 
11 " pages. 

#HGSI 76 ..... $10.95 

METALLIC CARTRIDGE 
RELOADING Edited by 

Robert S.L. Anderson 
How-to articles by exferts . 
pl us over 200 pages o load 
table data on appro x. 70 rifle 
and pi sto l calibers. Emphasis 
on modern rifle & handgun 
cartridges. selected obsolete 
ones. 320 8 1/i" x ff " pages . 

#MC2706 . .. .. . $12.95 

BOWHUNTER'S COMPLETE GUIDE 
DIGEST, 2nd Edition TO BOWHUNTING DEER 

By Chuck Adams By Chuck Adams 
All-new edition presents both Covers equipment, basic and 
the basic skills and subtleties advanced shooting tech-
of bringin~ down game on the niques. Plus common animal 
hoof or wing. Covers all the behaviors and habitats, stalk-
necessary equipment and how ing, stillhunting, hunting from 
to use it, plus the fine points stands, field care and tips on 
to improve your skills. 28S improving accuracy. 256 SW' 
SW 'x I I " pages. x 11 " pages. 
#BW7426 . .... . . $10.95 #BR3626 ..... . $10.95 

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF PART I: AUTOMAT1C PISTOLS 
FIREARMS ASSEMBLY/ #FPS616 · · · · · · · · · · .. .. . $10.95 
DISASSEMBLY PART II : REVOLVERS 

By JB 'Wood #FRS626 ....... ....... $10.95 
Field-stripping and complete PART Ill : RIMFIRE RIFLES 
takedown and reassembly of #RR8636 . ............. $10.95 
201 popular firearm s with PART IV· CENTERFIRE RtFirr,s 
photos and text describ in g #CRS646 .... . .... . .... $1 .95 
each step . Each book con- PART v· SHOTGUNS 
tains 28S-320 S"1 "" x 11 "' #SRS65°6 $10.95 
pages. PART VI: LAW ENFORCEMENT 

PISTOLS OF THE 
WORLD Revised -Edition 

By Ian V. Hogg & John Weeks 
Fully revised authoritative 
encyclopedia of over 2000 
handgun descriptions and 600 
illustrations covering every 
model worthy of note intro
duced since l S70. 304 SW' 
x 11 '' pages. 

#PWS226 ..... $12.95 

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF 
SHOTGUN GUNSMITHING 

By Rarph Walker 
One of the nation s premier 
shotgun specialists explains 
the principles and practices 
of repairing. individualizing 
and accurizmg modem scatter
guns. Much here never 
covered before. 256 81..\" x 
11 " pages . 
#SG2916 . $10.95 

THE TRAPPER'S 
HANDBOOK 

By Rick Jamison 
All the ins and outs of suc
cessful trapping from making 
scent to marketing the pelts. 
Covers coyote , red and grey 
fox , skunk , opposum, badger, 
muskrat , mink , beaver and 
raccoon. 224 SW' x I I" pages. 

#TH7636 ...... $10.95 
~---------------------- -- --~ TWO BOOKS FOR PRICE OF ONE! 

POSTPAID! HERE'S HOW! 
Buy one of the DBI books shown in th is ad and 
and get another DBI book FREEi 
(a) Buy any book(s) in this ad at retail price. 
(b) For each book you buy, you may select a 

second book from this ad of the same price 
or less FREEi 

(c) We pay all postage and handl ing costs. 
(d) This offer is restri c ted to purchases made by 

mail order from th is ad only. 
A B 

I'm Buying Retail 
These Price 

$ 

Book # 
$ 

Book # 
$ 

Book# 
$ 

Book # 

c 
Send These 

FREEi 

Book # 

Book # 

Book # 

Book # 

Please send the DBI books listed above. 
TOTAL EN CLOSED$ ____ _ 

10-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. 
ALLOW 4-5 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY. 

DBI BOOKS !NC Dept. 8528 
One N"orttiTielO 'P aza, "N orthf1eld, IL 60093 

Name _____ _ 

Address 

City _____ _ 

State ______ Zip _____ _ 

Offer Expires February 28 , 1985. 
U.S & Canada only. Sorry, no APO's or 
FPO's. Check or money orde r must accompany 
order. Please do not send cash. ORDER INDIVIDUALLY WEAPONS #LWS666 .. . $10.95 
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HAVE YOU SEEN ALL 3 PAGES? 



511UETAS 
PHILIP C. BRIGGS 

XP·'IOO FARES BEi I ER WITH NEW STOCK 
AND NEW CHAMBERING IN HOT 7mm-308 

'l"l Then Remington decided to build a sil
VVhouette version of their XP-100 they 

created the modest sized 7mm BR cartridge, 
deciding, and rightly so, that this cartridge 
was powerful enough for most shooters. 
With top loads the little seven delivers 
respectable knockdown (momentum) at the 
ram line, and the recoil is about all most can 
tolerate. 

But there are situations where more power 
would be useful, and that's where the standard 
Remington 7mm-08 comes in . Not only will 
the bigger case launch the same bullet 
150-200 fps faster from a 15-inch barrel, with 
a corresponding increase in knockdown at 
ram ranges, but also the conversion offers 
reduced costs and elimination of hassles in 
buying or forming cases. 

If you can handle the extra recoil , that 
added momentum is worthwhile insurance 
for the occasional hard-set ram, or wobbly 
stand or poorly hit ram (heaven forbid). And 
it brings the pistol into serious contention as a 
big game hunting weapon. 

If the cost of the Remington 7mm BR 
appeals, but nothing else does-do what I did 
and get one rechambered . Terry Walker at 
The Gryphon Gunworks (6515 N. 12th St. , 
Phoenix, AZ 85014) can do the job for you 
and is familiar with the conversion. Another 
option is to buy a rechambered pistol from 
IHMSA , the national handgun silhouette 
sanctioning organization. They sell to mem
bers only, but their prices are attractive; you 
can buy the pistol and join for less than the 
retail cost of the stock BR (IHMSA, PO Box 
1609 , Idaho Falls, Idaho 83401 , 208-
524-0880) . The test pistol came from 
IHMSA and performed flawlessly. 

The 7mm BR case taper differs from that 
of the 7mm-08 (or the 7mm IHM SA) so that 
if you just run a standard reamer in, you'll 
more than likely end up with a ring on a fired 
case on the shoulder of the shorter case. That 
can be solved by using a slightly oversize 
.002" reamer. The chamber cleans up, and 
although the resulting fired case may not fit a 
standard chamber, it sizes without problem 
especially if you use a necksize die. 

A note on nomenclature here. This pistol 
was chambered for the 7mm-08, that is, 
Remington's selected production version of a 
7mm on the 308 case which should be identi
fied as 7mm-308. The major difference is 
length. Remington's production brass is .010 
inches longer. That's no problem if you want 
to make cases for it out of 308 brass, (be sure 
to check the neck diameter of a loaded round 
though) just don't try the reverse. 

Reloading the 7mm-08 is straight forward. 
Just use the minimum suggested loads from 
your manual for starters, and concentrate on 
the faster burning of the indicated powders. 
The loads I tested were selected to have some 
overlap with the 7mm BR and to explore the 
performance increases possible with the 
added capacity. 

To get a feel for the increase in perfor
mance provided by the conversion I checked 
my notes from an earlier test of a stock 7mm 
BR. One can expect to gain 150 to 200 fps 
with the conversion at a cost of about 10 
grains of powder. Velocity variations, by the 
way, were less with the smaller case, but the 
accuracy of the two is about the same. You'll 
be able to duplicate the smaller round's top 

· loads by loading the 7mm-08 down a tad. 
Recoil by the way, is unpleasant in the 21st 

BUEHLER PISTOL MOUNT 

NO DRILLING OR TAPPl_NG 
Introducing a different BUEHLER MOUNT-M83. In
stalls without drilling or tapping. For calibers up 
through . 357 Mag. Available in silver or black finish . 
M83 Mounts available for Smith & Wesson , Dan 
Wesson, Colt and Ruger. 

Send for free Catalog 39H. 

MAYNAR.D P. BUEHLER, lnc.-ORINDA, CA s4ss3 

century swoopy, brown-colored, nylon 
stock. After the last match with it (40 rounds 
is all) I was talking with another competitor 
and I found myself idly rubbing a rough spot 
on my right thumb. The sore turned out to be 
a skinned spot-darn thing bit me right 
through a golf glove. 

Fired from the bench, the pistol, when 
gripped up high, really ate me up. Some 
photos Sara shot of me show the pistol turned 
90 degrees to the horizon, and the end of the 
scope an inch or so off the bench top. 

Tough business this load testing. 
I finally gave up and did what I should have 

done at the start- restocked the pistol in 
something designed to be shot rather than 
looked at. There are quite a number of 
accessory stocks available for the basic 
XP-100, but the easiest to fit is the FRP-1000 
Fiberthane stock from H-S Precision 
(PO Box 512, Prescott, AZ 86302, 602-
445-0607). This stock features a cast-in
place, precision-machined aluminium bed
ding block. The barreled action just bolts in . 
The outside of the stock is done up in an 
acrylic primer and is ready to paint. No 
inletting, no bedding, no patching. Just paint 
it , bolt in the action with the high-strength 
bolts that are supplied and shoot it. 

The improvement in control and shooter 
comfort are striking. With a stock that fits the 
hand, the recoil forces are distributed over 
the entire hand and pistol becomes comfort
able to shoot. 

At 100 yards, the best looking loads aver
aged about two inches for three five-shot 
strings (scoped , sandbags). Plenty good 
enough for 'possibles.' I'd expect smaller 
groups with a 4X or 6X scope, though , as the 
2X Burris I used (a fine scope by the way) 
turned out to not have enough magnification. 
I'd guess a higher power scope would cut 
those groups almost in half. 

I shot around 600 rounds, and I like the 
cartridge. More gusto I guess. It won't do 
everything a full length 308 will , but damn 
few shooters would utilize that potential - it's 
just too much. The extra case capacity does 
not give an equivalent increase in muzzle 
velocity. In fact, there was space leftover in 
all the top loads. This indicates slower 
powders have a potential for even more 
velocity and I'd suggest youtl give it a try if 
you're one of those for whom too much is 
never enough . 

For the rest of you , the elimination of the 
brass forming hassle makes it worth the con
version. And , as that's cheaper than the form
ing dies, you'll save enough money to pay for 
the extra few grains of powder needed to get 
to 7mm BR velocities. And the potential to 
send turkeys twinkling like edge-hit chick
ens, stun the adjacent competitors with 
muzzle blast and · kill nearly any ram 
anywhere, anytime is just a ~ 
tip of the powder can away. ~ 

IP>ll~<e<i>Y~I 

l~lb~AIP>ll~~ 
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Continued from page 16 

100-grain Speer Plinker at 1489 fps from his 
71/z " barrel ;. He used 14.7 grains of 4227, 
commenting that the charge was mild in his 
gun. 

He continues, "I have been busy working 
on .45 ACP wildcats, and have worked up the 
following: 

30/45/110-grain bullet/7 .0 Herco. This 
load , not chronographed , shows no signs of 
excess pressure. 

8MM / 45 / IOO-grain bulle t/ 6.5 
Unique/1153 fps. Also mild. 

38/45/125-grain bullet/16.0 Hll0/1376 fps. 
Warm. 

41145/210-grain Sierra/7 .5 Herco. Not 
chronographed, but mild, with no signs of 
excess pressure. 

"I built the barrels and my favorites are the 
.38/45 and the .41145 , though the .30/45 
shows some potential. All feeding problems 
are eliminated, due to the necked-down fea
ture of the cases. 

"On the .41145, I use cut-down .30-06 and 
.308 brass because my overall case length on 
this round is .950" and finished overall 
length is just enough to clear the magazine 
with some margin to spare. I also use large 
rifle primers in these." 

Thomas closes by saying that a .30/38 
would be possible on the .38 Super, using .30 
Mauser dies for sizing down. 

Reader Terry Murbach, doubtless consol
ing himself during the Maumee, OH, winter, 
bought a Smith & Wesson Model 24, 6-112" , 
only to discover that the barrel lacked about 
.025" of being screwed all the way into the 
frame. He sent it back to the factory, and was 
assured by S&W's Fran Longtin that he(! 
have a revolver he'd be "proud to own;" that 
is, after Longtin did his fixing. The gun was 
returned , at length , to Murbach , who 
reports : "I was able to run about 400 rounds 
through it, just plinking. Since then , I've 
chronographed several dozen different loads. 
The 429421 cast bullet, 8.0 grains of Unique, 
CCI 300 primers, and R-P brass usually will 
shoot one-hole groups; that is, all five shots 
are cutting each other. Velocities average 880 
fps. The same bullet ahead of 15.0 grains of 
2400 shoots equally well at 955 fps." 

But there's a sour note as Murbach con
tinues his report: 

"I've managed to shoot up to 250 of 
Alberts 230-grain SWC bullets without find
ing a load that shoots under two inches. I've 
tried Unique, W-W 231, and HP-38 with 
those Alberts slugs, with some groups aver
aging over 4 inches. Alberts bullets are ver
itable 'tack drivers' in most any good 
revolver, with proper loads. I am, however, 
at a loss to explain their poor showing in the 
M24 ." 

Murbach is a veteran handloader. So, why 
has he encountered this accuracy problem 
with Alberts bullets? This is especially per
plexing when we note that he has had excel
lent results with other bullets. 

The address for solutions, commentary, or 
revelation of your experiences with hand
loading is : Handloading, Route 1, llllM
Box 7, Llano, CA 93544. ~ 
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Here are 24 top choices to help improve 
your silhouette success. These Hornady Bullets are per
sonally recommended by the members of our staff who 
are dedicated silhouette c~mpetitors . They have thor
oughly tested them in our ballistics laboratory and in 
national and local matches as well . 

Pistol shooters will want to try the two new Jacketed 
Truncated Cone (JTC-SIL) designs shown below in 38 and 
44 caliber. We believe they give you the best combination 
of accuracy and knockdown power yet developed for full 
metal jacket bullets . Load a box and see. 

Write for a copy of our Silhouette Loading Data Booklet. 
You'll find we're very serious about making silhouette 
shooting more fun for you. 

There are 24 Hornady Silhouette bullets to choose from .. . 
6.Smm 
129 gr . SP 
140 gr . SP 

139 gr . SP 
139 gr. BTSP 
154 gr. SP 
162 gr. BTHP 

162 gr. BTSP 
175gr.SP 

165 gr. SP 
165 gr. BTSP 
168 gr. BTHP 
190 gr. BTHP 
190 gr. BTSP 

35cal. 
200 gr . SP 
200 gr. RN 

41 cal. 
210 gr. FMJ-FP 

30cal. 
150 gr. SP 

44cal. 
240 gr. HP 7mm 

120gr. HP 150 gr. FMJ-BT 
38cal. 

158 gr. FP 240 gr. JTC-SIL 

~ ~ I ~ & ~ 
! !1":' i 
~ 1. ~ l ~ 

IHI Team up with 
or~ady 
for the fun of a gun! 

160 gr. JTC-SIL 
180 gr. JTC-SIL 

Please send new Silhouette 
Loading Data Booklet. 

Hornady Mfg. Co. 

ADDRESS -------------- -----
Box 1848, 

Dept. AG2035 
Grand Island, 

NE 68802-1848 
CITY __________ STATE ____ ZIP ___ _ 
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JOHN 

SPILBORGHS 

" -Para Comp . 45 " 

PO BOX 40529 
SANTA BARBARA 
CA 93103 - 1529 

USA 

SI 00 FOR PICTURE ANO INFO 

-STALWARTT~-
woooEN 

LOADING BLOCKS 

Sizes available for 25ACP through 577 Nitro 
4 or more for $3.25 each. We pay shipping 

Order by cartridge or write for size chart 
Satisfaction Guaranteed 

-STALWART CORPORATION
Box 357 • Pocatello, ID 83204 

H 1!.~.c~22~45~1~t~~ 
Colt 17, S&W 25 and S&W 55 revolve rs. 
Allows storage in ammo belts & std. boxes. 
Reusable indefinitely. For a FREE sample. 
send a self-addressed. slamped envelope. 
(We now make full-moon clips.) 
Clip Pnces: 25 for $4.99: 50 for $8.99 ppd. 

RANCH PRO DUCTS. P.O . Box 145. Malinta. OHIO 4353 5 

HOZ <:USTOM GUNS 

Pin Guns, IPSC and Bullseye. 
Basic to full house conversions . 

For information , call or write : 
2933 East Bay Drive 
Largo, FL 33541 
813/531-7443 
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I HANDGUN l.EATHER 
I BOB ARGANBRIGHT 

TEX SHOEMAKER, MASTER HOLSTER 
MAKER, COMBINES TWO CAREERS 

I t is not really surprising that some of the 
greatest holster innovators have come 

from the ranks oflaw enforcement. After all, 
a policeman is donning one leather rig or 
another during almost all of his waking 
hours. Ifhe is a thinking man who wants only 
the best functional equipment, he soon starts 
experimenting in leathercraft. Of all the 
American gunleather companies in existence 
today, at least a half dozen of the best are 
headed by former law enforcement people. 
Some employ scores of highly talented 
craftsmen. 

Most of us, police and civilians world
wide, have heard of Tex Shoemaker & Sons 
Leather Goods and Equipment. It is among 
the largest of the gun leather companies and 
has been in existence since a modest start in 
1936. The practical design and superb quality 
of Tex Shoemaker leather is definitely second 
to none. 

What is really most remarkable, however, 
is Loren R. "Tex" Shoemaker, president of 
the company. Tex became a leather industry 
giant and also remained in law enforcement 
long enough to complete a brilliant 33 year 
career in 1966. It is a rare man who can 
become a success in two careers -
simultaneously! 

As a young man Tex Shoemaker worked as 
a mule packer and bronc buster in the Sierra 
Madre Mountains. His involvement with 
functional leather equipment was, obviously, 
early on. At the same time he was developing 
an interest in law enforcement through asso
ciation with some of the rough and tumble 
lawmen of the roaring twenties era . The 
interest was so great that he joined the Sierra 
Madre Police Department in 1933 - at the age 
ofonly 19! Two years later he was appointed 
Chief of Police of La Verne, Calif., to 
become the youngest chief in the state. One 
year later the Tex Shoemaker Leather Co. 
came into being. Obviously he was not com
pletely satisfied with the leather gear he and 
his men had available at the time, hence the 
desire to design and manufacture his own. 

Those were very interesting times for law 
enforcement so Tex sought the fast-paced 
action of a much larger department. In 1941 
he joined .the Los Angeles County Sheriffs 
Office and was assigned to a '.'radio car" in 
East Los Angeles, as hot a beat then as it is 
now as this writer can testify, having worked 
it as a State Narcotics Inspector 25 years 
later. 

Tex's leather industry was growing and he 
was soon making innovative holsters for 
most of his fellow deputies. Some of the 
designs he invented then are police standard 
issue today. Every bit in character, his growth 

with the LASO was equally fast. Within two 
years of joining the department he was pro
moted to Detective Sergeant and was han
dling significant cases. His unit was the el ite 
Gangster& Robbery Detail. Where the hell 
did this man find time to build a giant leather 
industry in his "off time"? 

The answer lies in an unusually strong 
family unit. Leather goods became a family 
affair involving strong support from his wife 
and children. The corporate name of his 
company, Tex Shoemaker and Sons, should 
really read ''The Tex Shoemaker Family''. 
The plant is constantly upgrading their pro
duction methods to keep apace of modern 
manufacturing techniques. 

While Tex Shoemaker and family spe
cialize in law enforcement leather from entire 
belt rigs and dozens of off-duty designs right 

on down to badge cases and wallets, they also 
offer much for the civilian consumer. As a 
sub-specialty they offer some of the most 
beautiful and functional Western rigs avail
able on the leather market today. Addi
tionally, their new camouflage line features 
camo designs applied to their existing leather 
line and they can offer 90 percent of their 
huge catalog listing in camouflage. I know of 
no other company doing this, certainly none 
to this extent. 

One of the most interesting Tex Shoe
maker police duty holsters is the new "Quick
front" design for either revolvers or 
autoloaders. To execute a draw, one simply 
rocks the gun out by applying pressure down
ward on the butt. The barrel exits the spring 
loaded front and the gun ends up in firing 
position. The safety strap features a thumb 
break on the body side of the holster. The 
Quickfront is both fast and secure. 
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The Tex Shoemaker catalog is packed full 
of new and interesting designs. It is hard to 
single out just a few for mention in this arti
cle. There is a small , narrow box holster for 
the AMT .380 Back-Up pistol that, worn in 
plain view on the belt, would never attract 
attention as something conceal ing a hand
gun . There are holsters through which you 
can fire without even drawing the weapon. 

Maybe it would be best if you ordered your 
own catalog fo r $2 from Tex Shoemaker at 
714 W Cienega Ave. , San Dimas, CA 91773. 
By the time you have read the 56th page you 
will know Tex as a true giant of the industry -
actually you wilJ know that from his picture 
on page one. This old lawman ~ 
looks as if he stands nine feet tall ! ~ 

PRINTING THE 
HANDGUNNER 

To print one issue of the Handgunner, 
it takes 85. 6 tons of paper, and there are 
about 36 trees in a ton of paper. That's 
3,082 trees. It also takes 'Z ,570,400 gal
lons of water to print an issue. The 
water, however, is recycled. 

Here in the Handgunner's offices, we 
work on a four to six month lead time. 
That means we're wo rki ng on the 
November/December issue in the mid
dle of summer. Now you know why you 
don't read about a major match, such as 
the Bianchi Cup, until about six months 
after the fact. 

= 

#33 5 " length 
#35 6 " length 

#6 
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•MODEL H- 1 LS (shown above) 
Padded Sheepskin with Calf 
Support . . . . . . $36 .95 

•MOD E'- H-1 Padded Sheepskin 
without Calf Support . . . . $32 .95 

rt . 
added Suede 

out Calf Support .... $22 .95 

Please Add $3 .00 For Shipping & Handli ng 

Nothing comes close to a Cobra 
133-30 32nd AVENUE, FLUS HI NG , NEW YORK 11354 (212) 762-8181 

0 

--'45 -
- ~ 

BY Bill WILSO N 

-~ -
#2 

Q 
#98 

#9 
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HERE AT LAST! 
Handmade in England. 

PROBABLY THE 
FINEST SHOULDER 

HOLSTER IN THE 
WORLD. 

Original 
"Golden Tan" 

Colour. 

PRICES: 

airmail 
4" Barrels (Minimum) $70.00 
6"-61h" Barrels $72.00 
8" - 8'%" Barrels $74.00 

•HOLSTER HANDCRAFTED from SELECTED 
TOP GRAOE ENGLISH SAOOLE LEATHER 

•FULL GENUINE SUEDE LINING 
• AOJUSTABLE SOFT LEATHER HARNESS and 

SURGICAL ELASTIC back-strap 
•HANO BLOCKED to ACTUAL HANDGUNS 
•Rear RETENTION LOOP 
• Choice of CYLINDER or REAR SIGHT CUTOUT 

RIGHT HAND MODELS ONLY. Sorry no left hand. 
When ordering, state make & model ot -pon, barrel 
length, whether CYLINDER or REAR SIGHT cutout 
preferred. Send $2.00 tor lull colour catalogue. 

The Shoulder Holster Most Used the World Over to 
Guard Royalty , Presidents, and Heads of State. 

Please add 10% Send check, M.O. to 
for AIRMAIL Horseshoe Leather Products, 
Post and 132 Aberford Rd., Woodlesford 
handl ing . Leeds LS26 BLG, England. 

THE ROLLS ROYCE OF 
SHOULDER HOLSTERS 

WHERE QUALilY IS 
A PERSONAL MATIER 
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Micarta 
with elephant 

ivory inlays. 

We are as 
proud of 

producing 
the finest 

quality 
grips as 
you are 

of your handguns . Using the finest exotic 
hardwoods and superior man -made 
materials, a small skilled group of crafts
men commit equal care to every pair of 
Badger grips. From $25 up, for those who 
demand the best. 

Full-colo r catalog , 52. refw1ded on firs t o rder. 
10% Discount to Police Officers, NRA members. 

BADGER GRIPS 
2054 Youngstown Lockport Rd ., 
Dept. AH, Ran somville, NY 14131 

HANDGUN HUNTING 
J. D.JONES 

VARMINT HUNTING WITH A HANDGUN? 
TODAY'S HANDGUNS CAN HANDLE IT! 

Aphenomenal number of hunters are turn
J-\.ing to handguns to pursue the sport of 
hunting varmints. My correspondence and 
telephone inquiries indicates exceptional 
interest in 'long range' hunting handguns. 

'Long range' must be defined by the indi
vidual and no one else. I usually ask the 
intended purpose for the gun or cartridge and 
how far the shooter wants it to be effective on 
game. Varminting for groundhogs or prairie 
dogs will be the most frequent use so 
accuracy and flat trajectory are important. 

The usual effective range desired is 200 
yards. Accuracy and the ability to kill 
humanely at that distance are almost always 
specified. Only a very small percentage of 
the 'long range' shooters want to stick with 
revolvers and will settle for 150 yard guns 
with adequate accuracy and power. 
Obviously scoped .44 Magnums are the best 
choice here. 

A few individuals consider anything over 
50 yards as 'long range' . 

A small percentage of shooters are looking 
for an accurate, powerful semi-auto hunting 
pistol with at least .44 Magnum power and 
150 yard accuracy. Almost as many auto
matic fans state they hunt brush, want good 
penetration and aren't really interested in any 
other form of handgun . They are not satisfied 
with the .45 ACP cartridge. As of this writ
ing they are out of luck unless they can latch 
onto an Auto Mag. Strangely, SSK scopes 
quite a few Auto Mags so they are being used 
although out of production. I'm not too sure 
what all of this really means in the overall 
picture of the modern handgun hunter except 

· that he is willing to try most anything that 
sounds logical to achieve his intended 
purpose. 

My picture of the modern long range 
handgun hunter looks like this: he is very 
concerned with shot placement and range is 
only another factor in his ability to hit what he 
wants to hit where he wants to hit it. He 
knows his personal ability and is willing to 
work to achieve proficiency with any hand
gun. He recognizes the fact that scopes allow 
better shot pla9ement on either still or mov
ing game. He knows that under optimum 
conditions he has the personal ability to take 
game cleanly at 200 yards if the gun will do 
it. He knows optimum conditions usually 
only occur if he takes the trouble to set them 
up or by accident. He knows he can't hit a 
barn at 10 yards ifhe is totally exhausted from 
physical exertion. He frequently has a poor 
concept of what cartridge-gun combinations 
are available. 

He is willing to travel long distances to 
hunt big game but is a regular deer hunter in 
his home state. He is not a spendthrift but is 
willing to spend a reasonable amount of 
money to engage in his sport of handgun 
hunting. He is a reasonably young guy and 
very enthusiastic about hunting in general. 
He usually sounds like a pretty good guy that 
you wouldn't mind hunting with. Every once 
in awhile he turns out to be a she; not a he. 
Audry Murtland of Detroit turned to hand
guns last year and gave a performance on 
deer and exotic game that won't take a back 
seat to anyone. Audry did her shooting with a 
.375 JDJ TIC. 

Essentially it's best to analyze what you 
want in view of the job you want it to do. A 
.357 Magnum isn't a 200 yard varmint gun 
but it is one of the best 50-75 yard running 
jackrabbit guns you could select. No revolver 
is accurate enough to compete with the single 
shots as long range varmint guns nor do they 
give a very flat long range trajectory. How
ever a good, scoped revolver will turn in 
some pretty amazing results in the field in the 
hands of a good shot. 

Generally speaking, when deer are the 
quarry the current crop of automatics crap 
out at 50-75 yards. But the .45 Win Mag 
Auto is capable of almost doubling that. The 
revolvers are essentially 100 yard hunting 
guns with a good man with good loads able to 
increase that by another 50 under good con
ditions. Anything over 150 yards is strictly in 
the realm of the one-shooters as is most hunt
ing of small varmints such as prairie dogs. 

Exceptional killing power is also strictly 
available in the single shots although some 
very heavily loaded .45 revolvers are starting 
to show up. Just what they will actually pro
duce and how long they will last with maxi
mum loads is unknown at this point in time. 

Few individuals seem concerned with the 
mythical 'all around gun' that has been elud
ing rifle shooters since gunpowder was 
invented . The handgunner seems more inter
ested in trying quite a few things for himself 
with little reluctance to move on to something 
else if he thinks it will do a better job for him. 

As the founder of Handgun Hunters Inter
national and owner of SSK I have a fair 
handle on what's going on in handgun hunt
ing. The trend to long range guns, firing rifle 
er rifle-type cartridges is growing stronger 
by the day. 

At this point the only over-the-counter 
revolver set up to take a scope is the Redhawk 
and many individuals don't like its balance 
with the scope so far forward. The TIC is 
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BUT WHY THE Sierra's Tournament Master handgun bul 
lets satisfy the most exacting performance de
mands of serious competitors and recreational 
marksmen. Tournament Master match bullets 
are built to the same close tolerances as Sierra's 
world-famous rifle bullets. Tournament Master 
FMJ bullets are built for the recreational marks
man. But the question remains: Why the ugly 
green box? 

Sierra 
the Bulletsmiths '" 

An American Manufacturer 

Sierra Bullets are manufactured to meet 
the highest standards in the industry. And so is 
the ugly green box! Our chipboard container is a 
custom box, available from only one source in 
the United States. Its interior is double-lined with 
a preservative to protect your bullets. Simply 
put, we don't use plastic in our bullets and we 
don't use plastic boxes. So the next time you buy 
bullets, ask for the ugly green box and know 
you 're buying theverybest. Move up to the winner 
- move up to Sierra! 

Send for our free cata log. Use the coupon. 

r-------------------------, 
Sierra Bullets, Dept. AHG-3 
10532 S. Painter Ave., Santa Fe Springs , CA 90670 
Please send your free catalog to : 

Address - --- ------------

City ________ State--Zip ----

10532 S. Painter Ave., Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670 • 800-223-8799 I'm interested main ly in bullets fo r C Rifles D Handguns 

L-------------------------~ 

available in several calibers that will do a 
great job on small varmints or deer and ante
lope out at a couple hundred yards. The XP 
100 221 Fireball is a good varmint round as is 
the 7 BR. The 7 BR, if loaded with the right 
bullet to maximum levels and used with sur
gical precision, will do okay on the antelope 
and deer at reasonable ranges. For true long 
range performance for medium and big game 
a custom Contender, XP or similar custom 
single shot is your only answer. While min
ute-of-angle accuracy is common in single 
shots, excellent revolvers can only be 
expected to give five inch groups at 100 
yards. Today's handgunner is better than 
much of the equipment available lllllM-
to him. ~ 

COP TALK 
Continued from page 9 

arms. My chief, Paul Dewey, had formerly 
been in charge of training for the state-wide 
police academy, and had always believed that 
anyone who kept loaded weapons had a 
responsibility to know how to handle them 
safely and properly in a stress situation. 

A man who had taken such a class a year 
before came home one night to find a couple 
of punks burglarizing his house. Fearing that 
he might be killed in a confrontation, he 
grabbed his 12-gauge shotgun from his 

pickup truck and loaded it. 
The two men saw him and ran . I don't 

know if he remembered the part of the class 
where HI said warning shots were generally a 
bad idea, but he did apparently recall the part 
where I said that if one felt utterly compelled 
to make a warning shot, one should make 
sure the round went in a safe direction and 
was accompanied by distinct verbalization 
that it was, in fact, a warning and not an 
attempted killing. 

This was done, and at the blast, one fleeing 
thug froze in his tracks, while the other 
kicked in his afterburner and boogied. He 
was captured shortly by officers. The chief of 
police was ecstatic. So was I, although I 
made a note to speak a bit more strongly on 
warning shots in the next civilian class. 

My friend Jirn Cirillo, late of the NYPD 
Training Center told me once, "When I hear a 
cop say only cops should have guns, the first 
word that comes to my mind is 'hypocrite,' " 
Similarly, when I see some police chief 
endorsing a new ban-handguns law, I think, 
"Here's a behind-the-lines guy who's forgot
ten that his job is to protect the public, and 
that part of that job is teaching them to protect 
themselves responsibly." 

Cops against armed citizens? Not by a 
long shot, my friends, not by a lllllM-
long shot. ~ 

NEXT ISSUE 
PPC NATIONALS 
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The wrong~ 
end of this """"" ~ 
weapon means Chinese 

instant death! ~fe~~~ 
Rare Chinese Assassin's Gun above is 
just one of the world 's unique small arms 
in this deluxe new gun book. Photos and 
text explain 171 weapons test-fired by 
expert Ian Hogg , editor of Jane 's Infantry 
Weapons. Plus sections on Ammunition , 
Assault Rifles , Combat Shotguns. A must 
for shooters , gun buffs and serious 
collectors. 

• 62 Pistols • 60 
Rifles · 21 Machine 
& Submachine 
Guns • 28 Shotguns 
• Over 200 Pages • 
Big 9"x 12" Gift 
Book Format. 

TO: PRESIDIO PRESS, Dept. AH35 
P.O. Box 1764, Novato, CA 94948 

Please send me _copy(s) of MODERN SMALL 
ARMS at $20.00 plus $1.75 pstg ./hndlg . CA res. 
add 6% sales tax. 
I enclose $ D Check D Money Order 

Charge my Credit Card 0 MasterCard 0 VISA 0 AMEX 

Card No .-----------

Exp . Date _______ Initia ls __ _ 

Name ___________ _ 

Address _________ __ _ 

City ______ State __ Zip __ 

Money back guarantee within 15 days 
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By Fred Romero 

vou've prepared for this match for 
.lmonths. You and your equipment are 

ready. All the important things have been 
attended to, and you feel good about your 
chances of doing well - maybe even winning. 
But strange forces, intent on taking away 
your moment of victory, are hard at work . 
Without your knowledge, these sinister 
forces have found a way in to the innermost 
recesses of your brain, and they are trying 
like hell to find the panic button. 

As you drive to the match , you start think
ing about your chances of winning, and your 
heart starts to pound. You pull up to the range 
and hear the sound of gunfire. Suddenly, a 
surge of Adrenalin courses through your 
veins. Your mouth goes dry and an over
whelming sense of aniticipation overtakes 
your thought process. By the time you walk 
out to the firing line you're a ruddy basket 
case. No matter what you do, you can't stop 
the shakes, and you watch helplessly as your 
score drops into the basement. You've just 
blown another match, courtesy of match 
pressure. 
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Champion PPC shooter 
Fred Romero of the 
LAPD gives trade secrets 
on how to beat match 
nerves. And he's proven 
they work on the firing 
line, as his trophy cab
inet attests. 

To set the record straight, let's clear up 
some myths on the subject- right at the 
beginning. Match pressure is real; it exists in 
all forms of athletic competition, and every
one who competes experiences it. Make no 
mistake about it, even the 'big guns,' who 
always place high on the list at matches, 
suffer from the effects of match pressure. No 
one is immune. 

To combat the withering effects of match 
pressure, You should first understand why 
and how it works. There are good reasons 
why shooters fall prey to the jitters. 

Ordinarily, you body reacts to threat in the 
classic 'fight-or-flight' syndrome. The pulse 
quickens, nerves and muscles become taut in 
preparation for action, and all the senses are 
heightened. Along with this, you may also 
experience physical tremors and a feeling of 
anxiety. In a life threatening situation, all 
these reactions are normal and healthy, even 
desirable. But in competitive shooting, they 
can spell disaster. 

MATCH-SHOOTING; A SPORT 
Some sociologists believe that athletic 

competition is a civilized extension of man's 
desire to be aggressive; it's literally combat 
with rules. Match shooting is a sport and, as 
such, the mind reacts to it like any other 
physical challenge. If you're competitive, 
your psyche takes the task seriously. You 
mentally 'pump-up' for the effort and when 
that happens, the subconscious accepts the 

Match nerves shake veterans too when crowds and TV cameras watch. 
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sporting performance as a challenge or threat 
to the physical and sometimes mental being. 
Couple this with a conscious desire to win 
and a fear of failure, and you can see why just 
before a match shooters can be a little on the 
testy side. 

So how do the really good shooters deal 
with the problem? Most top match shooters 
perform as if they had ice water in their 
veins. They're only human , so they have to 
feel the same emotional and physical inputs 
that everyone else does. Obviously, there 
must be some way of holding back the little 
gremlins that creep into the side-door of your 
head, just before a big match. 

The key is to harness all that potentially 
harmful energy into a productive force. 
Shooters who do well under pressure have 
developed a tremendous capacity to control 
their emotions and thought process. Different 
approaches may be used , but the end result is 
the same: each has found his own way of 
drawing from within to hold back the rigors 
of pressure. 

Keep in mind that we are only talking 
about the kind of control that comes from a 
strong healthy mind, not the kind of artificial 
control that comes from drugs or alcohol. 
True, they may be effective at times, but there 
is also an obvious risk that goes with chem
ical control. For a shooter, the biggest risk 
may be a mental dependence on an outside 
substance that someday may not be available 

0 f the many shooters currently using 
self-hypnosis to counteract the 

effects of match pressure, John Pride of 
the Los Angeles Police Department 
Pistol Team is one of the idea's more 
vocal spokesman. 

Pride, a 12-year veteran of the LAPD 
and a police firearms instructor, sports 
an · impressive list of PPC (Practical 
Pistol Course) credits, such as Califor
nia Governor's 20, 1490 Club, and Pres
ident's 100. He was also Second 
Revolver at the 1983 Steel Challenge 
match and. Second Overall in the 1983 
Bianchi Cup match. 

Just before walking out on the firing 
line, Pride will usually be seen wearing · 
a set of stereo earphones, listening to 
self-hypnosis tapes. When questioned 
about this recently, Pride said, "I believe 
that self-hypnosis is the answer for 
many shooters who have trouble main
taining their composure during an 
important match . When I first started 
shooting in competition, my perfor
mance was routinely hampered by pres
sure. Then, I discovered self-hypnosis. 

"I started out on a basic course on 
hypnosis taught by Captain Mike 
Nielson of the LAPD's Investigative 
Hypnosis Unit. After learning the fun
damentals, I found that I was not as 
intimidated by pressure, and my scores 
started to improve. I thought about the 
possibility of putting together a set of 
tapes, specifically for shooters. Captain 
Nielsen and I discussed the idea and we 

at an important match. For this reason, we 
will only concentrate on those methcids that 
have been shown to work with the power of 
the mind. 

'TRADE SECRETS' 
Following is a brief rundown of some of 

the 'trade secrets' used by several successful 
shooters. Maybe one or two ideas will work 
for you too, maybe not. Each person is differ
ent, as are his reactions to stress and pres
sure. Consequently, each approach to the 
problem should be carefully weighed before 
accepting it at face value. The important 
thing is to keep an open mind and be prepared 
to explore the possibilities. 

"Shooters who practice 
self-hypnosis are usually 
the ones who look like 
they're in a trance . . . " 

Self hypnosis probably is one of the most 
popular methods of combating match pres
sure. It works by causing the subconscious to 
react to a pre-determined code. The code 
may be a musical piece, a visual image, or a 
key word or phrase. Any mental object will 
work, as long as the mind has been pro-

JOHN PRIDE 
DEVELOPS 
HYPNOSIS 

TAPES 
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grarnmed to react to it in a positive way. 
To effectively utilize self-hypnosis, the 

shooter fixes his attention on a key image. 
The concentration level is so strong that all 
other outside influences are effectively shut 
out. When the proper self-hypnotic condition 
is reached, the mind is in a state of calm; total 
tranquility is achieved. When everything 
works right , not even the subconscious 
demons of match pressure can break 
through . If they do, their negative influence 
on performance is usually not as bad. 

On the practical side, you generally have 
to take lessons to understand the principals of 
self-hypnosis. This costs money and , some
times, the lessons have to be fortified from 
time to time to keep the power of suggestion 
honed. 

Shooters who practice self-hypnosis are 
usually the ones who look like they're in a 
trance just before they walk out onto the 
firing line. Sometimes they have earphones, 
attached to cassette players, wrapped around 
their head. Either way, they may look funny 
at first, but their results usually are quite 
good. 

'QUIET SOUNDS' 
Audio saturation is similar to self-hypno

sis, except that the input is slightly different. 
Instead of a steady monotone voice talking 
the subject into a trace, the subject listens to 

Continued on page 62 

came up with a programmed course 
made to order for the shooter." 

The two-cassette course is divided 
into four parts. The first is an introduc
tion to the subject of self-hypnosis by 
Nielsen. If the listener makes himself 
open to the suggestion, he will go into an 
actual hypnotic state. Part two then goes 
into the fundamentals of shooting
sight alignment, trigger control, etc. 
This clears the way for part three, which 
tells the listener how to deal with match 
pressure. Utilizing a technique known 
as "visualization,'' the listener is directed 
on how to channel his fears into a 
positive force. The last part of the tapes 
is an actual PPC course of fire, from 
beginning to end. Everthing is included, 
even the staccato of gunfire. 

The effect is so real that the listener 
may almost believe he's in a match. 
Above the usual range sounds, Nielsen's 
voice is calmly talking to the listener, 
reminding him to disregard those things 
that cause pressure to build, and to think 
about the basics of shooting instead. 
The intended reaction is that the shooter 
will go into a match with numerous 
positive suggestions ingrained in the 
subconscious. 

A gimmick? Maybe. But the results 
are there. Literally hundreds of shooters 
have used the Pride-Neilsen tapes and 
improved their shooting. 

For more information, contact Mike 
Neilsen, 19585 Pine Valley Avenue, 
Dept. AH , Northridge, CA 91326. 
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Collected by Jon Winokur 

Grip and Fire Control 

RAY NEAL, Combat Moster, 1981 Soldier of Fortune 
Pistol Champion. 

1. Pull bacl~ hard with the weal~ hand and push 
forward hard with the strong hand. 

How tightly you hold the gun depends on 
whether you're shooting a single shot or a 
string of shots. For multiple shots where quid~ 
recovery is essential , hold the gun supertight 
- about os tightly os you con squeeze it. Gut 
for single shots, you con afford to loosen up 
considerably. 

28 

2. Push the weal~ hand index finger very tightly 
up underneath the trigger guard. This 
prevents most, if not all, of the up-and-down 
motion of the gun in recoil. Loci~ the weal~ 
hand thumb over the strong hand thumb. 
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INOR DVANTAGE 
IPSC scoring handicaps 
minor caliber loads, but 
there are some advan
tages to shooting 'minor. ' 
Here's one gal's reason
ing for shooting reduced, 
minor loads in her pet 
.45 ACP. 

By Beverly Chapman 

The founding fathers were in error. All 
men (people) are not created equal. All 

attempts to legislate equality aside, there 
remain, happily, differences between men 
and women. While it is true that some 
women are as strong as some men , and some 
men are as agile as some women, at 518 11 and 
140 pounds I am not as physically strong as 
my 6'1", 210 pound husband , Ray Chapman. 
I've faced the fact that I'll never be able to 
shoot as well as Ray does (very few people 
can hope to attain that level of skill) but I can 
still enjoy competitive shooting, by shooting 
to the best of my ability. And that's the key, 
shooting to the best of my ability. 

Last month during a period of two days I 
shot in three competitions and won three 
awards, my first in over four years of IPSC 
shooting. At the Sectional Shoot in Wheel
ing, West Virginia I took second place female 
shooter, and third in my class. After a Jong 
drive home I competed in the Macon Mis
souri Rod and Gun Club's Modified Interna
tional Rapid Fire and an assault course, 
placing first in my class. 

This sudden success can be attributed to 
three things: practice, my new gun, and 
shooting minor caliber ammunition. Every
one has heard that practice makes perfect. 
That remains to be seen. However, practice 
is definitely the number one cause of 
improved performance in the shooting sports 
today. It is highly recommended by the 
experts. 

Good equipment helps too. My new COIT)

petition gun is a .45 Combat Commander, 
magnificently modified by Steve Nastoff 
(1057 Laverne Avenue, Youngstown, Ohio 
445ll). Nastoff is an excellent gunsmith, with 
the soul and skills of a fine jeweler. My 
Nastoff custom gun greatly improved my 
shooting. 

Now for the ammunition and my 'minor 
advantage.' Years ago when I shot with· the 
Army we used hardball ammunition, of 
course, and I still won my share of trophies. 
But accuracy was the only thing that mattered 
in that type of competition as the time limits 
were so generous that competitors could take 
naps during a string of fire. But IPSC shoot
ing is different in that there are three compo
nents of score equal to one another: speed, 
power and accuracy. 

Using the formu la for power factoring 
(Power factor= bullet weight x velocity /1000) 
it follows that in order meet the USPSA major 
power factor ofl70 or IPSC factorof 175 , my 
200 grain semi-wadcutter bullet has to be 
traveling at 850 fps or 875 fps respectively. 
With my not-quite-five-inch barrel, the 
powder charges have to be 5. 7 grains or 5. 9 
grains of WW231 powder. I've tried those 
loads and I don't like them, especially for 
those Comstock stages in which speed 
becomes more important than accuracy. 

It is much more difficult to control a hot 
load than a mild load , and it takes more time, 
especially since I tend to develop a noticeable 
flinch after going through a few magazines of 
major ammunition . The simple truth is that I 
can't handle major caliber. I don't have the 
upper body strength that is necessary for 
quickly and accurately shooting macho 
loads. Since there isn't any point in shooting a 
load I can't handle, I don't. 

Note the 'snake-eyes' double
tap fired by the author into the 
'A' zone. She contends it's better 
to shoot accurately with minor 
loads than spray rounds with 
hard to control major ammo. 
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The power factor for minor is 125 world
wide, so the same 200 grain bullet only has to 
have a velocity of 625 fps . All I have to do to 
reload ammunition for myself is adjust the 
powder slide on one of our old , trustworthy 
Star reloaders to 4.2 grains of WW231 
powder and I have a controllable, accurate 
load that I really enjoy shooting as it travels 
about 675 fps . My load factors at 135 , leaving 
me a comfortable margin for error. 

That margin is especially important for 
minor caliber shooters. Shooters declaring 
major caliber loads and not making the factor 
are rescored to minor. So, if you are caught 
shooting minor after declaring major the 
only penalty you receive is having your score 
readjusted to what it should have been in the 
first place. Competitors declaring minor and 
not making the factor are disqualified from 
the competition. 

At the 1983 IPSC World Shoot only the top 
shooters had their loads chronographed. One 
of the members of the US Women's Team 
placed second in the Women's competition , 

Co111in11ed 011 page 68 
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ACCURACY-DEPENDABILITY-QUALITY 
"Ja rvis guns are the most 
cons isten tly accurate guns 
I've shot". -John Pride 

HOLOER OF CALIFORN IA 

STATE .. 1500 .. MATCH RECORD 

1498·116X 

• PPC GUNS 
•BIANCHI 

REVOLVERS 

•PIN GUNS 
e IPSC GUNS 

ALSO: 
MT·1 AIMPOINT MOUNT 
FOR BULL BARRELL 
REVOLVERS 

JARVIS GUNSMITHING / 4418 LARKSTONE CR. I ORANGE. CA 92669 / (714) 538-2603 
SEND $1 FOR PICTURE CATALOGUE 

@lessi 
COLT GOV'T. 
Speed Scabbard 

The Most Concea lable 
Belt Unit Available. 

Detailed Hand 
Molding Insures 
Positive Weapon 

Retention 

SPECIAL OFFER! 
Order The Speed Scabbard 

And Single Mag Pouch . 

(A S49.00 Retail Value) For 

•39.95. (N.Y. Residents Add 7%) 

Specify open top or pull through snaps 

This Offer Available Only 

For The Fol lowing Weapons: 

Colt Gov· t. . Cmdr .. Go ld Cup. 

Browning H.P .. S & W 39. 59. 

469. Beretta. 92 or Compact . 

CONCEALMENT 
HOLSTERS 

You'll Never Know It's There ... 
Until You Need It! 

SINGLE 
MAG 

POUCH 

Send S3.00 For Our New 
'84 Catalog To: 

Alessi Concealment Holsters Dept. AH 

2465 Niagara Falls Boulevard 
Tonawanda, New York 14150 

Dealer Inquires Invited. Please Include Copy of FFL. 
AC (716) 691-5615 

.. Custom 
Pistols 

J. MICHAEL PLAXCO 
Highest qualify workmanship by a champion 
competitor: 
•Member World Champion USA IPSC "Gold" 

Pistol Team, 1982 
• Twice Winne r Mid-Winter Targetworld 

Championship, 1980 and 1982. 
• Third Place in USA IPSC Nationals, 1981 
Deve lope r of the Plaxco Compensator System 

For more information and gun specifications: 
J. Michael Plaxco, Rt. 1 Box 203 

. Roland, Arkansas 72135 501-868-9787 

Continued from page 12 

sight picture, trigger control and follow
through. 

Once you develop a narrow cone of fire, 
even if it opens up a little under stress, your 
shots will still be in the center of the target , 
and you'll be less likely to make big mistakes. 
JW: What do you mean by <::one of fi re?' 
MD: Nobody holds the gun rock steady. 
Even the top shooters don't hold it perfectly 
still. It might look like it when you watch 
them, but in fact the gun's moving all the 
time. 

We teach a technique that allows you to 
convert that movement from a chopping 
wobble-up and down or side to side- to a 
circulnr wobble. Rather than trying to fight it 
and hold it still, allow the gun roll in a small 
circle. Let's say your gun is capable of shoot
ing two-inch groups. At 50 yards, with your 
wobble factor, that may translate into a three 
or four inch group. The less your wobble 
factor, the tighter your cone of fire. 
JW: How do you prepare your students for 
the pressure of actual competition? 
MD: At the end of our five-day course the 
students participate in a man-against-man 
shootoff. It gives them the opportunity to 
learn to operate under stress, and we feel that 
any negatives involved in being eliminated 
from the competition are outweighed by the 
value of the experience. 
JW: What else do you cover in your competi
tion courses? 
MD: In the five-day course we cover moving 
targets, night shooting, barricades, prone 
shooting, how to zero, how to select the best 
equipment. The student fires about 750 
rounds in various training exercises, includ
ing the shootoff on the last day. We also spend 
time in the classroom every day analyzing 
what we've done. 

Above all , we try to instill safe habits. We 
obviously want to prevent accidents , but 
there's a bonus in safe gunhandling. When 
you behave in safe manner you put the range 
officers at ease, you feel comfortable and 
confident, and you handle the gun faster. But 
if you haven't developed safe habits, it tends 
to make the range officials nervous, which in 
turn makes you uncomfortable and tentative . 
JW: Are there common elements between 
your self-defense and competition courses? 
MD: The shooting skills are parallel. In our 
self-defense classes we stress the same basics 
of marksmanship because we know that if 
you don't learn to handle the gun smoothly 
and keep your shots in a narrow cone of fire , 
when the stress hits and the blood pressure 
goes up and your dexterity goes out the win
dow, you're not going to hit what you're 
shooting at. 
JW: You and Mickey stress intelligent prac
tice. Your IS/ Basic Exercises (sidebar) is a 
blueprint for getting the most out of range 
time. What else do you tell your students 
about practicing ? 
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MD: We urge our students to dry-fire regu
larly using scaled-down silhouette targets to 
simulate various distances to the target. 

The routine should be as follows: make 
sure the gun's unloaded. Cock it, put the 
safety on and holster it. Assume your stance 
and ready position. Practice drawing, com
ing on the target smoothly, aligning the 
sights, pressing the trigger and following 
through. Do that over and over, but in short 
sessions. We suggest six sessions of five min
utes each a night. Relaxing in-between helps 
your concentration. 

Practice at the range is a perfect controlled 
environment. You can test different loads, 
find out the fastest way to shoot a given 
match, and discover what suits your particu
lar ability and style. If you have a malfunction 
during practice, you can stop what you're 
doing, identify the problem and trace it back 
to the gun, the ammunition or the magazine. 
JW: Do you recommend any other training 
aids? 
MD: Two things we've found helpful are a 
tape recorder and an air pistol. Pre-record 
match commands and use a whistle to indi
cate a variety of time intervals. Run through 
the sequence and you'll quickly develop a 
sense of how fast you have to move in a given 
time frame. You can even put complete 
matches on tape and run yourself through 
them at home. You can also do that at the 
range if you don't have anyone to time you . 

Practice at home with an air pistol is an 
excellent way to develop follow-through 
because the pellet travels very slowly 
through a long barrel. If you anticipate the 
shot at all you change the point of impact 
drastically. And it's relatively inexpensive- a 
decent Daisy airgun costs about $40.00 and 
match-grade pellets are cheap compared to 
.45 caliber practice ammunition . 
JW: Whats your advice to someone just 
starting out in practical shooting? 
MD: Work on the basics of marksmanship. 
Attend one of the shooting schools. If that's 
not feasible, get hold of some books on the 
subject. Talk to experienced shooters. Join a 
local club and start shooting in matches as 
soon as you've got the safety procedures 
down pat. Get as much match experience as 
you can - it's impossible to shoot too much in 
the beginning. 
JW: What about equipment selection and 
maintenance? 
MD: Buy a Government Model type .45 
automatic, install high visibility fixed sights, 
have it ramped and throated, bevel the maga
zine well, and have the trigger pull set at a 
crisp 31h to 4 pounds. 

Spend more money on powder and prim
ers than on fancy equipment. Put your name 
on all your equipment. Number your maga
zines so you can identify defective ones. My 
rule of thumb is that if you have the same 
problem more than once, get rid of the maga
zine- either throw it away or give it to some
one, but scratch your name off of it so you'll 
never get it back accidentally. Sometimes a 
given magazine won't work in one gun but 
will work in another. Keep track- if you have 
the same problem more than once, get rid of 
it. 

Jf ri>h!l Q}uu §l~up 
CUSTOM COMPETITION HANDGUNS 

PPC, ISPC, DUTY, TARGET, 
SllHOUETTE, AND SPORT 

CUSTOM 'SMITH PROFILE, 

Short Cylinder P.P.C. Conversion u S Patent 
Douglas 1-10 twist BBL 1,Clm" Dia. 6" Long 

Square recess muzzle 
Cylinder is shortened to function with 38 s:x:. 
H.B.W.C. only . 

• Reduced Leading 
• Nq bullet jump 
·Reduced recoil 
X-Ring Accuracy 
Each gun individually built 

Fred Schmidt 
Tel: (804) 746-9269 
5004 Signal Hill Rd. 
Mechanicsville, Va. 23 ll 1 

S1am:ShoulderR~a 
A lightweight, comfortable shoulder holster providing concealment under K 
the lightest of clothing. The gun rides securely in the holster due to -~·-~~---. 
its molded design and positive snap device. Be assured, there have .. 
been no compromises here. This holster produces the gun at its uY 
best angle of draw, making it both fast and concealable. ~e 
These exceptionally comfortable rigs are complemented with •• 
single ammo packs as standard equipment. Other optional t ,---" 
add-on accessories available. an IS 

GUNHIDE'" 

DeSANTIS HOLSTERS 
GO FIRST CLASS! 

Desantis manufactures a complete line of holsters 
and accessories, creatively designed to fill the 

specific needs of gun enthusiasts and law 
enforcement personnel. Available at your favorite 

Firearms or Sporting Goods Store. Mail $2 for full 
color catalog or request Free black and white 

catalog. Dealer inquiries invited. 

Dept. AH-503 • 149 Denton Avenue • New Hyde Park, NY 11040 • 516-354-8000 
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LIVING PROOF 
You know that quality and value are 

the result of wisdom and experience. 
Now the accumulated wisdom of three 
generations of family tradition is pass
ed along to you in articles , photo
graphs and stories that every hand
loader - from beginner to seasoned 
veteran - will find valuable. 

H andloading takes special care and 
respect for wh at you 're doing. That's 
why everything you need to know 
abo u t loa ding a mmunition is 
presen ted in Hodgdon Powder 
Data Manual No. 24. The format 
makes for easy reading and the infor
mation is technically perfect. 

The living proof of the Hodgdon 
Company's commitment to quality is 
our customers themselves. Pick up a 
copy of Hodgdon's D ata Manual No. 
24 and prove it for yourself. 

Available from your favorite fire
arms dealer. 

----------1 [ l Send me copies of Hodgdon's 
I Powder Data Manual No. 24 @ 12.50 each. 
I Name _ ____ _ _____ _ 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Address _____ _____ _ 

City ____ State _ _ Zip _ _ _ 

BDDIDDff PDIDBR CD. 
6231 Robinson . Shawnee Mission. Kansas 66202 

I _ ___ _______ I 
32 

Buy quality magazines - new Colt or Ran
dall , or the Wilson/Rogers combat magazine. 
It's extremely well-made of stainless steel and 
comes with a base pad already on it. Doni 
buy surplus GI magazines- they're generally 
pretty bad. And don't buy those extension 
magazines - we haven't seen any yet made of 
decent steel. Don't be penny wise and pound 
foolish - get good quality stuff right from the 
start. 
JW: What shooting stance do you teach your 
classes? 
MD: For the past year or so, both the Weaver 
and the Isosceles. We help the student find out 
which one fits him or her. For many people, 
the 'classic' Weaver - body precisely 45 
degrees to the target, right arm shoved out 

·1s1 BASIC 
EXERCISES 

These exercises are designed to develop 
the basic skills necessary to become a 
well-rounded shooter and gunhandler. 
The time limits given can be increased 
as proficiency dictates, but all shots 
should be kept in the ''N.' zone. Anyone 
who can perform them within the stated 
time limits should be considered a profi
cient practical shooter. 

25 Yards 

7 Yards 

7 Yards 

IO Yards 

IO Yards 

15 Yards 

Milparkor 
Florida Target 

6 shots prone, bullseye 
target. 
6 single draws, free
style, 1.5 seconds each; 
2 with hands shoulder 
high; 2 with hands 
clasped at parade rest; 2 
with hands hanging at 
sides 

2 shots on each of 3 tar
gets, strong hand only, 5 
seconds. 

Modified El Presi
dente: 2 shots on each 
of 3 targets spaced 3 
feet apart , reload , 2 
more shots on each tar
get, 10 seconds. 

1 shot, reload, 1 shot, 5 
seconds. Repeat 5 
times. 

2 shots on each of3 tar
gets freestyle, reload, 2 
shots on each of 3 tar
gets, weak hand only. 

25 Yards 10 single draws, free-
style, 2.5 seconds each. 

When practicing for a specific match, 
break down the course of fire into the 
most difficult shots, shooting positions 
or techniques required, and spend the 
most time on your weakest areas. 

• THE GREAT RIFLE CONTROVERSY 
The Search for the Ultimate Infantry Weapon from WWII 
through Vietnam and Beyond 
For lhe 1st time anywhere , behind-the-scenes details of domestic 
and intern ational politics are revealed in the story of the problem
laden development of the M-16. From the armories of Springfield 
and Winchester to the banlelields of Vietnam to the halls of Con· 
gress, Ezell 's research has resulted in an intriguing narrative. 
Over 200 photos authenticate this incredible saga . 

• SMALL ARMS TODAY 
Latest Reports on the World 's Weapons and Ammunition 
Ezell examines the world-wide movement of arms that results 
from the fortunes of war and the instability of the Third World 
political situation. More than a user 's manual, it is a documenta· 
tion of weapons in use in each country and a legacy of how they 
were acquired. Over 100 on-the-scene action photos strengthen 
the story. 

Please enclose check for price of books requested plus $2.50 
each shipping . PA residents add 6%. Order both books and take a 
10% discount on each. We also honor Visa. Mastercard , and 
American Express. Include your card number, expiration date, 
and signature. For a catalog listing 200 books send $1 (credited 
to 1st purchase). 

Mall to: Dept. A H 

STACKPOLE BOOKS 
America's Great Outdoor Publisher 

P.O. Box 1831, Harrisburg, PA 17105 

I Target , Police and Combat patented sights and lull length I 
I rib sights for the competitive shooter. I 

I ~~:m4pio~:h::11~ a~: 2~~ pl~c~! ~~n Nu~nlg :~.~~~SL I 
I BO· MAR I 
I World 's Finest Handgun Sights I 
I at attordable prices I 
I Route 12. Box 405 Longview. TX 75605 214-759-4 784 I 

Send sramped self-addressed envelope tor catalog ···············-
DIMPIESS DESTROYS 

with rust, corrosion, mildew ruining valued 
guns, precision-finished equipment, etc. 

Large Silica Gel Unit 'Drinks' 
Dampness from the Air 
2000 Gram canister protects 144 
cu. ft. of enclosed space. Ideal 
for closets, large cabinets , safes, 
darkrooms, etc. The desiccant of 
choice by gov't and industry, sili
ca gel adsorbs moisture to create 
a protective shield of dry air with
in any enclosed area. 16 " high. 
Ali metal construction . Requires.._ __ _. 
no electricity. Built-in indicator signals 
when to reactivate. Reactivates easily in 
any oven . Lifetime protection. Money back 
guarantee. $42.50 each. Send printed name 
& address with check. NY res. add sales tax 
Hydrosorbent Co. Box 675-Z Rye, NY 10580 
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straight, left arm pulling back hard - is 
extremely uncomfortable for some people 
and they flat can't shoot well from it. We've 
learned there are few absolutes, and we try to 
tailor techniques to the individual . Whenever 
possible we show our students various alter
natives and let them choose what suits them. 
JW: You said Jew' absolutes. What are they? 
MD: We know that you're going to have to 
use both hands. The one hand shooting days 
are over. And we know that the basics of 
marksmanship are essential. 
JW: What holster position do you recom
mend to your students? 
MD: Strong side, forward rake. It's the safest 
position to draw from and it's faster than the 
cross draw. 
JW: What about the kidney carry ? 
MD: We think it's a big mistake for competi
tion. The muzzle is constantly sweeping your 
leg or your foot when you draw and reholster. 
And if you make an exaggerated arc to avoid 
sweeping yourself, it's incredibly slow. Now, 
for someone who needs to carry for police 
work or has a concealed carry permit, the 
kidney carry makes excellent sense. But not 
for competition. 
JW: Where do you come down on the 
gamesman/martial artist debate? 
MD: Most of the controversy is caused by 
people justifying why they don't win. They 
use equipment not adapted for competition 
because they think it's 'practical' and they 
lose. So they try to outlaw equipment that 
works in matches. They know their system's 
slower so they try to make everybody do it 
that way. They want you to compete under 
the same handicap that they've imposed on 
themselves in the name of'practicality.' Well , 
I don't want a handicap. 

Practical shooting was designed to be free
style partly as a reaction to the arbitrary 
restrictions of Bullseye shooting. The idea 
was to let everybody come out with what they 
had and find out what system worked best. 
We're still finding out. 

On the other hand , if the system works, 
come out and beat us with it. Draw it out of 
your sock if you want to, and if you can beat 
me with it I might ....... _ 
move my gun. """' 

SIGHTS ON TRIVIA 
British forces under General 

Kitchener fought a fierce battle in 
September , 1898, against the late 
Mahdi 's troops at Omdurman in the 
Sudan. The British lost 386 men and 
killed 11 ,000 of the enemy. 

What handgun was partially re
sponsible for the slaughter? 
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FULL-AUTO RUGER 10-22 
1200 rpm, Guaranteed, Mtrls. Incl. 
Complete in 1-hour. Simple and 
Reliable $10 , E. Sweat, 612 E. 
LaPlata St. , Farmington, N.M. 
87401. 

Follows the format of the highly successful Bob Brownell's 
GUNSMITH KINKS I, bringing together in one book GUNSMITH 
all the hands-on cures and solutions to problems 
that over 700 gunsmiths have run into in over 30 KINKS II 
years of gunsmithing. Every "kink-cure"is shop de- --~------
veloped and written by the men who do the work. , 

It's clever, creative and often funny. Detailed and \ 
illustrated how-to articles include stuff you won't ~ 

I 
find anywhere else. 719 separate subject headings I 
make up a treasure chest of info to delight the \ 
shooter, gunsmith or hobbyist. 504 pages with 252 \ 
detailed photos and drawings. 
----------------------------------------------, 
HANDGUNNER BOOKS Suite 200 Dept. 8 1 AH-3 : 
591 Camino de la Reina. San Diego, CA 92108 l I 
Please send copies of GUNSMITH KINKS II @ 1l 
$14. 95 plus $1. SO postage each. (Calif residents odd l 90' tax ) 

Enclosed $ ___ Charge my D BAC/Viso D M asterCard 

GUNSMITH KINKS II 

l.D. No. Expiration dote Only $14. 95 
No me A "THIRD HAND" 
Address ____________ ! FOR GUNSMITHS 
Ci ty Sta te __ Zip ! AND HOBBYISTS. 

Greider's Custom .45 Shop 
• Highest Quality 

Work 
• Target IPSC. or 
Combat 
Conversions 

• Standard or Shooters Specifications 

For further information and specifications. contact: 

Bob Greider 
4625 Carrie Ann Lane 
Abilene. Texas 79606 

915-698-2006 

1 · , r, FM '- ~" 

.. , ~ ~· '" ... 
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New! Beeman P1 Magnum Air Pistol 
Makes You a Better Pistol Shooter! 
• Combines high power and top accuracy for firearm practice. 
•World's only dual power spring-piston airgun. 

Dual 
Power 

Sugg: lnt_ro. 
$169.95 

Sugg. Retail 
$189.95 

• Colt 1911 and Pachmayr rubber grips fit 
on the P1 to maintain the feel of your firearm. 

Makes the P1 a perfect training pi stol. • Legal 
walnut shoulder stock available soon. • Barrel. sights and 

scope grooves on single unit • Barrel opens for direct loading; 
safe cleaning • .177 caliber; No pumping. no C02. See one at 

your local dealer or send for a Beeman P1 Fact Sheet and Airgun 
Catalog/ Guide. regularly $2, FREE with mention of code P1. 

Allow 4-6 weeks-for delivery or add $1 for FAST. first class mail. 
First shipment of Beeman P 1 air pistols is expected in November. 

-

Beeman Precision Arms, Inc. 
47-P1 Paul Drive, San Rafael, California, 94903 

U.S.A. (415) 472-7121 - 24-hours, 7 days 
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.454 C.A.SULL 
MAGNUM 
World's Most Powerful Revolver 

By James E. Fender 

The .454 Casull Magnum. Tantalizing 
reports of a massive 5-shot single action 

revolver chambered for a maximum-sized 
-. .454 cartridge have surfaced periodically in 

the firearms press for the past 25 or so years. 
For at least $e last eight years the State of 
Wyoming big game regulations have listed 
the .454 Casull as a cartridge legal for the 
taking of all big game.in the state. 

34 

Last October, following an elk hunt in 
Wyoming, I stopped in Casper and saw a 
notice in a sporting goods store that orders 
were being taken for the .454 Casull Mag
num, and deliveries would begin shortly 
after the first of 1984. No one in the store 
could give me any further information, and I 
was more than a little skeptical that anyone 
would ever see the revolver. Delivery of the 
.454 in early 1984? After all this time? The 
.454 had to be another of those pistols con
stantly advertised as almost ready for pro
duction once "minor problems" such as 
obtaining necessary tooling, financing, ven
dors, patents, etc. had been resolved. 

But it wasn't . I've had the ase of not one but 
two revolvers for over a month, have fired 
more than 300 rounds through them, 
reloaded for them, chronographed the loads, 
and have reached some preliminary conclu
sions which Itl like to share with you. Before 
we get into the gun's performance, though, it 
would be appropriate to discuss the genesis 
of the .454 Casull Magnum. 

Dick Casull's father at one time owned an 
automotive repair shop in Salt Lake City, 
Utah, and was indulgent enough to let his 
inquisitive young son learn to operate lathes 
and other metal working machinery at a very 
early age. Young Casull used this equipment 
to whip together his first handgun at age 11, an 
accomplishment his father learned about 
only much later. Despite any misgivings 
Casull pere may have entertained about any
one's abilities to support himself as a firearms 
designer, Casull fils life-long involvement 
with the production of firearms had begun. 

In the early 1950s a lot of people -were 
striving to develop handgun cartridge8 with 
more en~rgy than the .357s, .44 Specials and 
.45 Long Colts then available. While Elmer 
Keith concentrated on beefing up the .44 
Special, Casull devoted his efforts to improv
ing the .45 Colt. Initially he used duplex and 
triplex loads to increase velocities of loads 
fired in the single action Colt revolver, but the 
duplex loads were just too much for the Colt. 
Cylinders cracked, top straps ruptured and 
accuracy wasn't very good. Casull made up 
new gasproof firing pins, stronger barrels 
and re-heat treated frames, but nothing 
solved the problems of handling the heavy 
duplex .loads until he went to a completely 
new cylinder. 

The conventional six. chainbered cyliJ.tder 
had walls between the chambers which were 
too thin to contain the high pressures gener-
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ated by duplex and triplex loads. Casull went 
to a five chambered cylinder with as large a 
diameter as possible. The resulting chamber 
walls were much thicker, and the locking 
recesses into which the bolt fitted when the 
hammer was at full cock were located 
between the chambers rather than having to 
be cut directly over the chambers themselves. 
The five chambered cylinder adequately con
tained the heavy pressures of the duplex and 
triplex loads, and the frame would not 
weaken from repeated firings as long as the 
cylinder was strong enough to preclude split
ting or swelling of the chamber walls. 

By 1956 Casull had refined his five round 
cylinder, its ratchet system, and his duplex 
and triplex loads to the point that accuracy 
was more than acceptable, loads were reli
able, and custom-built revolvers could handle 
the tremendous pressures without problems. 
He gave the cartridge a name - the .454 
Casull Magnum. 

But 1956 was also the year that the .44 
Remington Magnum was introduced, and 
even though the .454 was producing 
velocities with a 230 grain bullet in the neigh
borhood of 1800-2000 fps as a matter of 
course, the .44 Remington Magnum could be 
chambered in a factory produced pistol - the 
famous Smith & Wesson Model 29, followed 
closely by the Ruger single action. The .454 
had no pistol specifically chambered for it, 
and no company interested in building a 
revolver to handle the cartridge. Casull's car
tridge was quickly overshadowed by the new 
.44 Remington Magnum. 

But Casull wasn't ready to let his cartridge 
die. He made numerous attempts to interest 
manufacturers and investors in producing a 
revolver to his design. In a very real sense 
Casull was working at the leading edge of 
handgun and ballistic technology, but, except 

Freedom Arms can 'malce your day' big or small. They malce the mite-sized 
mini-revolvers in .22LR and the mammoth .454 Casull Magnum. 

.454 CASULL MAGNUM LOADING DATA CHART 

RangeNards RemVel Rem Energy Drop 
LOAD: Bullet: 200 gr. Speer 0 2100 1958 0 

Primer: 120M Winchester 50 1856 1529 1.1 
Powder: 42 grs. WW-296 100 1633 1185 4.7 

150 1433 912 11 .5 
200 1264 710 22.7 

LOAD: Bullet: 225 gr. Speer 0 1857 1723 0 
Primer: 120M Winchester 50 1675 1401 1.4 
Powder: 37 grs. of WW-296 100 1506 1133 5.8 

150 1356 919 14.2 
200 1228 754 27.2 

LOAD: Bullet: 250 gr. Hornady 0 1821 1841 0 
Primer: 120M Winchester 50 1540 1316 1.5 
Powder: 35 grs. of WW-296 100 1304 944 6.7 

150 1128 706 17 
200 1015 571 34.1 

STATS TO NOTE: Comparing the data from the loading with the 250 gr. Hornady bullet to Remington data 
for the .44 Remington Magnum, the .454 Casull Magnum produces 35 percent greater muzzle velocity, 90 
percent more muzzle energy and 35 percent less bullet drop at 200 yds than the .44 Magnum. 

for the occasional custom pistol he 
assembled, the dream of one day building a 
completely new handgun around the .454 
Casull Magnum cartridge remained just that, 
a dream. 

Kaye Schultz carefully inspects some Casull .454s. Quality control is assured 
with in-house assembly and manufacture by trained personnel. 

After a number of false starts, the fortunes 
of the .454 took a decided turn for the better 
when Casull teamed up with Wayne Baker. 
Baker was in the process of establishing a 
facility to manufacture .22 caliber mini
revolvers in Freedom, Wyoming. Besides the 
obvious problems of money, refining the 
design for production and obtaining the nec
essary machinery, there is also the problem of 
training a work force to build the gun. Baker 
thought that the best way to get the .454 into 
production was to use the manufacture of the 
mini-revolvers to train a work force which 
could then branch out into the manufacture of 
the .454 once an acceptable "learning curve" 
had been achieved. Other production meth
ods were attempted-contracting out most of 
the parts' manufacture and assembly by the 
Freedom Arms work force, but vendor 
delays and quality assurance problems con
vinced Baker and Casull that in-house manu
facture was far and away the best method of 
producing the .454. 
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The first production .454 came off the 
assembly line in October 1983, and contrary 
to my earlier skepticism, customer deliveries 
did begin after the first of 1984. The .454 
Casull Magnum and a five shot revolver 
especially built for it are now available
some 28 years after Dick Casull developed 
the cartridge. 

The first revolver sent to me for testing 
was number 20 off the production line and 
came with fixed sights. It was a handsome 
piece of workmanship. The stainless steel is 
17-4 PH and well finished in a subdued luster. 
At first glance the pistol could be taken for a 
Ruger stainless steel Super Blackhawk with
out adjustable rear sight and sans the squared 
off"Dragoon" trigger guard . I found the grip 
angle to be more ergonomically designed 
than other contemporary single actions. It 
differs subtly from both Colt and Ruger sin
gle actions, and is more akin to the 1860 Colt 
than today's design. The grip fits the hand 
well, not only my hand but also the hands of 
other shooters to whom I have shown the 
revolver or who have fired it in my presence. 

The cylinder is as massive as the cylinder 
of the Ruger Super Blackhawk, and like the 
Ruger is unfluted for additional strength. 
While giving the appearance of size, the 
Casull is not overwhelming, and at a weight 
of3 pounds 2 ounces (fixed sights and 71/2" 
barrel) the Casull weighs only 2 ounces more 
than the Ruger Super Blackhawk, and is only 
half-an-inch longer. 

Trigger pull was crisp though a trifle 
heavy for my tastes, breaking at 7 pounds. 
Despite being a little heavy, the pull does not 
vary from shot to shot, and I recommend 
leaving it the way it comes. The Casull is 
covered by four patents, with an additional 
patent pending. One of the patents covers the 
sliding bar safety system. This safety mecha
nism is substantially different from the trans
fer bar safety of other revolvers since a 
separate transfer bar does not rise to shield 
the firing pin as the hammer is cocked. 

The safety lever in the Casull bears 
directly upon the hammer, caroming back as 
the hammer is cocked, but securely blocking 
the hammer until the trigger is deliberately 
pressed and held back. I tried various metl!
ods of defeating the hammer's safety lever, 
but without success, and consider this system 
to be as good as any safety system currently 
available on a big-bore hand gun. However, it 
behooves all of us who use and enjoy fire
arms to constantly bear in mind that nothing 
mechanical is completely fail-safe. 

The only disappointing feature to me 
about this first gun was the fact that it came 
with a fixed rear sight. A good, well defined 
fixed sight, but a fixed sight nevertheless. In 
my opinion, any hand gun other than those 
intended for close range self-defense work 
should be equipped with a good adjustable 
rear sight. I made this clear in a telephone 
conversation with Baker, and he quickly 
informed me that Freedom Arms was indeed 
making a revolver with an adjustable rear 
sight, and moreover, 60 percent of the guns 
sold to date have left the factory so equipped. 

Continued on page 56 
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MORTON GROVE 
HANDGUN BAN UPHELD 

M orton Grove. The name of that small 
Illinois town has become a focal point 

for America's gun owners, causing more fear 
and worry than the names 'Kennedy and 
Rodino.' 

There's a good reason: Sen. Edward Ken
nedy and Rep. Peter Rodino would like to ban 
handguns; Morton Grove has done it. 

The handgun ban in Morton Grove has 
become painfully real. On Oct. 19, the llii
nois Supreme Court, by a one vote margin, 
upheld the validity of the Jaw under the Illi
nois Constitution and in essence ended the 
courtroom battle which has been waged 
since 1981. 

But contrary to the boasts of the National 
Coalition to Ban Handguns and Handgun 
Control Inc. , both of which supported the 
ban either through financial contributions or 
'friend of the court' legal briefs, the battle 
concerning Morton Grove is far from over. 
Moreover, Morton Grove-type statutes 
brewing in other locales can and must be 
stopped. 

First, Jet's put Morton Grove into perspec
tive. The town (pop. 24,000) is a relatively 
crime-free suburb of Chicago. Its handgun 
ban - Ordinance #81-11 - was passed on June 
8, 1981 by a 4-2 vote of its Village Trustees, 
despite citizen opposition which ran 8-1 
against the measure. In passing the law, 
Trustees Neil Cashman, Lewis Greenberg, 
Don Sneider and Greggory Youstra said it 
would "send a political message" to other 
towns. 

And one Jaw enforcement authority, con
ceding that few Jaw-abiding gun owners 
would surrender their guns, said the law 
"doesn't mean spit." Nevertheless, any Mor
ton Grove resident found in possession of a · 
handgun faces maximum penalties of up to 
six months in jail and/or a $500 fine. 

Immediately after the ordinance's passage, 
it was challenged in both the state and federal 
courts. The crux of the legal question cen
tered around Article I, Section 22 of the 
lliinois Constitution: "Subject only to the 
police power, the right of the individual cit
izen to keep and bear arms shall not be 
infringed." Did a local government-as 
opposed to the Illinois legislature- have 
authority to regulate firearms? Did a ban on a 
certain type of firearm constitute an infringe
ment on the citizen's right to keep and bear 
arms under the Illinois Constitution? 

The Illinois courts, unfortunately being 
very political in nature, upheld the town's 
ban. In a narrow 4-3 ruling, the lliinois 
Supreme Court sided with lower decisions 
which held that because the law only banned 
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By Andrew Kendzie 

handguns-and not rifles and shotguns - the 
right of Morton Grove citizens to have some 
form of firearm was protected. (If the same 
logic were applied to the First Amendment's 
freedoms of speech, interestingly enough, it 
could be argued that a town could ban news
papers -one form of media - as long as it left 
radio and television stations alone!) 

Ultimately, what is the significance of 
Morton Grove? Where do we go from here? 

"What must we, as gun 
owners, dealers, manu
facturers and collectors 
do to combat Morton 
Grove?" 

Those are the pertinent questions. 
In legal terms, the Illinois high court's 

decision means specifically only that Morton 
Grove's ban is valid, although similar laws in 
the lliinois towns of Evanston and Oak Park 
obviously are aided by the ruling. 

The decision does not automatically open 
towns in other states to handgun bans, 
although you can rest assured that HCI and 
NCBH will do all in their power to bring 
Morton Grove-type Jaws to as many towns as 
they can. 

There are several legislative remedies to 
Morton Grove still at hand: A preemption 
bill gives the state legislature the sole author
ity to regulate firearms ; an amendment clar
ifying the 'police power' section of the Illinois 
Constitution; or electing in the place of the 
four trustees who voted for the ban four pro
gun candidates who will vote to repeal it. 

The NRA and state gun organizations will 
be exploring every means possible to nullify 
the law. 

What must we, as gun owners, dealers, 
manufacturers and collectors do to combat 
Morton Grove? 

First, we must recognize that the gun con
trol groups are in earnest. They want nothing 
short of a complete ban on handguns in this 
country and they will put ail their efforts 
toward that end. We must also realize that 
fighting them is a necessity and that we must 
all contribute our time, effort and money if 
we are going to win. 

Second, we must pay close attention to our 
political backyards. We must know immedi
ately if an anti-gun ordinance is to be debated 
in our city halls or town councils, and this 

requires keen political observance on a day
to-day level. If your state does not have a 
firearm preemption bill prohibiting local 
governments from passing gun laws more 
restrictive than the state's, it is important to 
get such a law passed. Does your state con
stitution contain a "Right to Keep and Bear 
Arms" provision, and is that provision stated 
with such authority that your firearm rights 
are fully protected? If the answer to either of 
these is "No," then it is important to start 
framing such a measure right now. 

Third, we must solidify and expand our 
communications network. Join your state 
rifle and pistol association or your local gun 
club. Most of these groups publish newslet
ters and some even have the capability of 
generating 'Legislative Alerts' when an anti
gun bill is to be debated. 

Participate in these organizations. 
If a restrictive gun bill comes up before 

your town council , get the word out
quickly. Strong showings of grassroots 
opposition have stopped many an anti-gun 
bill right in its tracks. 

Fourth , we must continue to exercise our 
greatest strength : active participation in pol
itics. We must attend public forums on the 
gun issue. We must get our neighbors, our 
friends and our families involved in support
ing and promoting the pro-gun cause, and we 
must understand that silence or apathy on our 
parts are the only means by which the anti
gun side can win the battle. 

Finally, we must vote. This country is still 
a democracy and political issues live or die at 
the ballot box. Your right to own firearms 
depends, in a large part, on how you pull the 
ballot box levers. You can vote in favor of 
pro-gun measures or against anti-gun pro
posals. You can send pro-gun, pro-hunting 
candidates to your town councils, state legis
latures and to Washington, and you can send 
politicians who would subvert your rights 
down smoking. In the end, it is your rights 
that are on the line and it is up to you to 
protect them. Nobody can do it for you. 

MORTON GROVE CHRONOLOGY 
JUNE 8, 1981 - By a 4-2 vote, the Morton 
Grove Village Trustees enact Ordinance 
#81-11 , which bans the private possession of 
handguns, except for police and security 
guards. Testimony at public hearings ran 8-1 
against the measure. 

JUNE 9, 1981 - Victor Quilici , an attorney 
residing in Morton Grove, files suit against 
the ban in the U.S. District Court for the 
Northern District of Illinois, contending the 

Continued 011 page 63 
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THE BEST OF 
BOTH WORLDS 
By Michael Bane 

N o doubt the biggest controversy to boil 
out of shooting in the last few years has 

been the rise of the .45 automatic 'pin guns.' 
The good ole Guv'mint Model has suddenly 
found itself with all manner of plumbing 
attached to its nose, from simple barrel 
weights to elaborate 'compensators,' weights 
with expansion chambers and ports, all 
designed to cut recoil. 

The point of it all, aside from the simple 
virtue of cutting recoil, is to give competitors 
in IPSC matches or bowling pin matches an 
edge for a fast second shot. Less recoil means 
a faster second shot, and since most IPSC 
matches are scored 'Comstock' - the point 
score divided by the time to get the final 
score - a few seconds saved can add up to 
victory. 

The major controversy has come over the 
word 'practical.' Is a compensated gun prac
tical? Well, we'll leave that one to the theo
logians and other deep thinkers. The other 
parts of the controversy are more realistic -
the things cost a lot of money, the going price 
for a compensated gun is around $1500, 
roughly the price of a used Volkswagen bug. 
Secondly, the conversion to a compensated 
gun is pretty final. If you change your mind 
and want your good old Commander back, 
it's going to cost you a bunch more for that. 

Bob Cogan, the gun-plating wizard at 
Accurate Plating and Weaponry in Clear
water, FL, and Aron Lipman, guru of Per
sonal Protection Systems, Ltd., in Scranton, 
PA, may have come up with a solution. 

That solution is a removable compensating 
system, adaptable to a wide range of semi
autos, including the Colt .45. The original 
system was designed, amazingly enough, for 
the diminutive Walther TPH, and consists of 
four components-a cover sleeve to protect 
the barrel threads when the gun is used in its 
standard configuration; a special adaptor that 
threads onto the barrel; a lock nut and the 
compensator head itself. 

The compensator is first and foremost a 
muzzle weight. Gases escaping from the bar
rel blow into the compensator's expansion 
chamber, then out a single large port cut in 
the top of the comp. Because the compen
sator screws on from the front, it can be used 
on such popular 9mms as the Browning Hi~ 
Power and the TZ-75, which have barrels 
that remove from the rear rather than sliding 
forward out of the slide a la Colt. 

"This system," says Cogan, "was designed 
to do one basic job, and that is to reduce 
recoil. It's a great system for the guy who 
wants to shoot four or five matches a year and 

James Bond's "Q' would be jealous of compensated Walther (upper left). 

You don't need a tricked
out competition gun and 
a practical personal de
fense gun with this re
movable compensator 
system. Now your gun 
can serve double-duty! 

doesn't want to put $1,000 in a pin gun.'' 
Our test gun was a TZ-75 outfitted just like 

this month's Giveaway Gun. The TZ-75 is 
the Italian copy of the Czech CZ-75 and has 
been selling like hotcakes, thanks in no small 
measure to its obvious high quality and -

amazing in this day and age - low price. 
If you've never shot a compensated gun, 

you're in for a shock. The 9mm isn't exactly a 
hard-slamming cartridge, but with the Cogan 
Compensator fitted , even that recoil drops 
dramatically-Cogan puts the recoil reduc
tion for a 9mm at 50 percent, and I wouldn't 
argue with that. 

Recoil is largely a subjective phe
nomenon. You can measure muzzle rise and 
foot-pounds of energy to death , and it still 
doesn't tell you all that much about how a gun 
feels to shoot. The great thing about a muzzle 
weight on an automatic is it subtly changes 
the way the gun feels. The pounding of the 
slide back and forth is partially offset by the 
additional weight on the muzzle end; the gas 
port helps keep the muzzle down; the gun 
becomes much more manageable. 

Co11ti11ued 011paf!,e61 

The KISS principle at work: only three parts comprise the Cogan comp. 
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WI THIS 

FROM C&L PRECISION LTD. 

I n arly 1984, Aron Lipman of Personal Protection Systems 
of Scranton, PA, and Bob Cogan Jr. of Accurate Plating 

and Weaponry of Clearwater, FL, formed a new company, C 
and L Precision Ltd. , devoted to creating state-of-the-art 
accessories and components for competition and caqy guns. 

This month's Custom Gun Giveaway is the American 
Handgunner Custom TZ75 featuring a C and L Precision 
compensator counter-weight system. This detachable 
compensator makes this weapon a carry gun, target pistol and 
quick-recovery competition gun all rolled into one. 

The barrel has a blind bushing for carry purposes and 
protection of the barrel threading. By simply attaching the 
compensator counter-weight system it becomes a quick
recovery, recoil-reducing competition pistol. 

In addition, under the master pistolsmithing of Bob Cogan 
this weapon also has a custom extended slide stop, custom 
thumb safety and an extended mag release. The thumb safety 
has been altered to allow the weapon to be carried cocked
and-locked as well as with the hammer down for double
action first shot capability. 

The slide stop, thumb safety, trigger and mag release are 
gold plated. 
• The beautiful custom TZ75 sports a set of Millet sights, 
stippling on both front and back straps and grooving of the 
back of the slide. 

These well-executed touches make the piece not only 
attractive to the eye but also a combat-ready handgun. . 

The weapon is accuplated with Bob Cogan's unique 
stainless finish and has custom grips made from genuine 
Buffalo Horn tastefully scrimshawed by Art Jewel 
Enterprises (421A Irmen Drive, Addison, IL, 60101) . 

If you're not the lucky winner of this Custom Gun Give 
Away you can still get your hands on one of these fine custom 
TZ75s from C and L Precision, 101 Pittston Ave. , Scranton , 
PA 18505. The piece sells for $1,495. 
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!O IBDB GOBDS!: Use a. postcard, 
follow sample; include na.me, address, 
HOM M/ A, local dealer name a.nd 
address. Mail before April L 1985. Send 
to AMERICAN HANDGUNNER, Box 
16025, Sa.n Diego, 92ll6. 

Address~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

City&State~~~~~~~~--~~ 

BO•·IUL/.lft. 1111 

Zip 

taxed or prohibited by law. No purch· 
ase ne inner must comply with all federal and 
local !awe. Employees and agents or Publlsher's Develop
ment Corp. not elfglble. 
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By Walter L. Rickell 

Back in 1968, while I was on the staff of Guns & Ammo, Jeff Cooper would sit in 
my office and relate tales of woe, how this world needed a new and better 

locking system for the big-bore semi-automatic handgun. Jeff had toyed with many 
designs and one day he popped into the office all excited with a CETME rifle that 
featured the roller delay principle. This was the answer he said, "all you have to do is 
adapt it to the 1911 semi-auto pistol." 

Well, thafs easier said than done and not until the spring of 1984 did I finally see 
that baste roller system adapted to a functional handgun. With the strange name of 
KORRIPHILA, I was surprised to find that it was of German manufacture. The 
correct name is the Model HSP 701. 

The first thing that I noticed was workmanship and finish. Flawless machining 
and polish, deep bluing and classic walnut, checkered stocks are the calling card for 
this unique handgun, chambered for the popular .45 ACP cartridge. The first 
impression is that this pistol is a blend of many semi-automatic designs manufac
tured today. It's very reminiscent of the Smith & Wesson Model 39, yet still carries 
very strong resemblance to the H&K P9. But closer inspection reveals some basic 
improvements of the American and German double action autos blending the two 
into one pistol. 

You may have trouble pronouncing the name, but 
you won't find it hard to like this German .45. 

The barrel is stationary to the frame, with the recoil spring wrapped around it. 
• The clean slide sports Smith & Wesson style combat sights (a ramp quick draw front 

and a fully adjustable for windage and elevation rear), a squared trigger guard, a la 
Swenson and a short stroke double action trigger. There are no thumb safeties, so it 
being ambidextrous is a moot subject. 

The firing pin is blocked similarly to the S&W but is lined up for firing when the 
double action trigger is pulled or the hammer is cocked manually. Either of these 
actions raise a lever on the right side of the hammer, which in turn lines up the firing 
pin. This block also affords a solid steel block keeping the hammer from coming in 
contact with the firing pin. 

This safety is automatic and is in action at all times, not just when activated by a 
thumb lever. Thus, this eliminates the bulkiness of external levers on the frame or 
slide, leaving a very fiat contour to the weapon. The only lever or button is the slide 
release on the left side of the frame and th~ magazine release button. 
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Irv Stone found the Korriphila a pleasure to shoot. Accuracy improved as test 
firing continued due to breaking-in the pistol. There were no ;ams. 

As mentioned, the barrel is fixed and the 
slide is locked in place by a roller lock. This 
is accomplished by a movable breech-block 
within the slide. When in the firing or for
ward position the breech-block and slide are 
mated and the roller lock is pressed into the 
frame by an incline plane on the slide. Firing 
the cartridge activates the rearward pressure, 
which first moves the slide to the rear a 
fraction of an inch . This also moves the 
incline plane (see drawing) , releasing the 
roller that is part of the breech-block, thus it 
recesses into the slide, allowing the slide to 
cycle, loading the weapon for the next shot. 

Thi s sys tem , called the BUDIS
CHOWSKY, is very smooth and soft on 
recoil even with military hardball . It elimi-
nates the sharp punch of the traditional 
round. In fact, it is difficult to tell the dif-

zine with seven rounds and insert it into the 
grip-well till it clicks into place just like the 
old 1911 . This can be accomplished with tlle 
slide locked to the rear or forward. If locked 
to the rear, simply depress the slide release 
lever (keeping the trigger clear) and it will 
bounce home ready to fire ; remember, don't 
touch the trigger while doing tllis. When you 
release the slide, the hammer will fall for
ward with the slide- don't be alarmed since 
the automatic safety that releases the hammer 
also blocks the firing pin . The only way to 
release it (the safety) is to pull the trigger 
double action or cock the hammer for single 
action fire. A very simple and positive sys-

tern . This system also eliminates all of the 
external levers and gadgets common to dou
ble action autos. 

While we are on the subject of triggers, 
this one is excellent. The double action pull is 
short and smooth allowing a good first shot 
placement from a holstered draw. The con
tour is not sharp and does not pinch the fleshy 
part of the trigger finger. As for the single 
action trigger, it is one of the best I have ever 
tried and on a par with top match-grade 
weapons. 

The magazine is much like the 1911 but can 
be taken down by sliding out the base plate to 
tlle front and then removing the secondary 
base plate, the spring and the follower. It's 
very well made and finished and shows con
siderable hand fitting. It holds seven rounds 
of .45 ACP. 

The overall shape of the weapon is similar 
to that of the S& W Model 39 in size and feel. 
In fact , the sights are a direct takeoff, 
especially the rear. It's fully adjustable for 
both windage and elevation with a quick 
draw ran1p front. They are refined , low pro
fi le in contour, and compact. The trigger 
guard is squared off and checkered very 
tastefully for the two hand hold, as are the 
front and backstraps. The grip panels are of 
walnut, flat contour, neatly checkered and 
feature a flat oil finish . 

The overal I length is 7 1/4 inches by 5 ¥s 
inches high , with a thickness of one inch. The 
barrel is 41116 inches in length and comes in 
five calibers, .45 ACP, .30 and 9mm Luger 
and .38 Super. The design of tllis semi-auto 
pistol is not easily changeable in calibers 
without tools, since the barrel is fixed. At 
present this model is chambered for the .45 
ACP caliber but by simply changing the bar
rel , breech-block and magazine will effect a 

ference in recoil between hardball and wad
cutter ammo. , 11~-'l HSP101iii'[\_~ft~ 

l r -._J MAlfo ·~~ fJ 
To take-down the piece is simple, but first 

make sure the weapon is unloaded and maga
zine removed. Now, pull downward, toward 
the bottom of the frame, the button located at 
the front of the trigger guard , just under the · 
serial number. Which, by the way, on this 
particular pistol is 0017 , one of the first pro
duction pieces and the only one in the USA at 
this time. After the button is locked down, 
pull the slide to the rear and lift upward 
(lowering the button allows the slide to travel 
further than normal to the rear). Now ease 
the slide forward over the muzzle and you 
have field stripped the weapon. At first this 
might seem a little clumsy since the recoil 
spring is quite heavy and requires a set of 
strong hands and arms to control the action. 

To remove the breech-block, depress the • • • · • 
lever on the right side of the slide and push 
the breech toward the muzzle and it falls into 
your hand , through the bottom of the slide. 
This is all the take-down that is needed to care 
for the weapon or to maintain it. Further 
take-down is not recommended by the 
manufacturer. 

I 

To load the gun simply charge the maga- The German auto field strips into four parts. A simple and reliable design. 
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caliber change. This cuts the cost on man
ufacturing and an interesting concept. 

Test firing the pistol was a pleasure and 
accomplished with Irv Stone ofBarSto Preci
sion who is the owner of this rare pistol at the 
29 Palms Gun Club. Setting the targets at 25 
yards and using a rest, the Korriphila HSP 
701 was loaded with five rounds of Federal 
230 grain hardball. All the shots stayed in the 
black, but not doing anything spectacular 
after 100 rounds we switched to Winchester 
185 grain match wadcutters. Besides produc
ing clean neat holes in the paper the groups 
shrunk. The best one measured out at 25/s 
inches by I :i4 inches. 

The German auto fed hardball , hollow
points and semi-wadcutters (jackets and 
lead) without fail. An interesting fact is that 
the groups shot with this ammunition got 
smaller the longer we fired it. This being a 
new gun, it probably took some breaking-in 
and it's proven that a breaking-in period is 
necessary to settle the parts before you can 
get the maximum accuracy from a handgun . 

This new offering to the handgunner is a 
very well made and designed piece, offering 
a variety of calibers. Price and availability at 
this time are unknown. Who will be the 
importer of the weapon is also a mystery. For 
fu ll information concerning the HSP 701 
wr ite to: KORRIPHILA - Prazisions
meckhanik Gesellschaft m. b . h ., 
P.O. Box 103447 - D-6900 ....._ 

Heidelberg - Germany. ~ Superbly handcrafted Korriphila should retail for about $1,200. 
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Drawing reveals design genius of Korriphila. (Inset) Roller-lock is 
visible on the slide, and locking recess in the frame. 
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THENEWWAVE 
OF HOLSTERS 

By Bob Arganbright 

A tide of new holsters is gushing into the market 
offering low cost, durability and utility. Here's 
a run-down on the new wave of nylon holsters. 

I n 1983 Uncle Mike's (Michaels of Oregon 
Co.) introduced their "Sidekick'' holster, 

the first of the soft, padded nylon holsters. 
Currently, many holster manufacturers 
including Bianchi International , Boyt , 
Brauer Brothers, El Paso Saddlery Co., 
Roy's Custom Leather and Smith & Wesson 
Leather offer some type of low-cost nylon 
holster. 

Some are made from "ballistic nylon" 
while others are of DuPont Cordura® nylon. 
According to DuPont, their Cordura® is 
"more puncture/tear resistant than cotton 
canvas, vinyl , standard nylon or ballistic 
nylon." Some figures given in their brochure 
are: three times as abrasion resistant as stan
dard nylon, five times the puncture/tear 
resistance of standard nylon, and two times 

the puncture/tear resistance of leather. 
Most of the nylon holsters are constructed 

of an exterior and an inside lining, with soft 
padding between, thereby making a "padded 
nylon" holster. They are referred to as soft 
because the nylon doesn't have the body of 
leather, though leaving the gun stored in the 
holster overnight does cause the nylon to take 
a set, forming to the individual gun. 

A nylon holster has the advantages of low 
cost, scuff and tear resistance and very light 
weight. It will wrinkle if crushed for a very 
long period of time. One used in my tests was 
stored in a box with another holstered gun on 
top of it, and when retrieved after a few days 
it was badly wrinkled. However, the 
wrinkles disappeared after a few hours with a 
gun in place . 

While there are a number of specialty 
companies producing nylon holsters, sam
ples were obtained from Bianchi , Brauer 
Bros. , El Paso Saddlery, Roy's, Smith & 
Wesson and Uncle Mike's as these are most 
likely to be found in the average gun shop. 

BIANCHI INTERNATIONAL 
Just as John Bianchi has established a repu

tation for producing the Cadillac line of 
shooting leather, samples of his new 
"Ranger" line of ballistic nylon holsters 
appear to be the Cadillac of the new breed of 
soft holsters. 

Shortly after the turn of the century, S. D. 
Myres Saddle Co. of El Paso, Texas, devel
oped the Threepersons hip holster for Tom 
Threepersons, a famous Southwestern law
man/ gunfighter. This high riding, skimpy hip 
holster with what has come to be known as 
the "FBI rake" (gun butt tipped slightly for
ward) became the benchmark by which all 
new holsters were measured. Bianchi has 
wisely chosen to offer the Threepersons 
style, constructed of padded ballistic nylon, 
as his new "Ranger" holster line. 

The "Ranger" series of holsters is avail
able in eight sizes to fit the gamut of handguns 
from two-inch snubs to 8 1/2 inch barreled 
revolvers. Bianchi's new offering differs from 
its competition in having the traditional fold 
over belt loop construction and in having a 
sight channel similar to their leather holsters. 
The "Ranger" sight channel is made of nylon 
webbing stitched in such a way as to form a 
"V" for the front sight. The traditional over
the-hammer-safety-strap is adjustable for 
length by attaching to the holster with Velcro 
on the inside of the belt loop, such that the belt 
adds to the grip of the Velcro. The snap for 
this strap is set in a circular piece of hard 

New nylon camo holsters complement Z-Coat camo finish. 
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nylon which is stitched to the holster body so 
no metal is inside the pouch to scratch the 
gun's finish. All edges of the holster and 
gunbelt are bound with a separate nylon strip. 

The "Ranger" series gunbelt is also spe
cial. Of similar construction, it is available 
with or without cartridge loops. The version 
I tested had cartridge loops formed from two 
strips of heavy elastic. This allows one to 
carry cartridges varying from .22 LR caliber 
through .458 Magnum in the same cartridge 
belt. The synthetic loops also prevent the 
formation of unsightly verdigris which forms 
on brass when stored in leather loops. I did 
find it a bit difficult to insert large cartridges, 
loaded with SWC bullets, in the elastic loops. 

As the 1984 Bianchi International catalog 
states, their new "Ranger" line will set the 
world standard for nylon holsters. 

BRAUER BROTHERS MFG. CO. 
While Brauer Bros. offers only a hip hol

ster in padded Cordura construction, their 
version is unique in having a thumb break 
safety strap. This "Blake Break" strap is 

Continued on page 69 

I-COAT CAMO FINISH 

Hunters rejoice! There's now a gun 
finish with you in mind. 

The Ruger Security Six with camo 
finish on the cover of the Handgunner 
features the new, unique Z-Coat process. 

Z-Coat is a high performance, indus
trial coating made of Du Pont's Teflon S®. 
The finish is heat bonded to the gun for 
long lasting durability. 

Z-Coat is available in two types of 
camo, splotch or stripe. The splotch pat
tern resembles the military woodlands 
camo pattern and the stripe pattern resem
bles the military Tiger stripe pattern. Both 
styles of camo feature three colors: matte 
black, 'dead leaf brown and olive drab 
green. 

Z-Coat is also available in one color 
finish , matte or gloss black or grey. 

One of the unique features of the Z-Coat 
process is that it adheres equally well to 
stainless steel, regular steel and alumi
num. Also, the color remains constant on 
the three surfaces unlike conventional blu
ing which tends to turn pinkish in color on 
stainless steel. 

• Z-Coat is available for long guns as 
well. The process lends itself well to plas
tic so that an AR-15 can be completely 
camoflauged with the plastic stock and 
steel parts matching in color. 

Prices for the Z-Coat process for hand
guns at press time vary from $95 for camo 
on semi-autos to $89 for a single color on 
revolvers. Prices vary according to large 
or small frame size. Price changes are 
expected to vary, according to the manu
facturer, so write for a current price list to 
J&M Distributing, Dept. AH, 404 E. 
Broadway, Brunswick, MO, 65236. 

Holsters from left to right: Brauer Bros., Bianchi, Uncle Mike's and Roy's. 

Uncle Mike's offers inside-the-waistband, ankle and shoulder holsters. 

El Paso Saddlery's unpadded nylon belt slide holsters will fit any handgun. 
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MOUNTING OPTICAL 
SIGHTS-TO ST.llY 

By Russ Gaertner 

M ounting handgun sight systems is now 
a serious concern for many shooters. 

Frowned on by most of us a few years ago, 
scopes have now become widely popular 
among handgunners. Serious competitors 
have a bullseye gun (or two) with an Aim
point and silhouette and hunting guns with 
scopes of various types and powers. Winners 
of big cash matches, like the Bianci Cup, all 
use optical sights. 

This is all great for handgunning because it 
means better scores, cleaner kills of game, 
and greater enjoyment of the sport. But there 
is a real problem about which little is said
because it is a sore point, I suppose. The 
experts know it is out there, and it worries 
them. 

The problem is how to mount these 
increasingly popular sights on sharply recoil
ing handguns so that they stay on. There are 
dozens of mounts available, but unfortu-

nate ly some are too weak, or poorly 
designed , to do the job. Worst of all, the 
mounting methods used by do-it-yourselfers 
usually just can't cut the mustard, even with 
the right hardware. 

Almost any mount made by a reputable 
company today will work and hold scopes on 
guns in the milder calibers from .22 up 

Hard-kicking handguns 
can jar loose scopes. 
Here are the how-to's 
and what-for 's of 
mounting optical sights 
on handguns. 

through .38 Special. Many mounts are reli
able on .357 Magnum guns, with proper 
installation. But when you go up to the big 
magnums-.41, .44, and the heavier single
shot calibers used for silhouette shooting and 
big game hunting-only the best will hold for 
long. 

When I asked experts to estimate how 
many amateur jobs would shoot loose or off 
the more powerfu l guns, their educated 
guesses ranged from a third to two-thirds, but 
the average was about 50 percent failure. 
These men get many bad jobs to fix, and 
business is good these days. 

A well-respected company president said , 
''When a scope shoots off, it means a trip to 
the emergency room and six stitches to close 
the cut in the guy's forehead." I've know 
several such cases. The shooter's embarrass
ment is usually worse than his wound , but 

Co11ti1111ed 011 page 53 

. - ('· . 

Clark mount has a large cavity for Devcon cement. Leopold mount holds tight on Model 29 .44 Magnum. 

Bushnell scope/ mount (left) and Leopold 4X EER scope. Three rings hold Leopold scope on SSK Hand Cannon. 
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Extended Magazine Re
lease Assembly for Colt .45 
type Autos. Replaces exist
ing release. No drilling and 
tapping . Available as a com
plete unit for $19.95 or just 
the enluged button and 
screw for $9 .95 . Enlarged 
button & screw comes in 
blue or stainless . Replace
ment catch comes in blue. 
Nitex $4 .00 extra. 

DEALER 
INQUIRIES INVITED 

Bianchi Holsters: Chapman # 50 / ln!'I # 52 
Bianchi B-9 Belt Of G. Davis # 114 Belt 
G. D8vis Holsters : Realist # 1145 or Usher # 1045 
G. Davis Holster : Calil0<nia Challenger # 12450 . 
G. Davis Holster : Usher Lowcut # 10450 
G. Davis Holster : Phoenix Spec ial # 11 450 . 
G. Davis Double .45 Mag Pouch. 21 .00 
Blocker Holsters : ISi or Fowler Speedmaster . 

(X-Draw / Strong side I S" or 6" Bbl) (Basketweave add 10.00) 
Blocker Double .45 Mag Pouch: Slant or Straight . 28 .95 
Blocker 151 Belt 28.95 
Blocker 151 Belts or Double Mag Pouches in Basketweave 35.95 
Rogers / Plaxco World Speed Holster (5" 16" Bbl) 48.00 
Rogers Hackalhorn Combatr Revolver / Compensalor Model 48.00 
Wilson Shok-Buff Kit (Gov'l or Commander) . 5.50 
Wilson Shok-Buff Washers 1.00 

Wilson Trigger 
Wilson Beavertail Grip Salety (Blue or Slainless) 
Wilson / Rogers or Pachmayr Compe!ition .45 Magazine 
Devel 8 Round Magazine !or .45 Auto 
Devel 8 Round Magazine Conversion Kil IOf .45 Auto 
Breskovich Advantage Grip System tor .45 Auto 
John Shaw Speed·E·Load Magwell 
Coll or King Drop- in Wide Grip Safet y (bluer stain1ess) 
King Extended Combat Safety (blue / stainless) 
Swenson Ambidextrous Safety tor .45 
'Swensigh1" lor .45 Auto 

John Shaw Pro Shooters Bag 
··vou Can 't Miss" by John Shaw (2nd. Edition) . 
" Life Without Fear" by Mickey Fowler & Mike Dalton 
Magazine Slam Pads: Black checkered neoprene . 
Ouickloader Magazine \Nell 

A.LL ITEMS IN STOCK' 

MASTERCARD/VISA ORDERS ACCEPTED! 
Give number & Expiration Date 

Phone orders Mon.-Fri . 4-10 PM EST 
Jim 716..(;72-4218 Mike 716~27-3762 

FREE SHIPPING ON All ORDERS 
NYS Residents add 7" Sales Tax 

Send lor FREE CATALOGUE 
COMBAT CORNER 

Dept AHG Rd #1. 9516 Al 60. Fredonia. NY 14063 

. 18.95 
16.95 
14.95 
18.95 
20 .50 
i7.95 
6.50 

45 .00 
25.00 
25.00 
18 .50 
40.00 
29.95 
69.95 

8.95 
9.25 
1.00 
6.00 

DGUNS • RIFLES • SHC 
fGUNS • RIFLES • HANDGL 

S • SHOTGUNS • RIFLES • H 
• RIFLES • SHOTGlJ 

IFLES •SH 

some accidents have inflicted serious eye 
injuries. 

When I began using handgun scopes 
almost 20 years ago, two types were avail
able. Heavy rifle scopes and mounts were 
used, but they were bulky and not suitable for 
many guns. The only true pistol scopes were 
light and flimsy and so were the mounts. It 
was a question of which would shoot loose 
first , the scope's optics or the mount. 

Finally I obtained a 'magnumized' pro
totype of the Bushnell Phantom II, the first 
such scope which held up on a fullhouse .44 
Magnum revolver for me, after half a dozen 
of various makes had failed. With that Phan
tom on my old Herter .44 I took my first 
dangerous big game with the handgun, a big 
male Colorado black bear. Since that hunt, 
I've used scopes on autos, revolvers and the 
Contender in calibers from .22 Jet to .30-30 
and .45-70. I'm sold on them, but I'm also 
very careful about mounting. 

In order to help handgunners who want to 
try a new optical sight, or who now have such 
sights which may not be securely mounted, 
(whether they know it or not!), I've done a 
partial survey of mounts and methods. It was 
not practical to cover every mount. I've lim
ited this work to a few examples trying to 
show how they work, what to look for in a 
good one, what their limitations are, and how 
to install them. 

Before discussing examples, let's review 
why it's tough to keep a scope on a recoiling 
handgun. When a gun is fired , the laws of 
physics tell us that the gun recoils equally and 
in the opposite direction to the energy gener
ated by firing the cartridge. Thus the gun 
initially moves backward and slightly 
downward (because the bore is above the 
center of mass). The inertia of the scope and 
mount exerts a powerful thrust forward and 
upward on the mount screws. Then the wrist 
and arm of the shooter pivot the gun upward, 
pressing the mount/scope down onto the 
frame. Finally the shooter halts the recoiling 
gun, and again the scope's momentum pulls 
upward. 

Little wonder that the mount screws and 
other links in the mount system will loosen if 
there is any weakness. Screws stretch if they 
are not strong, hardened steel. Ordinary sight 
screws are useless. Threads in the frame 
holes must be clean-cut, tight and straight. 
Screws may even shear off, and then the 
whole shebang comes flying back in the 
shooter's face. Usually, however, looseness 
develops first , and an alert shooter can detect 
trouble before the final blowup. 

The first principle of scope mounting is 
simply stated: use a strong mount designed 
for and closely fitted to the gun frame. The 
second principle is obvious: ins.tall the mount 
and scope properly. That is easy to say, but 
some examples will help the amateur avoid 
serious trouble. 

To take a standard example, let's consider 
putting a Leupold mount on a Smith & 
Wesson Model 29 .44 Magnum revolver. 
Leupold & Stevens (P.O. Box 688, Beaver
ton, OR 97075) makes fine scopes, including 
the 4X EER, and their well-designed mounts 
fit popular handguns. Like all mounts, the fit 
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, YOU STEP ·BY·STEP HOW TO: • BUY WHOLE· 
" SALE• GET YOUR FEDERAL FIREARMS LICENSE 

•START YOUR OWN BUSINESS • REFINISH & 
CHECKER • CUSTOMIZE • ACCURIZE • 
SPORTERIZE • BLUE AND BROWN• RELOAD• 

• BASIC AND MASTER GUN REPAIR • 
PLUS MUCH. MUCH MOREi 

LEARN EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED TO KNOW TO 
GET YOU STARTED IN THE CAREER YOU WANT! 
LIFETIME CONSULTATION SERVICE AT NO COST. 

BE A SUCCESSFUL GUN PRO ! 

OVER 40,000 STUDENTS SINCE 1946 
MAIL TODAY or CALL 602 -990-8346 

Please RUS H lull m!orrna11on on how I can become a protess1onal gunsmith 
the QUICK easy home stddy way No obllg ar 1on No salesmen will call 
CHEC K FOR VA O< GI D ACTI VE D RETIREO 

NAME ------------- AGE __ 

ADDRE SS 

CITY ----- STATE - - - ZIP I 
MODERN GUN REPAIR SCHOOL dept. l'JIF35 

~3~ ~s:.:._ P~E~,~Z~A~O~ 

For more information write : Dept. AH 
30016 South River Road 

.c.\ Mount Clemens, Michigan 48045 Q·.S.: (313) 468-1090 

• 8. 
~,..,.., 

•Glare-FREE 
•Protects against 

~(A 
-.cir: 

® 

the harshest elements 
•Deep Black Texture 
•Improves Sight Visibility 
•Blueing Process Developed 

For Stainless Steel Firearms 

Call or write for detailseOealer Inquiries Invited 

BRENT MULLIS 
3518 Lawyers Road East 

Monroe, N. C. 28110 

MEMBER 
NRA 
HHI 

~ <fJundta/I 
f!k./;ly J1d«m fi~ ..J1 ffjiedalty 

CUSTOM BLUING 
MILLETT SIGHTS 

704/283-8789 

Bea Legal • INVESTIGATOR 

Nationwide shortage o f trai ned legal investigato rs. Many 
earn $20,000 to $50,000 a year. Men and women . Full or 
part -tim e. Earn while you learn at home. Send name, ad
dress for free opportuni t ies booklet . 

Commercial Technical Institute, Dept. 091-035 
1500 Cardinal Drive, Little Falls, N.J. 07424 
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45AUTO PISTOLSMITHING SCHOOL 
Learn the PROPER way to tune the 45 auto for full 
reliability under Combat and Competition condition. 

YOU will be taught by Bi ll Laughridge of the Cylinder 
& Slide in an INTENSIVE 1 week hands-on course . 
YOU will perform all mod ifications under the 
guidance of Mr. Laughridge. 
The course wi ll consist of the modification and 
installation of the most practical combat accessories 
to you r 45 . 
For complete cou rse information on our 45 auto 
pistolsmithing schools , send $2.00 for brochure. 

CYLINDER & SLIDE , INC. 
P.O. Box 937 
Fremont, NE 68025 
( 402) 721-4277 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
DREAONAUGHT 

357 / 44 B & D 
Conversion of S&W 27-28 

Ruger 357-9MM 
T.C. Contender 

BAIN & DAVIS 
307 E. Valley Blvd . San Gabriel. CA 91776 ................................ 

AL LOW 12 TO 16 WEEK S FOR DELIVERY 

PISTOL BULLET SWAGING DIES 
AND COMPONENTS 

Swage hall 1acke t and ZIO C base bullet s 1n cahber 30. 9mm, 
357. 44 and 45. Zinc base bullet s may be lired at 1acketed 
bu llet velocit ies and al a lra c11on nf 1he cost. 
For information and prices cont aci SPORT FLITE MFG .. INC. 

2520 INDUSTR IAL ROW. TR OY. Ml 48084 

The funn \', 

funn vbook 

about the 

13131 280-0648. 

Lee Echols 
NalionalPislol Trophy i Wi 1111er 1941 

If vou have a mouth fu l 
1 of soup- do n't read 

pistol shootcrs 1 

Send $8.00'' to: 

LEE ECHOLS-1640 Maple Dr., Condo #68 
Chula Vista, CA 92011 

---(*California residents add 48<!:) 
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CUSTOM 
JACKETED 
BULLETS 

Fit to individual's barrel-Available in .38/.357 
Cal. More to come. Send $1.00 for info. applied 
to first order. DBM SPECIALTY, PO. Box 58, 
Holmes, PA 19043 

must be checked individually on your gun. 
The rear sight was removed from the 

M29. The front sight screw and hole are too 
small for use in a mount, and three holes must 
be drilled and tapped in the frame for the 
Leupold mount. Mount screws must be at 
least 6-40, preferrably 8-40 or 8-32. First the 
holes must be spotted. This is done with a 
drill bit the size of the holes in the mount to 
center the holes perfectly, cutting a cone
shaped dent with just a few turns with a sharp 
bit. 

Leupold screws are the 6-48 size. I spotted 
the holes with a 9/64-inch (.141) bit and drilled 
the holes with the .120-inch bit. The mount 
fits in the sight slot with a lower recoil shoul
der bearing on the back of the frame. 

Only high-quality, sharp drill bits and 
gunsmith's taps are suitable for this work. 
They can be obtained in matched sets from 
Brownells (Rt. 2 Box 1, Montezuma, IO 
50171) , a good idea because the exact hole 
size is important. A small hole can mean a tap 
broken off in the hole; a large one can strip its 
threads. I drill and tap in a drill press to insure 
straight holes, turning the spindle by hand for 
tapping and using a lubricant such as 
Brownells Flute Juice. The tap is backed out 
frequently to clean out chips. Drilling and 
tapping guides can be used if you must 
employ a portable drill. 

On the M29, the rear and middle holes are 
easily prepared , but on my gun the front 
mount hole is located over the barrel pin and 
the barrel threads. The barrel pin must be 
punched out and the barrel turned out of the 
frame. Then the hole is drilled and tapped as 
usual , and the barrel tightened and the pin 
replaced. 

An expert could drill and tap the hole, 
using a bottoming tap to thread the blind 
hole. But an amateur risks breaking off drill 
bits and taps or weakening the barrel throat if 
he drills too deeply. 

I use Loctite to seal mount and ring 
screws. Ordinary Loctite is best for this job, 
because its bond can be broken easily. If 
necessary, a hot soldering iron on the screw
head will help. Both screws and holes must 
be degreased well with acetone or lighter 
fluid and dried . I applied Loctite to the screw 
threads, tightened them, then set them with a 
sharp tap from a light hammer, tightened 
again, and set the gun aside for a day to cure. 

Ordinary rosin helps to prevent scope 
movement in the scope rings. It can be dusted 
on or painted on as a solution in alcohol. With 
the Leupold mount, rings are installed just 
like rifle rings. The rings should be tightened 
on a one-inch dowel and turned to a position 
exactly square to the mount length . 

With the scope turret bearing against the 
front ring, the rings are assembied with Loc
tited screws and tightened . Such an installa
tion should hold perfectly, barring a fall 
down a mountain. I check a new mounting 
job before each firing, but I have yet to see 
one fail , if done this way, even on .44 Mag 
revolvers. 

Bushnell Phantom scopes are light, and 
lighter scopes are easier to hold on the guns. 
Installing a l.3X Phantom (5.5 oz.) on a 
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Ruger Super Blackhawk .44 is easier than the 
Leupold job. 

The Phantom has a dovetail rail to fit the 
clamp on their compact sight block. The 
block fits in the Ruger sight slot, and the 
threaded sight hole is used, but the front hole 
must be driUed and tapped. Since the block 
fits over two hardened studs which screw into 
the frame, the positioning of the front hole is 
critical . 

With the rear stud in the hole, and the 
block positioned on it , the front hole was 
spotted through the mount with a 9'32-inch bit, 
then I finished drilling and tapping it (6-48). 
The mount did not quite bottom on the studs, 
and a little filing on the bottom of the rear 
extension was necessary to bring the front 
down onto the frame. 

Next, the studs were degreased, Loctited, 
and seated in their holes. The block was 
snugged down on them and the set screws 
Loctited and tightened. Attaching the scope 
was a matter of placing the mount clamp 
screws through their holes and the channels 
in the scope rail. I did not Loctite these; it 
was unnecessary and I have switched the 
scope to another gun temporarily, on 
occasion. 

Bushnell's Centurion scope is a high-qual
ity l.3X glass. With the unique power booster 
screwed on its front end , power becomes 
2.5X. The price to be paid for that exceUent 
feature is the scope's JO-inch length and 10-oz. 
weight. That means that the Centurion needs 
a strong, well-fitted, secure mount to hold 
almost a pound of total weight on a powerful 
handgun . I haven't had a chance to test any 
mount extensively for the Centurion yet. 

These are probably the best choice for 
semi-auto pistols of the 1911AI class. I have an 
old Whitney Sales mount, but it tends to 
loosen because only the two gr ip screws hold 
it. Recently James E . Clark, the well-known 
pistolsmith (Rt. 2, Box 22A, Keithville, LA 
71047) , has come out with two exceUent grip 
mounts, one for scopes and the other for 
Aimpoints. 

These Clark mounts use the grip screws 
for installation, but they also require drilling 
and tapping the gun fran1e for two added 
screws, and Devcon cement is applied in 
cavities inside of the mount to stabilize ·it 
completely. The mounts are well designed 
and made, and they are highly reliable when 
installed according to Clark's directions. 

He specifies a #28 bit to spot the holes, 
which are finished with a #33 drill and 6-40 
tap. The Aimpoint has an adjustment slot for 
one grip screw, to line up the sight with the 
open sights before spotting the extra holes. 
The grip screw bushings should be checked 
for tightness before installing the mount. 
They may have to be restaked or replaced. 

Other companies make .45 Auto mounts 
for installation on the slide. I have not tried 
them, but heavier loads will be needed to 
cycle a slide with a mount and scope on it. A 
grip mounted scope takes much less 
pounding. 

While on the subject of .45 Autos, some 
shooters have complained that they can't keep 
a sight rib on their guns. I installed a Bo-Mar 
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rib on a Gold Cup years ago, fired it with 
thousands of rounds including some heavier 
than I care to admit, and recently used it to 
test the .41 Avenger kit (AH, Jan./Feb., 1983) 
with very heavy loads. It has never loosened. /' 

To install a rib, I simply clamp or cement it 
in place, fasten the assembly in a drill press 
vise, and spot and drill the holes straight. 
After tapping the four holes, I degrease 
everything, Loctite the screws, then set and 
tighten them. With a properly fitting rib and 
strong, tight screws, installed this way, it will 
never shoot loose . 

The toughest scope mounting jobs of all 
are those necessary to hold sights on the 
hardest-kicking handguns. These are surely 
J .D. Jones' Hand Cannons, custom Contend
ers produced by SSK Industries (Rt. 1, Della 
Drive, Bloomington, OH 43910) . I use these 
as examples of what can be done by experts, 
not suggesting that they be tackled by do-it
yourselfers. 

The calibers are large. Examples are .358 
JDJ , .375 JDJ , .411 JDJ , .430 JDJ and 
.45-70. These feature heavy bullets at 
2000-2500 ft.-lbs. of muzzle energy, and 
recoil is well above .44 Magnum, of course. 
Only SSK T'SOB mounts will keep scopes on 
such howitzers. 

Installing these mounts is not a job I would 
care to tackle. It requires an exactly fitted 
mount and drilling and tappmg at least 6 
holes over the chamber and bore of the bar
rel. That makes me nervous, folks . Bottom
ing taps are then used to tap the blind he.Jes. 
High-tensile hardened sockethead screws are 
used and at least three Bushnell rifle rings 
hold the scope. 

Frankly, if you need a Hand Cannon and 
can handle it , you need SSK to set it up the 
way it should be done. the extra cost is rea
sonable and the outfit is indeed impressive. It 
all works beautifully. That same argument 
applies to other tough handgun scope mount
ing jobs. Have them done by experts, if 
you're in doubt about your own tools and 
methods. 

A new breed of mount can be installed 
easily by the amateur. Clamp-on mounts 
used to be strictly for . 22s. But now we have a 
number of such handgun scope mounts 
which are secure on heavier caliber hand
guns. However, they must be selected and 
used with good judgment. 

B-Square (P. 0. Box 11281, Fort Worth, TX 
76109) makes a line of good clamp-on mounts 
for rifles, shotguns and handguns. The mod
els designed to hook under the vents in hand
gun ribs are made for Colt Pythons and Dan 
Wesson revolvers. They are easy to attach, 
although the clamp lip was too thick to enter 
the vent on my 6-inch Python. It required 
thinning to fit properly, an easyjob. 

The B-Square Dan Wesson clamp-on 
mount is especially neat for those with extra 
barrel/shroud assemblies. I installed the 
mount on the 8-inch vent rib shroud, which 
can be removed as a unit with the scope. Then 
I can shoot the 6-inch barrel/shroud, using 
the rear sight which stays on the gun. 

Maynard P. Buehler, Inc. (Orinda, CA 
94563) has been making fine scope mounts 
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for a long time. Manager Bob Ray sent me a 
prototype of their new "no drill , no tap" 
mount for calibers up to and including .357 
Magnum. It is for a Dan Wesson, but it differs 
from the B-Square mount in that it clamps 
onto the gun frame, not the vent rib, and 
replaces the rear sight. 

Buehler's mount is nicely machined from 
high-tensile aircraft aluminum alloy. The 
compact mount fitted perfectly and it is suited 
for one-inch rings. An unusual, but desirable, 
feature in a handgun mount is the provision of 
windage adjustment screws on the rear ring 
socket. This means that higher power scopes 
can be adjusted to give a full image. 

Other companies make handgun mounts, 
many of them of very good quality, but I have 
not been able to evaluate them all. Certainly 
Redfield and Weaver offer good mounts, for 
example. It is always best to check the fit of 
the mount on your own gun, in every case. 

No mount is better than its installation. 
Either do it right, or have it done by an 
experienced gunsmith who specializes in this 
work. 

Optical sights are revolutionizing nearly 
every aspect of competitive handgunning. 
Secure mounting is the key to the fine perfor
mance which these sights are capable of 
delivering. 

As a closing suggestion in the interest of 
good optical sight mounting, may I propose 
that manufacturers of magnum handguns 
adopt a standardized rear sight mounting sys
tem which is suitable for mounts to carry 
such sights. This could be a variation of 
present long sight slots (such as the S & W) 
with a locking pocket or undercut frame. 
Then a good-sized front screw would have a 
ready-made threaded screw hole. In this way 
one design would fit every mount and hold 
any sight. Such a universal sight mounting 
system would greatly simplify and improve 
the present multiplicity of designs. Until this 
idea is adopted, mounting calls ~ 
for individual judgments. ~ 

SPONSORS SUPPORT 
'FREEDOM CUP MATCH' 

Major firms in the firearms industry have 
again displayed their loyalty to the shooting 
public by sponsoring the Freedom Cup 
Match in Wharton, NJ. 

Colt donated one of their fine, new 
Officer's Models to the high overall revolver 
shooter. Ruger pledged one of their excellent 
Security Six models. Smith and Wesson con
tributed one of their legendary Model 19s, the 
Combat Magnum. Dan Wesson donated one 
of their versatile revolvers in .357 Magnum. 

Other major sponsors included Second 
Chance Body Armor, Hornady, Bar-sto bar
rels, Mag-na-port Arms, and Navy Arms. 

The action shooting event attracted over 
60 shooters from the Tri-State area. Mike 
Moy of Chalfont, Pa., was the Grand Aggre
gate winner taking first on three of four 
stages. Mel Hockwitt took high overall 
revolver and the Colt Officer's Model as a 
prize. 
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• Alternate power source - the provided 9v rechargable battery can be 
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• Low cost - at $274.94 the Pro Timer II is truly an outstanding value . 

TO ORDER: send certified check or money order. Visa or Mastercard accepted. 
Add $4.00 for shipping and handling. Illinois residents add 6% sales tax. Contact 
your local dealer . 
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Though dubbed a hunter 
pistol, the Hammerli was 
sired by the family of 
world record-breaking 
autoloaders from the 
workshops of Menz. 

By J.B. Wood 

There are two reasons for buying a 
Hammerli pistol: One is instant sta tus 

at the target range, and the other is its al
most legend ary quality a nd accuracy. 
Whatever model is chosen, it will do both . 
Its name will impress the peasants, and its 
meticulous fitting by the gnomes of 
Lenzburg will enable any competent 
shooter to put tiny groups in the center of 
the black, time after time. 

Until recently, owning a Hammerli was 
a thing that was of interest only to those 
actively engaged in competitive target 
shooting. For that purpose , the Swiss 
craftsmen offered both mechanical and 
electronic single-shot Free Pistols, and five 
Target Automatics. Now, there is one for 
the sportsman. A Hammerli brochure calls 
it the " Hunter's Pistol ," and the factory 
designation is Model 212. It is derived from 
the well-known (in target circles) Model 
208, but is reduced and simplified for field 
use. 

The changes from the Model 208 pat
tern are all external, The Model 212 has a · 
barrel counterweight, but the barrel is 
shortened . It lacks the full targe t grips and 
the elaborte fram e-mounted rear sight. 
Otherwise, it is essentialy the same. There 
is still a trigger that is fully adjustable fo r 
both weight of pull and over-travel, and an 
internal pivoting hammer that gives light
ning-fast lock time. 

The walnut grips of the Model 212 are 
separate panels that meet at the rear, but 
the joining line is so precisely fitted that it's 
almost undetectable. Hand-checkering of 
the lower half on the right side extends 
around to the rear, ending on the left 
panel. On the left side, there is a rectangu
lar checkered area near the front, in just 
the right location for the fin ger tips of a 
right-handed shooter. The front-strap of 
the grip frame has fine vertical grooving on 
its entire surface. This combination, along 
with the graceful sweep of the grips at the 

rear, gives a superb hold . The only thing I 
would wish for is a thumb-rest , but that 
feature can be easily added by the individ
ual shooter. Those wi th very large hands 
will welcome its absence. 

While not in the same class as those on 
the full target mo dels , the sights on the 
Model 212 are excellent, and they are fully 
adjustable. The rear sight has a dovetail
mounted base in the sl ide, and a separate 
leaf which can be moved horizontally by 
tiny opposed screws. The vertical adjust
ment is in the front sight blade. Loosening 
a small screw on the right side allows the 
front blade to be pivoted on an internal 
track , raising and lowering its rear face. In 
keeping with the intended field use of the 
Model 212, the front sight has a recessed 
white dot , and the rear leaf has an ample 
square notch for easy eye pick-up. 

The magazi ne has a checkered button 
on the right side as a loading aid , the tip of 
the button shaft protrudes slightly on the 
opposite side, giving a good thumb-and
finger grip for lowering the follower. The 
large, contoured end piece of the magazine 
is of a high-quality plastic, and except for 
the grips it's the only non-steel part in the 
pi sto l. The magazin e catch is a conven
tional push-back type at lower rear, easy to 
operate, but not likel y to be relea se d 
accidentally. 

My sample pistol , cheerfully supplied 
by firearms entrepreneu r Marty Mandall 
of Scottsdale, Arizona, has a pivoting trig
ger-block safety lever on the left side, at 
the lower terminus of the tri gger guard. 
My first reaction was that it appeared to 
have been added as an afterthought, and 
was not part of the original design . This 
may well be the case, as I later learned that 
the safety is an optional feature- for the 
product-liability-prone American market, 
perhaps? It works beautifully, turning it 
over forward so lidly blocks all trigger 
movement. Personally, I'd order the pistol 
without it, loading the chamber only when 
rmmediate (iring was intended. Carrying 
"cocked & locked" is something I'll never 
do, with anything. 

The slide is held open after the las t shot 
by an external latch that is perfectly posi
tioned for easy release at the top center of 
the left grip panel. While I had no diffi
culty in operating it, it needs just a little 
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more outward protrusion , as the grip is 
quite thick in that area. The contour at the 
rear of the slide and frame , along with sev
eral other construction features, is strongly 
reminiscent of the pre-war Walther Olym
pia. This is not surprising, as Walther and 
Hammerli were associated in coproducing 
a line of fine target pistols during the post
war years. 

At the range, I tried the Model 212 with 
several brands of ammunition, but I saved 
some special for the serious target work; 
the fine Match Grade load by Lapua of 
Finland (now imported by Kendall Inter~ 
national , 501 East North Street, Carlisle, 
KY 40311). From a san dbag re st a t 25 
yards, the first firing showed the sights to 
be off to the left and a little low, probably 
due to my peculiar hold and the difference 
between the factory sighting amm unition 
and the Lapua rounds. Around twenty-five 
rounds were fired during the adjustment of 
both sights, bringing the five-shot groups 
into the black. The trigger pull was a nice, 
clean-breaking 3\4 pounds, and I left it 
alone. 

Height of front sight (elevation) is adjusted 
with recessed screw on right. 
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White triangle shows sub one-inch 
group fired aker casual shooting. 

It was at that point that I discovered the 
spare targets were not in my range box. So, 
I marked the sighting-in holes, and using 
the same target, fired a carefully-he ld 
group. The five rounds printed into a neat 
tri angle just above the X-ring, measuring 
718" by 3/4", perfectly cen tered. The 
Hammerli, I concluded, will shoot a lot 
better than I can. Since I'm not really a 
paper target shooter, I spent the rest of the 
time at the range firing the Model 212 at 
plinking-type targets, such as bottle caps 
and drink cans. These were flicked off the 
log with eerie regulari ty. 

Gary Luebbert, shooting from sandbag rest found Hammerli to be a dtampion. 

It occurred to me that the factory name, 
"Hunter's Pistol," was quite appropriate. The optional manual safety is shown in its vertical "off-safe" position. 
This gun would be perfect for the handgun 
hunting of small game. I also discovered 
that the sights are engineered for a center
of-target hold , not th e traditional six
o'clock target picture. The factory data 
says the magazine holds eight rounds, but 
it actually will hold nine, comfortably. The 
next point is almost needless to note with a 
Hammerli, but I should add that there are 
no malfunctions of any sort. 

Small screws on base of front sight offer 
windage adjustment to blade. Turned toward the front, the safety lever blocks any movement of trigger. 
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High Quality- Reliable Pistols 
Basic to Full House Competition 

Richard Heinie - Pistolsmith 
821 E. Adams 

Havana, IL 62644 

Please send $1.00 for Brochure 
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DeerPark,Tex.77536 
(713) 479-7286 

Colt Pocket Chronologies are 
the handiest shirt pocket size 
reference books available. Dates - serials 
variations - markings and more. H eavy 
leatherette cover. Specify 1911 Automatic. 
Single Action Army or Woodsman. $4. plus 
so~ postage - each. Dealers write for discounts. 
COLT POCKET CHRONOLOGY, 
PO. Box 2652, Little Rock, AR 72203 

Gun repair, custom ammo-making, 
sporterizing, custom-stocking, sales

all are career possibilities for the expert. 
Send for free facts abow g 11n repair and the 

results of a sun •ey showing the s11ccess of our 
graduates in obtain ing iobs or starting their 
own business. 
Everything ex plained st.ep·by·st.ep so even a 
beginner can follow ... plenty of photos. diagrams. 
drawings. charts. Tools included so you actually 

~%:~;iv~~~~\~~i~i!~~~!s~uci~k~~i~~~~.ith's 
ballistics calcu lators.-plus catalogs, -, 
bargain bulletins. requirements for I SENo \ 
Federal Firearms License. (~R FREE \ 

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY! , c:;;,J a u a J 
r North 'American Schoolol Fir'ea.,;.,- .;~:-";.,;- - - - - - - - - -i 
: 925 Oak Street . Scranton. PA 18508 1 I Rush me 1nlorma11on on haw I can learn gun repair and haw 10 open my own gun I 
1 

shOp. No salesman will call. I 
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: M~• I 
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Furnished with the pistol is a typical 
Hammerli accessory kit , a plastic roll with 
pockets that contain a spare magazine, a 
two-piece cleaning rod with brush and 
patch jag, a screwdriver, three Allen 
wrenches, a pin punch, and a spare main
spring and firing pin. The last two items 
named may never be needed, but they're 
there, just in case. 

Takedown of the Model 212 for rout ine 
cleaning follows the classic Walther pat
tern, but first the large Allen wrench must 
be used to loosen the counterweight at the 
muzzle and slide it off toward the front. 
Then , with the intern al hammer cocked 
and the magazine removed , the trigger 
guard is pulled downward and held there 
while the slide is drawn all the way to the 
rear and lifted upward . Taking care that 
the underside clears the nicely-grooved 
top of the barrel, the slide is then eased 
forward and taken off. 

That's as far as the non-gunsmith needs 
to go for cleaning, but the very detailed 
instruction manual that co mes with the 
Model 212 gives further data for take
down, including replacement of the main
spring and firing pin . Even so, if these 
operations shou ld ever become necessary, 
the average shooter should leave them to a 
carefu l an d knowledgeable gunsm ith. 
While there's no real difficulty, a gun of 
this quality deserves not be gouged. 

It was with great rel uctance that I 
packed up the Model 212 and returned it to 
Marty in Arizona. If you happen to buy 
number 90595, treat it kindly- it's a little 
jewel. I expected it to perform ~ 
like a Hammerli, and it did. ""°' 
CASULL MAGNUM 
Continued from page 3 7 

customer in the Freedom, Wyo. , area agreed 
to let me borrow an adjustable sight Casull 
which was ready for delivery to him. This 
was not a factory owned revolver, and I 
deeply appreciate that person's kindness in 
letting me fire the pistol first. 

The two Casulls are identical except for 
the adjustable rear sight on the second gun, a 
removeable front sight on the second gun, 
and a small screw on the right side of the 
frame which I initially mistook for a barrel 
locking screw such as seen on some older 
Smith & Wesson revolvers. It was not a bar
rel locking screw, but more on this later. 
Workmanship on the second revolver was 
even better than that of the first pistol. The 
adjustable rear sight is of Freedom Arms' 
own design, and should prove to be one of the 
finest hunting sights on a hand gun. There are 
no visible increments to facilitate adjustments 
for various ranges, and IHMSA shooters 
won't find it as easy to elevate precisely when 
adjusting for increased distances, but once 
adjusted for a given load and range the Casull 
rear sight will remain adjusted. 

I slugged the bore of the second pistol and 
came up with a groove diameter of .453" 

.38/357, 45 ACP, 
44 Mag., 9mm, 

Luger 

AND MOREi 
• Experienced 
•Time Proven 
* Thousands 

in use 
• Load 500 

rounds per 
hour 

... and it WORKS! 
See your dealer or send $2 for complete C·H 

catalog - $3 refunded on first order over $25 

C-H TOOL & DIE CORPORATION 
Dept AH . 1 Ob North Harding Street 

Owen Wisc onsin 54460 

Be a MITH! 

LOCKS ' 

i 
IAIN WHILI 
YOU LIAIN 

I Send for 
Jiii IOOK 

Locksmithing Institute, Dept . 091-035 

Big opportun1t1es. 8 19 
pro fits Earn qu ickly . 
Full or par t t ime. Lea rn 
at home. it's easy. Do 
real jo b s: All Tools 
-Materials Supplied . 
Lt c . State of NJ -
Appd for Veterans. Send 
Name and address for 
FREE book . 

Div. Technical Study Schools. Little Falla, N.J. 07424 

P&C 
SHOOTING SPECIAL TIES 

INTRODUCES 
6 CAVITY BULLET MOULD 

for Lyman 4 cavity handles 
ONLY $65.95 blocks only 

I . . 

.360 dia. 
200 gr . 

.410 dia. 
250 gr. 

.432 dia. 
290 gr. 

Custom mould, your design or obsolete styles 
Single cavity $49.95 Double cavity $65.95 
Also available in 4 or 6 cavity 

.454 dia. 
315 gr. 

For more information send $1 .00 refundable on first order to. 

P&C 
S HOOTING SPECIAL TIES 

P.O. BOX 10808 
PITTSBURGH, PA 15236 
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with a rifling twist of24" to make one com
plete rotation. 

As was to be expected, recoil in the .454 
was quite heavy once I got the Casulls to the 
test range, but I found recoil to be very 
manageable both off-hand and shooting from 
a bench rest. As with any hand gun , the more 
one shoots the .454 the more adept one 
becomes. However, I suspect that IHMSA 
shooters who choose to use full house loads 
in this revolver will know they have done 
something when they complete a standard 
course of fire. I was very pleasantly surprised 
with the accuracy of the revolver. 

Al Libby, an engineering graduate of the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, han
dled scoping and chronographing chores dur
ing the initial testing sessions. A standard 25 
yard conventional pistol target was set up for 
that distance and the Oehler skyscreens were 
placed 10 feet in front of the muzzle. I was 
initially more interested in velocity figures 
than accuracy, so I did not pay particular 
attention to the sights - just put them in the 
black of the bull at the 6 o'clock position , 
enough to ensure I didn't hit the sky screens, 
and squeezed the trigger. However, the 
muzzle blast was triggering the "start" screen 
before the bullet reached it and the first few 
chronograph readings were gibberish. On 
the fifth shot of the first string my attention 
was diverted by the awesome muzzle blast 
whipping the tall grass in front of the bench. 
It reminded me of firing the M-14 from the 
sitting position. 

"What happened with that last shot?" Al 
Libby asked , looking up from the spotting 
scope. 

I shrugged. "I was watching the muzzle 
blast, not the sights." 

"Well, that last shot was an inch outside the 
ragged hole your first four shots made." 

The first group fired , excluding the fifth 
shot, went into 11/z inches center to center. 
This was no fluke, and was repeated several 
times during the initial shooting session, with 
the adjustable sight gun shooting just a little 
over 21/z inches consistently, and the fixed 
sight gun going a little less. I subsequently 
fired the adjustable sight model at 200 meters 
and had no difficulty keeping five rounds o~ 
the outline of a standard IHMSA ram at that 
distance. 

Earlier I had pulled a bullet from the 
custom loaded ammunition provided by 
Freedom Arms and had determined that the 
powder charge was 37 grains of WW-296 
behind a Speer 225 grain bullet. Once I 
moved the sky screens 30 feet beyond the 
muzzle I began getting reliable velocity read
ings averaging 1857 fps for this load. Even 
though the fixed sight gun was slightly more 
accurate at 25 yards, the adjustable sight 
revolver turned in almost 80 fps more 
velocity- a matter which I attribute to the 
slightly larger gap between the barrel and 
cylinder of the fixed sight model. The fixed 
sight gun went .0006 while the adjustable 
sight revolver had a gap of only .0002-very 
close tolerance indeed. 

Chronograph results of other loads are 
reflected in the accompanying table. The 

WILSON'S GUN SHOP, INC. 
Home of the World Championship WILSON COMBAT ACCU-COMP 
and the Record Setting WILSON COMBAT " PPC '', is now able to 
offer " FOR SALE" Complete Custom Handguns. Some models in 
stock for immediate shipment, others available within 8 weeks. 

CALL 501-545-3618 
for details and 
ordering instructions. 

#130 MASTER GRADE ACCU-COMP "LE" $1465. 
#125 ACCU-COMP ''LE'' COMPETITION GUN $1290. 
WILSON COMBAT "PPC" $625. and up. 

(A ll built on New Colt or S&W Guns) 

WILSON'S GUN SHOP, INC. Rt. 3, Box 211-01 
Berryville, Ark. 72616 

MASSAD F. A YOOB'S 
''IN THE GRAVEST EXTREME'' 

f\. !H I LJ\'\\!~ 11\J W l ' ll 

'""' .. 11h• 
l•otf • l' • l'•"O- >! ,,,,. 

\l ........ d t \,,w:.h 

SECOND AMENDMENT FOUNDATION calls it "Must 
reading for anyone who keeps a firearm for self 
defense." "Should be a mandatory purchase for 
anyone buying a gun." (Shooting Industry 
Magazine). "One of a kind." (LAW & ORDER). "17 
chapters of streetwise information that every gun 
owner needs. Ayoob pulls no punches!" (GUNS 
Magazine). "I learned more about use of deadly 
force from this book than I did in law school." 
(Practicing attorney) 
This book teaches YOU how to use deadly force 
without being ravaged by a ciminal justice system 
that often seems to favor the lawless over the law
abiding. 

$7.95 
plus $1.50 postage and handling 

----GRAVEST EXTREME P.O. Box 122. Concord, N.H. 03301----

1
1 
Please check one: I 

,
1 
D Check or Money Order · $9.45 I 

I
D Charge my MC No. I 

Name Exp. date _________ I 
ID Charge my VISA No. Street I 

Exp. date City I 
1
1
Bank on which account is drawn: I 
---------------State ip ____ _ 

L-------------------------------J 
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lHt1f DUtiijM 
I BUY FOR AS LITTLE AS I 
!~:__ . I 1c ON~LAR 

I~ TJI' 
I JEEPS, CARS as low as $30. BOATS. HE LICOPTERS. 
I TYPEWRITERS. TRUCKS You can sllll buy 5,000,000 items 

from the US Government This manual shows you how to find 
I lhese bargains in your area at TREMENDOUS SAVINGS Some 
I actual prices CARS S30. PICKUPS $40. SHIRTS 221. SO 
I POWER BINOCULARS $3. and MORE 

THIS NEW 1985 up-to-date directory includes a Bidders 
I List Apphcallon and listing of Defense Sales Offices Our 
I BIGGEST MOST COMPREHENSIVE DIRECTORY Only S4.00. 

I 
Cul out this ad and send 10· SURPLUS, DEPT. A843 
4620 WISCONSIN AVE. N.W. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20016 ----------------
New M /84 

Sight 

Sys tem 

As Shown 

Plus $2.00 
Sh ippin g 

For P 35 & M 19 11 

Wide V a ri e t y of Opti o n s 

MMC Qu a lit y 

Fr ee Broc hur e Dealer Inquiries Inv ited 

Ml N IATU RE MACH I NE CO . 

210 E . Poplar St . 

D e m in g, NM 88030 

( 505 ) 546 ·2151 

The STAR PROGRESSIVE RELOADER 
as well as the STAR SIZER & LU
BRICATOR are the finest available on the 
market. Use patented STAR PRECISION 
RELOADER EQUIPMENT and be confi
dent that your shooting competitor has 
ammunition no better than yours. 

GET ON TARGET NOW WITH THE 
BEST.. .GET STAR PRECISION EQUIP
MENT FOR BETTER SCORING! 

For FREE CATALOG send 
self addressed, stamped envelope. 

STAR STAR MACHINE WORKS 

/)

MACHINE\ 418 Tenth Avenue 
WORKS~ San Diego, CA 92101 
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results I obtained were very close to the hand
loading data supplied by Freedom Arms, and 
it was evident that the loads listed by the 
factory had actually been chronographed 
rather than estimated. Another friend used 
the velocity results coupled with the ballistic 
coefficient of the bullets to produce energy 
and trajectory figures which are summarized 
in the second table. The software program 
"Trajectory Program for GI Projectiles" 
written by W C. Davis, Jr. was used . This 
program is very simple and is available for 
TRS, IBM, Apple, Atari and other personal 
computers. When muzzle velocity and bal
listic coefficient are plugged into the program 
trajectory, remaining velocity, remaining 
energy, and several other interesting data 
items are quickly derived. This is a very 
useful tool for the handgunner, and I predict 
we'll be seeing its use much more frequently 
in the future. 

I did some firing with rifle primers and 
some with CCI magnum pistol primers. I had 
received some primed cases from Freedom 
Arms, and these cases were already primed 
with the Winchester 120M. Velocities of the 
rifle primed loads were consistently higher 
by at least 150 fps than equivalent loads with 
pistol primers, and in some cases when pistol 
primers were used all of the powder was not 
consumed. 

Which brings me to some observations on 
reloading for the .454. Dick Casull had origi
nated his cartridge years ago by using duplex 
and triplex loads. As the names suggest, such 
loads are combinations of two or three 
powders with different burning rates which 
are deposited in layers in the case. A typical 
triplex load for the .454 was 2 grains of 
Unique, 25 grains of 2400 and 3 grains of 
Bullseye in the order indicated. When the 
bullet was seated the load would be com
pressed and theoretically at least the different 
powders would retain their relative positions. 

Triplex loads are hardly new. Experiment
ers such as Elmer Keith worked with such 
loads in the 1920s and 30s. Various ordnance 
departments around the world have devel
oped "stratified" propellants for self-con
tained artillery and anti-aircraft munitions. 
The theory is sound, but I personally believe 
that the interests of the American handgun
ning public are much better served through 
the use of single powder loadings. The .454 
Casull is adequately powerful without the use 
of duplex or triplex loads. 

The .454 Casull Magnum cartridge cases 
produced for Freedom Arms by Winchester 
are .I inch longer than standard .45 Colt 
cases, the same precaution as was taken with 
the .357 Magnum and the .44 Remington 
Magnum to keep those cartridges from being 
chambered in .38 Special and- .44 Special 
revolvers. Yet , I've seen a lot of .38 Specials 
and .44 Specials which can chamber the 
magnum cartridges, and doubtlessly there 
are some .45 Colts around which can cham
ber the .454. If any shooter discovers that a 
.454 Casull Magnum cartridge can be cham
bered in a .45 Colt revolver DO YOURSELF 
AND THE SHOOTING WORLD A FAVOR 
AND DON'T TRY TO SHOOT IT. And 

IT'S BACK! 
T~orlglnal 

Dirty Harry® 
Shoulder Holster 

For ALL 
HANDGUNS 

CATTLE BARON 
LEATHER CO., Now 

Holds The Rights to this 
WORLD CLASS HOLSTER 

Marauder 
Black Model 

w / Black 
Suede Lining 

Worn by ahoot•r• In over 21 Countrl••I 

• H OLSTER & HARNESS made En tirely Of TOP
GRAIN LEATHER. N O ELASTI C- N O Splil 
Co wh ide is Used . NO STRAPS VISIBLE 
AC ROSS CHEST 

• H OLSTER Is Mad e From EXTRA HEAVY. 
HAND SELEC TED. TE XAS SADD LE LE ATHER 

• HOLSTER Is Lined Wi th GE NUINE SU EDE 

•This Is THE ORIGINAL- Recommended As 
The 'Best' By More Gun Writers Than Any Other 
Holster in The World 
•PRICES: 6- 1/ 2" barrels or under $84.95 

7-112" , 8" or 8-3/ 8" barrels $94.95 

Literature $2.00. Please add 5% to total of order for 
shipping and insurance. (Left-hand Models- NO EX· 
TRA CHARGE) DEALERS-send $2.00 and F.F.L. 
Credit Card Orders (512) 697-8900. 

Send check M.O. VISA or M.C. to: 
CATTLE BARON LEATHER CO. 

P.O. Box 100724 Dept. AH-3, San Antonio TX 78201 

BEWARE OF CHEAP IMITATIONS 

KNIFE & GUN FINISHING SUPPLIES 

*Specialists in metal finishing* 

Gun refinishing supplies for the hobbiest 
or the professional. Largest supplier in 
the Southwest of buffing wheels , abra
sives, buffing machinery, Foredom tools 
and accessories , Dremel accessories, 
Cratex accessories, and bluing supplies 
and equipment. Send $2.00 for catalog. 

******** 
P.O. Box 13522, Arlington, TX 76013 

Dept. AH Phone (817) 274-1282 

FANTASTIC SPACE-AGE 
ELECTRONICS 

LASER WEAPONS, INVISIBLE 
PAIN-FIELD GENERATORS , MORE ... 

Survival writer descovers .. . secret 
sources for laser pistols , listening devices, 
ultrasonic pain f ield generators , paralyzing 
se lf-defense protectors , true l.R . see-in-the
dark viewers, absolute security systems, bug 
detect o rs , voice scramblers , micro-trans
mitters , e l ec tronic tracking devices , ultra
sophisti cated detection and surveillance equip
ment , police broadcast unscramblers, many 
more too " hot " to print. Send $1 .00 for giant 
catalogue (get $2.00 credit) To : 
UNIVERSAL ELECTRONICS, Dept. HG34 , 
15015 Ventura Blvd . , Ste #1653 , Sherman Oaks, 
CA 91403 

PISTOL PERFECT! 
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER is the nation's 
only magazine written exclusively for 
handgun enthusiasts! On-target articles 
and in-depth features increase your 
knowledge and enjoyment of han_dguns. 
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make sure no one else shoots it , either. The 
.454 Casull Magnum revolver produced by 
Freedom Arms is built to contain the tremen
dous pressures generated by the cartridge. In 
fact , Casull has stuffed as much as 24 grains 
of Bullseye, the fastest burning smokeless 
powder available to handloaders, into the 
.454 cartridge case and touched off the 
charge. The revolver came through this rug
ged test unscathed, though chamber pres
sures were probably well in excess of70,000 
pounds per square inch . The cartridge cases, 
however, were grossly deformed and head 
stamps virtually obliterated. But this is a test 
that no one else should repeat. 

Handloaders should remain within the 
loading data supplied by Freedom Arms, and 
when loading for the .454, as with any mag
num pistol cartr idge when using heavy 
charges ofWW-296 and similar powders, it is 
essential to have a good, heavy crimp on the 
case mouth to hold the bullet firmly in place 
long enough for peak pressures to occur. 

As mentioned earlier, the adjustable sight 
Casull revolver had a small screw on the right 
side of the frame, but it secured an experi
mental bushing which incorporated the bar
rel's forcing cone, not the barrel itself. This 
bushing will resist gas erosion much longer 
than the normal barrel steel. It permits much 
longer barrel life - after all , it's not uncom
mon for an IHMSA competitor to burn out a 
revolver barrel in one season. Alternatively, 
the hardened bushing will permit the shooter 
to use heavier charges of powder for the 

W'ftRNINn• The FIRING SIMUL~TOR for your .45 Auto 
II u. Won't show on the hne ... 

... But will show in your score 

• NO MODIFICATION 

• INSTALLS EASILY 

• RAPID FIRE TIMING 

• COMPLETELY SAFE 

• DRAW FROM HOLSTER 

• HAVE A RANGE AT HOME 

• CO, or COMPRESSED AIR 

• DRY FIRE REALISTICALLY 

• CYCLES SLIDE AND RECOILS 

• LETS YOU PRACTICE DAILY 

• INEXPENSIVE, 80 SHOTS 1 CENT 

• OVERCOME FLINCH , TRIGGER JERK 

• 15 OAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

• PRACTICE TRIGGER CONTROL & FOLLOW THROUGH 

Detailed brochure sent on reque s t 

·· r11is system is a mus: for anyone 
serious abou: improving :lleir 'de/en· 

sive· or ·compe:i:ion· pistol skills". 
-- Mickey Fowler & Mike Dalton 

PISl1 Internat iona l Shootis ts Inc. 

p.PVANCE,>.b 

r ~- ·· I l;,, •• - • • 

.45 . 

SIMULATOR for std . .45 $120 oo 
SIMULA TOR w1co2 regulator. 150P s1 $156. 00 
SIMULATOR wtreg . & full co2 battle $236 oo 

ORDER FROM 
ADVANCED .45 TECHNOLOGY 

Dept. AH 
1031 Elder St. 

Oxnard, CA 93030 
(805) 485·0113 
(805) 485·4435 

1" · o"'l. 
~CHNOLO INC. 

I S I " home practice dry fire kit" 
included with each order 

All puces 1ncludc <;h1pp1nq. c:;ur ace UPS r ull C01 cyllmlers cannot be stupped an Payment either C 0 0 . Visa. Master 
Card. rnonev orcler. or r:<1<;hier's ct1rck All perc;on<1I checks held 1m111 clear Calllorrna residents add 6° o sale<; tax 

THE HANDGUN 
THAT ALTERED 
THE GAME! ----~--·---

l ~ - ~ 

CONTENDER 
Pistol Shootin' was once a c lose-up thing . Way down range was fifty yards and most 
handgun cartridges had lost their "zap " by the time they made the journey. Designed 

specifically for hunting , Contender has totally altered the history of handgunning . 
Its superb accuracy , coupled with its unique interchangeable barrel system and 
· wide selection ot meaningful calibers has extended the range of the hunting hand
gun to over 200 yards. Whitetails , Mule Deer, Antelope , Grizzly, Elk, you name 

the North American big game animal and Contender has the trophy to show for it. 

The first "out of the box" production pistol to shoot a perfect score in Metallic 
Silhouette, Contender is now available in .357 Rem. Maximum. 

IF YOU'RE SERIOUS ABOUT HANDGUNNING write tor our new 
. • free, 34 page catalog. One glance through the Contender section and you'll 

..., •• ,,,,.,...... see why Contender is the leader in down range performance. 

,...... THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS Farmington Road , P.O. Box2426, Dept. TAH-3 
Rochester, New Hampshire 03867 
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BROWNING HI-POWER COMBAT ACCESSORIES 

AMBIDEXTROUS COMBAT SAFETY 
Nowrightortelt handsate1yoperat1onfor1he 
H1·Power Exclusive design will pos1t1vely ht 

:~1e;do~~a;~;~~~;~~a·~~estruc1ab1 e ~7ds~r: 
(SS credit lor you1 onginal . unalle1ed. Browning 
~1ety) WIDE TRIGGER 

EXTENOEO SAFETY 
Positive salety operation with no more 
tumbles· Rounded corners ehmmate snag· 

gmg on holsters or clothing Simple. drop-m 
mslallation SJ2"ppd 

Reduces te11 111gge1 pull tor beuer control 
Exclusive design is betler lhan a \rigger shOe 
will not snag holster on draw or insertion 
Drop·m mstalla11on. also ehmma1es magazine 
salely '32"ppa 

PLEASE NOTE .. 
EXTENDED SLIDE RELEASE 

~e~~~"Ji~gs~ie:1:~~u'r~~1~~9 %r~~c,;fi:~~~ 
All prices are for blue par ls. 
stainless flrnsh available. please 
write or call for pnces and dehvery. 

COMBAT MAG. RELEASE 
Sculplured magazine release will not snag or 

~~~W;!e~c~~~ec~:1~u~~s 1i~~~ 1~ 11n~~~,~~~ns~ signed lorthe H1·Power s1mplyreplacesstan · 
dard release 128"poa Extensive combat modifications are available! 

Please send $2 for our complete catalog. 
d11Handtaponehole (mstallat1onava1lablelor 
SlO} '21 "ooa 

TO ORDER 
Send Money Qfder or CaSh1e1 s Check only Mas1erCa1d Visa orders welcorned 
please supply cornp!e1e card intormarion 1oclud1og CKplfal l()ll date Sony. 110 COO 
orde1s Phone orders accepled tor cred11 cards on All Ofdcrs prepaid via U PS 
1n !he co1111nen tal US Alaska and Hawan please add Sl SO per •tern Please lur 
nish srreet admess ror delivery I CYLINDER & SLIDE SHOP, INC. 

POST OFFICE BOX 937 
FREMONT, NE 68025 
Ph: (402) 721-4277 
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SSK 

MOOSE, MICE & COMPETITION GUNS 
SSK Industries offers exceptional services and products which include 41 
AVENGER conversion kits for the 1911 Colt, Match Grade replacement 
barrels for the 1911 in various calibers, CUSTOM CONTENDER barrels in 
over 75 calibers including the 375 JDJ and 45-70, XP-100 competition and 
hunting conversions, custom T'SOB scope mounts that stay on handguns 
in either shorty or full length vent rib configuration, ARRESTOR muzzle 
brakes, heavy weight bullet molds, SSK SILHOUETTES, incredibly tough 
rubber targets, RECHAMBERING and many other services for discriminating 
handgunners. We want and appreciate your business. Two stamps for 
information. SSK INDUSTRIES 

Route lA, Delio Drive , Bloomingdale, OH 43910 

A / C 614 -264-0176 

NEW FROM JOHN SHAW 
A companion vo lume 10 John 

Shaw· ~ first book , You Can 'r Miss. 
Ne 1'er Miss A gain can hdp everyone 
from beginner 10 expert, 10 be a bet ter 
sho1. To-t he-point and easy-10-rcad , 
.Ve\"l'r Miss Again contains more than 
175 all new pho tograph s; it also 
fea tures a chapter on one o f the most 
important aspects of shooting wel l 
-mental condilionin~. 

~Order your copy today. 

... $9.95 

SHAW SPEED•E•LOAD You Can'I Miss 
A ncv. magalinc guide thar aid~ in a 
fo s1 cr . ~moothcr reload . 

• Mad<' of 3 16 S 1 :11nlc~s Stcd 

• Dc~11mcd for all Coh 19 1 I Modd~ 

• No 1\ llcrna1ion5 Ncccs\ary 

John Shaw's bes t sell ing fi rst 
book will help you be a bc11 er 
shot, in any situati on . 

• Slips on In Seconds 
• l ifc1 imc:Guara n1cc 

$29.95 

Shaw Pro Shooler's Case 
• 9 Scpara1c ~ompanmcnt\ 10 pro1c:c1 and 

o rgamn )"0111 'hoo1111g gear 

• 1 .... 0 rcmo\abk I(, .. ' 9 .. full paddc:d/ 11ppcrcd 
pouchc~ 10 compkttl ) pro1c:c1 rour guns. 

• M<ide from durnbk Hupon l Cad111a n)·lon. 

• l e\! "'e1gh1c:d 31 300 Jb, . 

• Mu~1 for all :oround ' hooter 

$9.95 

~~ tr j~ 
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Designed personally by John Shaw, 
this magazine pad is shaped 10 fit the 
contours o f your hand to help you 
change clips easier, fa ster, surer. It is 
made o f the highest -qualit y plastic to 
be unbreakable and easil y cl eaned with 
your regular solvent. 

The Shaw Ul!ra Magazine Pad 
comes with two self-tapping screws and 
will fit all Co lt 1911 M odel .45 
magazines. 

$1.75 or 10 for $15.00 

1985 Classes now forming al Mid-South 
Inst itute of Self-Defense Shooting. Limit 
10 sludents per class. Write for brochure 
and class dales. 

ORDER FORM 
Name ____________ _ 

Address -----------
City_~-----------
State/ Zip __________ _ 
0 Never Miss Again 0 Magazine Pad 
D Shaw Speed•E•Load 
0 Pro Shooter's Case 0 You Can' t Miss 
Ad $2.00 Poslage and handling per order. 

Send orders & inquires 10: 
Mid-Sou1h lns1i1u1e of 
Self-Defense Shoo1ing 

503 S1onewall 
Memphis, Tennessee 38112 

(901) 725-1450 

resulting increased velocity without the gas 
cutting which has been experienced in other 
revolvers such as the Ruger .357 Maximum. 

When accuracy does begin to fall off, the 
bushing can be replaced with much less 
expense than replacing an entire barrel. This 
feature is a good one, and while the bushing is 
only experimental at this time, I encourage 
Freedom Arms to implement it for all future 
production guns. 

I experienced only one malfunction with 
either of the two test pistols. On the 57th 
round, the firing pin of the fixed-sight model 
failed to retract into its bushing in the recoil 
shield. After diagnosing the problem, I used 
a plastic-faced mallet to gently tap out the 
cylinder. The data sheets furnished with the 
Casull caution against dry firing the revolver. 
Some people are bound to overlook this 
caveat and will dry fire the pistol. 

This particular pistol had been exhibited at 
a lot of gun shows, and several shows had 
required the removal of the firing pin to ren
der the revolver incapable of being fired. I 
believe the removal and reinstallation of the 
firing pin and its bushing, not to mention the 
inevitable dry firing which takes place at gun 
shows, possibly raised a small burr on the 
firing pin, bushing or revolver frame and 
caused the firing pin to bind. I don't believe 
this situation will extend to other Casulls, but 
I do recommend that the revolver not be dry 
fired without a snap cap in the chamber. The 
gas proof firing pin in the Casu!J has to with
stand much more pressure than other 
revolvers, so it just makes good sense not to 
batter the firing pin unduly. 

I thought I had a lot of recommendations 
for Freedom Arms, but as my evaluation of 
the Casull continued I learned the company 
and Dick Casull had already anticipated most 
of the ideas I had for improving the revolver. 
I do hope that the experimental barrel bush
ing and forcing cone becomes standard, and I 
think the company should offer a set of snap 
cap dummy cartridges. The Casull is a high
priced revolver, and high-priced English 
double rifles come equipped with snap caps, 
so why not the Casull? Also, I had to grind 
down a screwdriver blade to fit the slot of the 
screw which locks the axis pin in place. A 
small screwdriver, perhaps the circular type 
with several blades ground to fit the various 
screws on the Casull would be very much 
appreciated and worthwhile. 

The Casull has been billed as ''The World's 
Most Powerful Handgun", but I don't think 
that is necessarily true. There are several 
cartridges which can be chambered in the 
Thompson Center Contender (.45-70, .444 
Marlin) which prcxluce greater velocities and 
energies when shot in the Contender. How
ever, I do believe that the .454 Casull mag
num can realistically be termed the "World's 
Most Powerful Prcxluction Revolver''. 

It is too early to say if the .454 Casull will 
gain much of a following among IHMSA 
shooters. There are a lot of cartridges which 
reliably knock down the steel targets, and the 
.454 has to compete against them. I think the 
.454 will find its greatest market in the field 
of handgun hunting. The cartridge offers sig-
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nificant energy advantages over the .44 Rem
ington Magnum with almost the same weight 
of revolver. I have already heard of one Alas
kan game warden who was very grateful he 
was carrying a .454 Casull when subjected to 
an unprovoked attack by a black bear. The 
.454 Casull Magnum, revolver and car
tridges are available, and they function as 
advertised. 

The future of the revolver and its ammuni
tion rest with the American handgunning 
public and the country's economy. I wish 
Casull and associates well because they do 
have a great revolver-ammo combination. 
Next April when I travel to Kodiak Island for 
a long planned bear hunt I'll have additional 
peace of mind because of the .454 Casull 
Magnum I'll be packing --m. 
on my hip. ~ 

Do not duplicate any of the experimental loads 
mentioned as they are UNSAFE and could 
result in a destroyed gun or personal injury. The 
experimental loads are included merely to 
inform the reader of the development of this 
cartridge, and are not intended to be dupli
cated. -Editor 

COGAN COMP 
Continued from pt1ge 39 

Minor caliber or not, 9mms have been 
showing up more and more in IPSC matches 
and are even more visible in steel matches 
such as those hosted by the World Speed 
Shooting Association (WSSA). Unlike IPSC, 
which penalizes minor caliber, steel shoots 
require only that the ammunition be able to 
knock over the steel plates. In that situation, a 
muzzle-heavy compensated 9mm - such as 
the Cogan system - really shines. 

One of the advantages I noticed with the 
Cogan Compensated TZ-75 was a major 
reduction in muzzle blast, due, no doubt, to 
the well-designed gas ports. With the 9mm, 
the muzzle blast is a lot more offensive than 
the recoil, especially in an indoor situation 
such as practicing in an indoor range or a 
defensive situation in the home. A compen
sator is a definite asset in those situations, 

Cogan is quick to emphasize that this com
pensator system is no substitute for a fully 
tricked-out match gun. At least, he adds, it's a 
way to compete with the same gun a person 
carries-a definite plus-and still have a 
competitive shot against pin guns and the 
like. 

The only trouble I had with the unit was 
tightening the compensator to the barrel. No 
matter how tight I screwed it on (pin 
wrenches are supplied), it shot loose after 
several magazines. I'm told the answer is 
Loctite, but I felt bad about gumming up 
somebody else's gun. 

He also sees the compensating system a5 
viable for police officers who want a con
cealable weapon with an absolute minimum 
of recoil. Accordingly, Personal Protection 
Systems offers fully compensated Walther 
PPKs. The cost of the system right now is a 
modest $249 ($259 for Colt .45s), which 

Lee's Red Ramps, Inc. 

.090 " Aperture 
NEW PRODUCTS 

s & w 

• High quality, white out line sights with white cut in for S & W revolvers and 
automatics except for the J Frame. These blades fit into existing S & W sights that 
are adjustable for windage and elevation. Blade, nut, and screw: List $19.95, Dealer 
$14.95. Nuts and screws sold separately at $2.50 per set , minimum ten sets. Blade 
NOT sold separately. 

• New narrow aperture (.090 ") white out line for Ruger, Colt , Micro, Virginia Dragoon , 
and other sights which use these blades. List $7.50, Dealer $4.95. 

• We offer a full line of colors in front ramp kits (highly fluorescent) from $13.95 to 
$79.95. Also spring kits for all S & W revolvers from $6.95 to $11 .95. Spring kits for 
all new model Augers, except Redhawk-$6.95, Dan Wesson .357-$6.95. 

• Cold Blue that blends with hot blue (It Works.) $10.00 and $15.00. 

All products sold by Lee's Red Ramps are fully guaranteed by Lee Baker. Send check 
or money order to: LEE'S RED RAMPS, 7252 EAST AVENUE U-3, DEPT. AHG, LITILEROCK, 
CA 93543. (805) 944-4487-MasterCharge, Visa & C.O.D. orders are welcome. 

• BAER 
CUSTOM GUNS 

PIN AND COMBAT .45 AUTO'S - COMP. I I 
Kart Match Barrel - Tapered Cone System 

6 Port Holes - Machined From 4140 · Fixed 
Solid to Barrel - Full length Recoil Spring and 

Compensator Guide - Keeps Compens3tor Centered 
During Cycling - Precision Machined to Each Gun 

Guaranteed 21/2" 10 Shot Groups at 5:) Yds. 
STAYS AS UNIT IN SLIDE OR EASILY REMOVED FOR 

CLEANING 
CUSTOM X-P lOO'S + TI C'S - CUSTOM REVOLVERS 

1725 MINESITE ROAD ALLENTOWN, PA. 18103 
SEND A BUCK FOR CATALOG 

IHMSA - P.P.C. IPSC 
PHONE 215-398-2362 

Patent Pending 

DE TONICS 
FIREARMS INDUSTRIES 

COMBAT MASTER .45 ACP • POCKET 9, 9mm parabellum 
.--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---. 

COMBAT MASTER, the first Detonics , 
is an out of the box , ready to shoot , con
cealable .45 ACP weapon. Incorporating 
Detonics patented " bushingless barrel" 
design , COMBAT MASTER ushered in the 
self-centering barrel concept, fulfilling the 
accuracy requirement for small weaponry. 
The stainless steel COMBAT MASTER is 
recognized for its superb craftsmanship and 
consistent, dependable service. 

POCKET 9, the smallest 9mm 
parabellum , lives up to its name. Con
structed of stainless steel in a blow-back con
figuration , POCKET 9 offers dependable 
service and consistent quality of all Detonics 
products in the convenience of a concealable 
9mm parabellum. 
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Baser Ammo high energy impact A New Dimension in Shooting Excitement 

Something to think about if you own a handgun for home or self defense ... 
Did you know that , according to the latest F. B. I. sta t ist ics, conventional target ran ge shooting is not 
part icu larly effect ive training for real world gunfights7 " Point " shooti ng is, and the incredible new 
Rabaser •• (RAH BAY ZE R) pistol is the easiest , safest and most convenient means of learni ng this 
kind of de fensive shooting ever devised. If you prefer recreational shoot ing, Guns Magazine said , 
" the sport of pl ink ing wi ll be revo lutionized by the Ra base r. " Playboy Magazine wa s so impressed 
with the Rabaser's beauty and performance, it featured it as the centerfold of its prest igious 
Christmas Gift Guide. To find out what thi s amazingly ve rsati le shooti ng invent ion wi ll do for you see 
your local sporting goods dealer or ca 11 tol I free 1-800-255-1010 for a free co lor broc hure. 

Rabaser Pistol , Protecti ve Case , 
Baser Ammo & I l lust rated Instructions ... . .. . ... . . $69.95 complete +$2.50 shp. 

30-Day Money-Back Guarantee Dealer Inqui ries Welcome 1-Year Limited Warranty 

(_~ }, ;;:;::) 7900 FOSTER DEPT. HG3 -~pne ot.[mS 1../ompanp OVERLAND PARK, KS 66204 

CUSTOM RUBBER GRIPS 
OU R GRIP S ,\RE MA D E OF T H E 

FIN ES T QUALI T Y N EOP REN E 

RUBBER ,\N O FH TURt SU PER 

ST RO N G INN ER p ,\ NtlS. 

A l l MO l> El ) HA Vt BEE N 

C O MB A T TESTED r o R 

RE D UCED RE C O I L MW 

IMPK OV ED A CC U RA C Y . 

SEND A SELF ADORESSED, 

STAMPED ENVELOP FOR 
INFO ON ALL AVAILABLE -

'1"1R"1l'P"'lll'l"l"lln1"'""""'2< .. ...-:;ii;-.:-=-::-~=-:::-:-::-::-===-:=-:::-:-::-=~::-:::"""l:~"'='"':":~~~ ...... I"' • l"I! 

includes threading the barrel and fitting of the 
precision compensator. Turnaround time is 
90 days or less. 

C&L Precision has a few more tricks up 
their sleeve, including an integral compen
sator/bushing and a compensator system for 
rifles. For more information on the TZ-75 
see the Custom Gun ~ 
Giveaway. ~ 

MATCH PRESSURE 
Co11ti1111erl f rom page 27 

'quiet sounds' or music. Quiet sounds can be 
recordings of the ocean, running water, the 
wind whistling through a stand of trees, or 
any number of other relaxing images. The 
music is usually something that calms the 
mind or inspires the listener. 

The whole idea is to saturate the brain with 
soothing sounds to the point that it 'forgets' 
about outside influences. A good portable 
cassette is necessary for this method. 

Positive thinking is the most widely used 
method of dealing with match pressure. 
Often mentioned by top shooters as the true 
secret to performing well , positive thinking 
does everything that all the other methods do, 
and it does it without any outside influences 
or gimmicks. 

While other alternatives rely on tricks and 
devices to control pressure, positive thinking 
comes totally from within the individual . No 
batteries, no tapes, no chants. 

Many fine books and articles have been 
written on how to use the natural powers of 
the mind . To go into detail here on the subject 
would take more time than space allows. But 
a few guidelines are in order. The first thing 
you want to do is get rid of all negative 
thoughts before a match. Don't worry about 
the scoreboard , your pending performance, 
the competition, your equipment , or any 
number of other factors. Go into the match 
thinking that everything is good as it can be, 
and you're going to perform up to you best 
level. 

If you throw a bad shot or two, don't dwell 
on it. Go right back and go for the gold . 
Worrying about little things will add up. 
Staying eager and aggressive in competition 
will keep your performance at its peak . 

There's no quick way to achieve the confi
dence needed to support positive thinking. 
You have to start from day-one building a 
foundation for success. Even the fa ilures are 
good because, with the right att itude, you 
should be able to profit from your mistakes. 

These are just a few of the many ways that 
some shooters handle match pressure. As we 
said, not everything will work for you. You 
should try and expose youself to the stiffest 
competition possible to learn to live with the 
pressure. Experiment with old and new 
ideas. Nothing is guaranteed; but then what 
have you got to lose- ...... 
besides the match? ~ 
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SPEAK 
OUT 
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER WELCOMES 
letters lo fh e editor o f no more fhan 350 words. 
They mus f include fh e writer's lull name ond 
address and be lypewritten. Lette rs moy be edited 
/o r purposes of cla r ify or space 

.45 Has Macho Image 
In your recent article "Do You Really 

Need A Full House .45?" (AH, Nov./Dec., 
'84) you explain why these guns are so accu
rate. But the real question should be one of 
amazement that the 1911 Colt and its clones 
could ever be made accurate. Mechanically 
the Colt is full of design features that were 
perfect for its original purpose but not suit
able for target accuracy. 

The fact that Colt has a superb record in 
match work is due to several factors. First, 
the gun looks good , or tough or macho or 
whatever the current American fantasy 
might be. Secondly, more American men 
have touched or held or shot or carried this 
piece more than any other. Last but not least, 
the caliber is right. It's big! Ballistics to the 
contrary, the number 45 is bigger than the 
number 38. The nearest thing to marketing a 
smaller number to compete with a bigger 
number is the use of three digits such as .380 
or .357, and , of course, the use of suffixes 
like Magnum. 

Because of the popularity of the Colt and 
the quantities produced , the aftermarket 
accessory business is booming. The word 
"extended" is to Colt what "light" is to beer 
and "turbo" is to cars. · 

I read another article sometime back in 
which a shooter, after his first full day with a 
Colt .45, came home with cuts and bruises 
about the right hand . He cut of the offending 
part (the tang, not his thumb), bobbed the 
hammer and completely solved the problem. 

Aftermarket parts people don't make any 
money selling hacksaw blades, so they sell 
huge chrome plated , beaver tail grip safeties. 
And we buy this overkill solution because it 
looks sexy at the gun shop. 

The Colt has become the dominant gun at 
many events because modern machine tool 
precision has over-ridden the inherent design 
looseness. 

Where is it written that if all winners shoot 
Colts, that only Colts are winners? 

Continued from page 38 

Malcolm Nevin 
Lutherville, MD 

ov 

Jaw violates both the U.S . and Illinois 
Constitutions. 

AUGUST 10, 1981- The National Rifle Asso
ciation, in conjunction with four Morton 
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HOW TO MAKE PRECISION CUSTOM 
BULLETS WITHOUT USING HEAT 

OR ELECTRIC POWER 
Learn swaging (sway-g ing), the compl ete 
con tro l over bullet design and product ion. 
Swaging is the use of pressure to form 
co ld metal in to bul lets. It 's safe, qu ick , 
amazingly easy, and nearl y mess-free. 
Learn every aspec t of swag ing from the 

people who make 80 to 95 % o f the world 's 
swag ing equipment. Seven information
packed " e.asy-to-read vo lumes, 839 pages. 
The def in1 t1ve work on the ultimate 
d imension for shooters. $47.00 

Send check or money order to: Corbin, P.O. Box 2659, White City, OR 97503 503/826-5211 

l\t,'1"l Markb~~1,~eed 
Millett Sights proudly introduces the " Marksman Speed Combo." A very 
special high visibility sight system engineered to meet the cha llenge of 
today's practical shooting competitions. 

The Marksman Speed Combo features a large .410 target rear blade with 
an extra deep notch- .100d x .125w, for fast 

sighting . The blade is all black with Millett's 
positive light deflection serrations. The 
blaze orange bar front sight contrasts 

sharply against 
the background 
and is very easy 

For: 
Coll Government & Commander ... . ... $59.95 
Coll Gold Cup .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .... . . .. $54.95 
Custom Combat low Profile .. .. . .. .. .. $59.95 
(Installation requires machining) 
Rear blades & front sights available separately. 

to pickup. (Optional white bar & 
serrated ramp front available.) 

Get the competitive edge with the 
Marksman Speed Combo and watch 

your accuracy & shooting time improve. 
See your local dealer or send $1 . U.S. ($3. foreign) for complete Catalog. 

COLT GOVERNMENT 8r COMMANDER•GOLD CUP•CUSTOM COMBAT LOW PROFILE 

Millett Sights 
16131 GOTHARD ST, HUNTINGTON BEACH , CA 92647 (7 14) 842-5575 
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SCHULZ INDUSTRIES 
16247 Minnesota Avenue 
Paramount, CA 90723 
(213) 636-7718 

SEE YOUR DEALER 
OR SEND $2.00 FOR 
COLOR CATALOG 

BUY RIGHT WITH 
FRANZITE 
Most durable grips made, precision-fit ed tor 
ore1gn and domes 1c handguns. Conven

tional, Conversion, and Target styles. Four 
lustrous colors, plus S aqhorn. 

Send ~ 4 .00 ~ check or 
money order 

' £; 

for illustrated 
32-page catalog . 

SPORTS, INC. 
PO . Box 683-AH, Park Ridge, IL 60068 

-------~DEOTAPES • 
Lenny Magill Productions is proud to announce the release of three dynamic videotapes for home viewing. 
Each program is professionally produced in full color and features slow motion, freeze frames. split screens. 
graphics, music and complete narration. The tapes are classics that will be viewed and enjoyed for years. 

The Steel Challenge rG"Q"''""""":; 
Bian~i Cup Wor~t~~::n~~::,05ting &014 

The world's richest, most com- Speed and accuracy are the Encapsulates SOF conventi on 
petitive tournament. Five dif- determ ining factors as shooters held in Las Vegas, Nevada. 
ferent events comprise th is blaze down steel targets in their Includes 3-gun con'lbat match, 
exci ting pistol competition. 60 efforts fo r the lowest overal l automatic weapons demo, G. 
minutes in length. time total. 60 minu_tes in length. Gordon Liddy speech, 70 min -

--- __________________________________ t;!!~ !_n_!i;!'~t~ _________ _ 
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TO ORDER: Send check. money order. VISA or Mastercard number for $59.95 per cassette plus $3.00 postage. Please include 
your shipping address and whether you prefer 0 VHS or 0 BETA. Credit cards must include signature. 
D Check D M/ 0 D VISA D Mastercard 

Exp. Date: Mon th ITJ Year ITJ 
Signature ------------------------------

MAIL TO: Lenny Magill Produ ctions · 91 l Candlel ight Pl.· San Diego, CA 92037 
Cred it ca rds call for immediate delivery · (6 19) 569-4000 

Grove residents , files suit in the Circuit Court 
of Illinois, maintaining that Ordinance 81-11 
violates Article I, Section 22 of the lllinois 
Constitution: "Subject only to the police 
power, the right of the individual citizen to 
keep and bear arms shall not be infringed." 

DECEMBER 29, 1981 - District Court Judge 
Bernard M. Decker upholds the state and 
federal constitutionality of the ban. Decker 
ruled that because the Morton Grove law 
banned only one type of firearm - hand
guns-and citizens were free to own rifles and 
shotguns, the right to keep and bear arms was 
not infringed . Decker also held that local 
governments, under their police powers, had 
the right to impose such restrictions on their 
citizens. 

JANUARY 29, 1982 - Jllinois Circuit Court 
Judge Albert Green upholds the state con
stitutionality of Morton Grove, saying the 
right to keep and bear arms was a "condi
tional" right which could be limited by local 
jurisdictions unde r the po li ce powe r 
provision. 

DECEMBER 6, 1982 - The U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the Seventh Circuit , by a 2-1 
decision , upholds District Court Judge 
Decker's decision. Dissenting Judge John L. 
Coffey called the majority opinion "a new 
nadir for the fundamental principle that a 
'man's home is his castle."' 

FEBRUARY 9, 1983 -A three-judge panel of 
the Illinois Court of Appeals in Chicago 
upheld Judge Green's ruling, agreeing that 
because the law banned only handguns, it was 
valid under the state const itution. 

MAY 31 , 1983 - The National Rifle Associa
tion filed a petition urging the U.S. Supreme 
Court to consider the Morton Grove case. 

OCT. 3, 1983 - The U.S. Supreme Court 
declines to hear the Morton Grove case, 
thereby shifting the legal focus to the Illinois 
courts. 

OCT. 4, 1983-The Illinois Supreme Court in 
Springfield agrees to accept the Morton 
Grove case. 

JANUARY 19, 1984 - The American Federa
tion of Police files "friend of the court" brief 
with the fllinois Supreme Court , calling the 
Morton Grove handgun ban "palpably dis
criminatory, unfair and a violation of equal 
protection." 

OCT. 19, 1984 - The Illinois Supreme Court, 
in a 4-3 decision, upholds the state constitu
tionality of the ban . The majority opinion 
held , by a one vote margin, that because Mor
ton Grove residents could possess rifles and 
shotguns, the right to keep and bear arms was 
protected. In his dissent , Chief Justice 
Howard C. Ryan said : "If the pol ice power 
can be exercised for the sole purpose of pub
licizing a political viewpoint , then I feel our 
constitutionally guaranteed rights are in 
serious jeopardy." 

Andrew Kendzie is director of publications 
for the NRA Institute for Legisl,ative Action. 

NEXT ISSUE 
THE 

· IPSC NATIONALS 
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WHA'rS 
NEW 

'Good Ole Boys' 
Introduce New Case 

Tumbler 
Omark Industries, the makers of the fine 

line of Speer, RCBS and other products, 
announces the 'Sidewinder' case tumbler fea
turing a new angled design to permit use of 
liquid case cleaner. 

The Sidewinder is designed specifically as 
a case cleaner and not as a rock polisher like 
some other tumblers. 

The Sidewinder has a thick polyurethane 
drum, one of the toughest and most chem
ically resistant polymers. The tumbler comes 
with a supply of the new and highly efficient 
RCBS liquid case cleaner as well as a supply 
of dry cleaning media. 

The Sidewinder retails for $135. For fur
ther information, write Omark Industries, 
PO. Box 856, Lewiston, ID 83501. 

Industrial Rust 
Preventalive 

Available 
Single sheets of volatile corrosion in

hibitor paper are now available under the 
brand name Rust Wrapper . 

Volatile corrosion inhibitor paper is 
used primarily by manufacturers of 
machine tools , bearings , etc. to protect 
their products from rust damage during 
storage and shipping. 

The rust preventing paper is also used 
by some gun manufacturers to protect 
their guns during shipment from the fac
tory to dealers. 

This product inhibits rust by surround
ing the item with a protective chemical , 
vapor. The vapor gets inside the handgun 
and inhibits rust in the mechanism as 
well. 

Rust Wrapp er retails for $4 .95 per 
sheet and can be ordered from Rust 
Wrapper , Box 10337, Dept. AH, Tor
rance, CA, 90505. 

_Advantage Grip System competition proven 

by MICKEY FOWLER 
"The Advantage Grip System was part of my 
equipment I used to win the Bianchi Cup and 
the Steel Challenge. Its screw on weighted 
grip reduces recoil by 17%, allows quicker 
sight picture alignment and speeds up shot to 
shot recovery. " 

New improved Advantage Grip System comp lete with 
checkered walnut stocks. $46.00 - Add $3.00 postage and 
handling. California residents add 6 1h% Sa les Tax . I ship 
immediately upon receipt of money order or certified check. 
Allow 2 weeks for all other checks to clear. Dealer inquiries 
invited . Write for additional information , brochure and 
mathematical calculations to prove the recoil reduc ti on. 
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/ :~ NOW 
.~~.:.-AVAILABLE! Redhawk® 
~J MONOGRIP® 

MONOGRIPS® also made for 
• S & W: Sq. & Rd. Butt K, L & N; Rd. ButtJ 
•COLT PYTHON (I Frame) •100% 

reinforced 
Nylon 
No cheap 
plastics. 

•RUGER: Security Six*, Police 
Service Six* , Speed Six* 
'(Post 1976serialnumbers 151 and above) 

Z• $1895 Add S1 .00 for 
Ivo ry White Color. 

Check or money order plus 
$ 2.00 pos tage & handling (California 
res idents add 6% sales tax ). Specify model. 

Designed for 

Call (805) 466-6266 
Open 9-5 P.S.T. 

Brochure available for $1 .00 

The Gunsmiths - Dealers - Hobbyists 
Who Service the Needs of the Millions of 

Sportsmen & Target Shooters in the U.S. Today 
Dedicated to the principle that the man who works on guns deserves 
the Best possible in supplies •Immediate serv ice from in·stock 
inventories •Personal association with knowledgeable gun people 
•Constant adjustment in product performance. 

SELECTED FOR THE SELECT 
For the trade are tools for every need •Chemicals for every application •Supplies for every operation 
•Accessories for from crown to buttplate, to shoot, to service, to repair, to re-build or build the Gun 
• Electroless nickel plating •Wood carving tools •Engraving suppli es •Hot and cold gun bluing 
•Special glass bedding · Acraglas - Acraglas Gel. 

Price SJ.50* - FREE TO OUALIF/EO GUNSMITHS/DEALERS (FULL & PART TIME) 
Serious Gunnuts & Hobbyis ts (Our new regula r customers of the future): Ask, and we will send Federal Firearms Licensing 
procedures w ith your $ 3.50 catalog order. For the good of the entire shooting Fraternity we are anxious to help you get 
started as a legitimate professional • full or part time • or enhance your guncraft. The futu re fate of shooting in any area 
depends on th e activity of the local gunsmith. YOU can both serve and enjoy! * Refunded on 

*Fore i n : 4 ·50 BROWNELLS, Inc. MoNn~~~! : ~~~~E 5017 1 first 5· O order 
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TED BLOCKER'S CUSTOM HOLSTERS 
MEETING THE DEMANDS OF SERIOUS COMPETITORS. 

A complete rig designed especially 
FINA LL y for PPC competit ion 

4 Dell keepers come wit 

I 

Our all new 111ple Spring· 
Lok Speed Loaaer Pouchs 
w1tn spung 1eta1ner wl"llCl"I 
allows loaaer to De snappe<J 
m ana 001 las1 arlCI easy 

I 
All new 3R ca1111age 
Gets rounds a ve 
auow1n9 tas1 access 

/ 
":ove1ea H199c1.9ua10 I 

Ad1us1aore 1ens1on oev1Ce 

Complete Rig as shown S 159.95 

Th is holster is made of top gram 7oz. lea ther and is lined wi th 18 gauge 
stee l It also featu res an open front design with metal and steel wrapped 
around cylinder to the frame with the opening in front large enough for 
the barrel to pass through, allowing the forward motion o f the draw as 
soon as the gun 1s raised high enough to clear cylinder The design ol 
thi s holster allows the use o f guns with lhe popular Armpomt. Bull Bar
rels and Ribs. II 1s available for lhe S&W K·Frame. L-Frame and N·Frame, 
and also the Colt Py1hon w1lh 5 " and 6 " Barrels and o lhers on special 
request. 

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS 

Please incl ude exac1 waist measurement. gun make and model. Barrel 
length and all o ther modifications. Cal i fornia residents add 6 1/1% sales 
1ax. All o rders must add 5% for shipping and handling. Send check or 
mOney order. Mas1ercard. Visa . o r American Express are welcomed. 
Please include card number and expiration dale. 

Ted Blocker's Custom Holsters 
P.O. Box 821 

Rosemead. California 91770 
(818) 442-5772 

Retame1 suap 101 guns w111"1 
or witl"lout 11DS U A1moom1 
1s to De usea please soec1l y 

,/ 

Here·s what the L.A.P D. P P.C. Pistol 
Team of Chris Kaulmann. John Pnde, J.P. 
Nelson and Fred Romero say about our 
new P.P C. Rig. ·· its been a long time com
ing and worth the wa it. This A1g is l he 
ultimate for P.P C compe11t 1on ... This Rig 
was designed by Ted Blocker for this 
P1s101 Team to use in the Pres11gious 1983 
B1anct11 Cup of which lhey look top 
honors as a team 

Ted Blocker's 
4 Way Holster 

For the person who carries a concealed 
handgun, the new Ted Blocker 4 Way holster 
will be a dream come true. Depending on 
what clothes one is wearing, sometimes a 
cross-draw holster is best while other times a 
strong-side holster is preferable. And some
times it's nice to have a gun positioned with a 
forward cant and sometimes with a backward 
cant. 

Now the concealed carry individual can 
have his cake and eat it too. 

The 4 Way holster can be worn in all of the 
above positions safely and comfortably. The 
holster features an adjustable tension screw 
for positive retainment of the weapon. It is 
made of top grade leather with solid stitching 
holding the seams. 

The holster is currently available for the 
Colt Gov't and Commander models, S& W 
59-39-469, Browning Hi-Power, Bren 10, 
Randall , Beretta 92 SB and SBC. The holster 
will shortly be available for other autos and 
revolvers. 

Write to Ted Blocker's Custom Holsters 
for further information about the 4 Way hol
ster which sells for $29.95 . His address is 
PO. Box 821 , Dept. AH , Rosemead, CA, 
91770. 

Silvertips Now In 41 
Magnum 

Winchester now has its potent Silvertip 
available in 41 Remington Magnum . 

Providing magnum performance at 
approximately 40 percent less recoil ener
gy than other 41 Magnum loads , the new 
Winchester offering delivers its 175 grain 
Silvertip hollow point bullet at a muzzle 
velocity of 1,250 fps from a 4-inch barrel. 

Boasting a muzzle energy of 607 ft./ 
lbs. from a 4-inch barrel , the new load 
showed outstanding energy deposit in 
ordnance gelatin. Tests further revealed 
the load's consistently reliable bullet ex
pansion . 

Packed 50 to a carton, the new Win
chester Super-X 41 Remington Magnum 
Silvertip hollow point cartridge is avail
able at your favorite gun shop now. 
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HOGUE ON THE ROAD 
090 • Aperture S & W 

Lee's Red Ramp Offers 
Rear Sight Blade 

The folks at Lee's Red Ramp have intro
duced a rear sight blade to replace factory 
blades for a better, sharper sight picture. 

The sight blades are available to fit the 
stock rear sights of Smith and Wesson, Colt, 
Ruger, Micro, and Virginia Dragoon. 

The sight blade will not fit J frame Smiths. 
The blades are easily installed and come 

with screws and nuts to complete the simple 
replacement task. The blades retail for $19. 95 
for Smith and Wessons and $7. 50 for other 
gun makers listed above. 

For further information about dealer 
prices, contact Lee's Red Ramps, 7252 East 
Avenue U-3, Dept. AH , Littlerock, CA 
93543. 

New ''Ears" From 
Bilsom Viking 

Did you hear about the new . 
" What?" 
I said , did you hear ... 
" What?" 
I SAID DID YOU HEAR ABOUT 

THE NEW HEARING PROTECTORS 
FROM BILSOM VIKING? 

Shooters know that exposure to loud 
noises ruins the hearing , thus we wear 
hearing protection. And Bilsorh Viking 
has announced a new set of "ears" for the 
shooter. 

The new high performance muff offers 
maximum protection with great style. A 
matte black finish with chrome trim plus 
wide super-soft ear cushions and head 
pads a re features that help provide a 
practical and attractive muff. 

For more information , contact Bilsom 
Internationa l at 11800 Sunrise Valley 
Drive , Reston , VA , 22091. 

Aimpoint Mount For 
Ruger MK. 1/11 · 

B-Square Mounts introduces a new 
mount for the ever-popular Ruger Mk. I/II 
autoloader. 

The mount for the Airnpoint/Tascorama 
sights is the best balanced and most rugged 
mount available for the Ruger .22 LR . 
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Guy Hogue, maker of the highly regarded 
Hogue Monogrips, is touring the country 
with a complete custom workshop to make 
his fine, custom wooden Monogrips to 
customers' tastes from coast to coast. 

Hogue is travelling in a one-ton Ford 
diesel van towing a custom built (of 
course!) trailer containing his workshop. 
He is toting a generator so he can pitch-up 
at any gun club and make custom wooden 
grips on the spot. 

Introducing . 

Hogue's schedule was not available at 
press time, but call one of his courteous 
and helpful sons at (805) 466-6266 for 
information on Hogue's current 
whereabouts. 

Also, call his sons to make an appoint
ment for Hogue to visit your gun club, 
police department or local gun shop. 

Give his sons a call - how many times 
do you get the chance to have custom work 
performed 'while you wait?' 

THE CONCEALMENT HOLSTER BELT 

List $29.99 

SPECIAL 
$19.95* 

HOLDS ALL AUTO , REVOLVERS AND DERRINGERS. Made of enduring Dragon Hide that won 't 
marr, chip or scratch , this velcro closure belt provides convenience and versatility for pistols or 
automatics. Remove gun without opening belt. A dress quality belt to wear anywhere. Sizes 26 to 50, 
order in even-numbered sizes. Black only. 

The most unique innovation in gun-carrying that we have seen. You will be pleased. We stake our 
reputation on it' Or your money back! 

CROWN 
CITY 
ARMS 

P.O. Box 550, Dept. AH 
Cortland, New York 13045 

Information: (607) 753-8238 
Toll Free Credit Card Orders: (800) 847-6703 

•Add $2.95 Flat Rate for Shipping/ Handling/ Insurance. Sorry, no COD's. Send $1 for 1-Year Subscription to Crown City Catalog. 

•John 
Shaw of 
Memphis 
wontheIPSC 
Champion
ship in 1980 & 
1981 using one of these models. 

Dealer inquiries invited . 

WRITE OR CALL 
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

James C. Clark 
PISTOLS MITH 

Rt . 2 Box 22A 
Keithvi lle . Louisiana 7 104 7 

(3 18) 9 25-0836 
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$agle{jnps 
"For The Perfect Mating Of Iron To Hand" 

/~ 
HANDGUNNERS! 

Get A Grip On Beauty, Accuracy, Value 
Custom grips at affordable prices. 

• Rosewood • Pearl • Ivory • Grey • 
• Black Horn • Ebony • Stag • 

Handcarved or plain. Standard style replacements. 
\ Oversized or wraparound Finger Position (cleared for 

\ \ \\ speed loader). 
~ Finest quality materials and workmanship. Handfitted 

to all current models of Colt , S&W, Ruger , Charter 

@;~::~ ~;~mw;;~~~ aa~~o~:~ro~::re~si.rect from your 
dealer or send $1 .00 for color catalog. 48-hour delivery, , 
most cases. Satisfaction guaranteed . 

AJE, LTD., Dept. AH-3, 421 A lrmen Dr. Addison, IL 60101 
Orders Only: Toll Free (800) 323-6144 • Visa & MasterCharge accepted. 

MODERN PRACTICAL and 
DEFENSIVE SHOOTING 

is being taught at the CHAPMAN 
ACADEMY OF PRACTICAL SHOOTING. 
Courses are now available for pistol, 
rifle and shotgun. The courses have 
been attended and praised by world 
class competitive shooters as well as 
law enforcement and military person
nel. For information write: 

CHAPMAN ACADEMY 
P.O. BOX 7035 • Columbia, MO 65205 

(314) 696-5544 

WHEN THE ONLY "GAME" 
YOU PLAY IS CALLED ... 

YOU BET YOUR LIFE! 
* " REAL WORLD" CO MBAT REVOLVERS * HUNTING HANDGUNS * SINGLE & DOUBLE ACTION * VISA & MASTER CARD 
FOR CATALOG, SENO $1.00 TO: 

* PROMPT SERVICE * ACTIO N TUNING FRO M $45.00 * S & WAND RUGER SPECIALISTS * IN BUSINESS SINCE 1963 * N.R.A. LIFE MASTER SHOOTERS 

!lOLLINC THUN:CE !t CUNWO!lltS 
6605 WAREHILL LANE , DEPT. AH·l, SANTA ROSA, CA 95404 

WATSON COMPENSATOR SYSTEMS 

. ~\\lSON~ 
.45 

SHOP 
2057 CLINE AVENUE 

FAYETTEVILLE, ARKANSAS 72701 
RICHARD L. WATSON· PISTOLSMITH 

501-442-2967 

No drilling, tapping or sight removal is 
necessary. The adjustable rear sight can still 
be used with the mount in place. No 
gunsmithing is required; anyone can install 
the mount with the wrench that is supplied. 

The sturdy mount retails for $49.95. 
For further information, write B-Square 

Mounts, Dept. AH, PO. Box 11281, Fort 
Worth, TX, 76109. 

Wilson Now Making 
Match Banels 

Wilson's Gun Shop, owned and operated 
by champion practical pistol shooter Bill 
Wilson, proudly announces their new Match 
Grade barrels available in either 38 Super or 
45ACP 

These barrels are precision machined 
from 17-4 stainless forgings to precise dimen
sions and heat treated for maximum wear. 
The barrels are available in five or six inch 
lengths. 

Wilson recommends that a qualified 
gunsmith fit the barrels as they are machined 
to precise tolerences and require slight 
handfitting. 

The barrels sell for $95 for the five-inch 45 
ACP, $125 for the six-inch 45 ACP and $150 
for the six-inch 38 Super. Prices include a 
solid Match bushing. A shipping and han
dling charge of $2.50 accompanies each 
barrel. 

For further information, write Bill Wilson 
at Wilson's Gun Shop, Rt. 3, Box 211-D, 
Dept. AH, Berryville, Ark., 72616. 

MINOR ADVANTAGE 
Continued from page 29 

but when her load was chronographed she 
didn't quite make the major power factor and 
her score was refigured to minor, placing her 
fifth overall. Her load just didn't quite make 
major but was still a healthy load. That gal is 
a good shooter, very good, and after watch
ing her shoot, fighting the kick of her mar
ginal major load during the fast shooting 
stages and still shooting well, I can't help but 
believe that if she had been shooting a more 
controllable load during the competition she 
could have held her second place finish or 
even become the Women's World Champion. 

Some competition shooters will go to 
minor caliber with a 9mm pistol specifically 
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for the extra magazine capacity, hoping to 
avoid a reload. Lately though, the course 
designers have been getting very shrewd by 
either making reloads mandatory or provid
ing places within a course of fire where the 
competitor can easily make magazine 
changes while doing something else, i.e. 
moving from one shooting position to 
another. 

So, often the extra capacity of a 9mm pistol 
does not turn out to be an advantage. A 
typical 124 grain factory 9mm round will 
travel about 1100 fps, factoring approxi
mately 136. Not much difference between 
that factor, and that of my powder puff load 
factoring 135. However, the recoil of my Colt 
.45 is easier to handle than that of all the 9mm 
pistols I've tried. 

Given that extra capacity of a 9mm is not 
often an advantage in courses designed by 
.45 auto buffs, I've seen that my .45 minor 
has a slight advantage over 9mm in competi
tion simply because of the bullet diameter. In 
a competition where every point counts, 
especially for minor caliber shooters, the 
extra tenth of an inch diameter of the .451 
bullet will cut scoring lines more often than 
the 9mm will, qualifying for the higher score. 

In IPSC competition, both minor and 
major calibers are scored five points for 
A-zone hits, and both are scored four points 
for B-zone, but for anything other than center 
hits the minor caliber shooter is severely 
penalized. For C-zone hits major scores four 
points while minor scores three, and in the ~
zone the minor caliber shooters get one pomt 
to the major caliber shooter's two points. 

Obviously the best strategy for the minor 
caliber shooter is to get only A-zone hits, so 
you can't be penalized for the minor loading. 
I've found a load that allows me to do just that 
more often than not. My recent shooting 
successes indicate tht I've found the balance 
of speed, power and accuracy that works best 
for me. Minorcaliber-itjust ~ 
might work for you. ~ 

NEW WAVE HOLSTERS 
Co11ti11ued from page 47 

adjustable so that a few different sizes of 
holsters fit most handgun needs. Brauer's 
"Professional" has two belt loops allowing 
use of 1 Vi or 2 % inch belts. This high ride 
thumb break holster should be popular with 
the cost-conscious police officer needing an 
off-duty holster. Brauer Bros. is quick to 
point out that the "Professional" does not 
have a steel snap on the inside surface of the 
pouch which might cause excessive blue 
wear on the gun. The sample supplied was 
for a 4 % inch SA revolver in camoflauge and 
was found satisfactory in every way. 

EL PASO SADDLERY 
El Paso Saddlery is well known for their 

extensive line of 19th century styled Western 
revolver holsters. They have just entered the 
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PYTHON BBLS: 8"-$94, 6"-$82 
Whrd Q9un <lEonurrs1011 

6" & 8" Python Bbl 's fitted to K & N frame S&W 
S&W Model 28 converted to 44SP & 45LC, etc . 
K frame S&W converted to 25-20, 32, etc. 
S&W N-frame-convertible to 45LC & 45ACP 
S&W N-frame converted to K Round Butt 

S & W and COLT WARRANTY STATION 
S & Wand COLT PARTS DISTRIBUTOR 

Rug er SA 357 converted to 44 140, 44SP, 45LC, etc. 
Ruger SA fitted with 10" barrel , any caliber 
Cylinders rechambered- Barrels relined 
PPC guns built-Bull barrels fitted-Actions tuned 
Electroless Nickel-Parkerizing-Reblueing 

S&W rear sight with our front sight fitted 
~u-1fiine ®uni\, ;Jlnr. 

Dept . AH 

to Colt slide & other Combat Modifications! 

1053 CAULKS HILL ROAD 
HARVESTER. MISSOURI 63303 
(3 14) 44 1-4500 (3 14) 44 7-4501 

OUR 
COMPETITION 

The zoot Challenger has all IS GREEN 
WITH ENVY. the features you 

would expect in a 
premium quality 
press. Features such 

s391a 
2001 CHALLENGER 
PRESS ONLY 

l.Be2Dm 
Clla/IBnfltll 

Press 

as compound leverage, 30° offset 
frame for easy access, larger than 
average opening, built-in primer 
catcher, ground ram, toughfused
on epoxy finish and no under
swing for flush mounting to the 
bench. 

No other 'O' frame press has all 
of the above features and only Lee 
offers a guarantee until the year 
2001 ; joined connecting links for 
rigid, smooth operation; a lever 
that can be adjusted to start and 
end as the user selects; an ad
justable length lever capped with 
a real maple ball grip. 

No wonder our competition is 
green with envy. 

SAf/EBO% 
BUY THE COMPLETE 2001 CHALLENGER 
KIT and you're ready to reload. Includes press, 
dies, shell holder, powder measure, powder 
funnel , case lubricant, ram prime tool, instruc
tions and load data. s5911 

$75 value for only 

••••~ SEND•1.00FOR 16-PAGE 
CATALOG JAMMED FULL OF 

RELOADING BARGAINS! 

LEE:_THE INNOVATIVE LEADER. 

LEE PRECISION, INC. 
4275 HWY. U HARTFORD WI 53027 
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ROY'S 
PISTOL PACKER 

*SUEDE LINED 
* CORDURA® 

Roy 's has taken the best 

Available at leading 
sporting goods stores 

or call 
1-800-643-1528 

Send $2 .00 for catalog to: 

Adjustable 
- Safety Strap 

- Leather 
Belt Loop 
won't fatigue 
fits 2" & Pl< " 
wide belts 

- Cord ura® Outer 
Available in 

Black 
Brown 
Autum n Garno 
Green Garno 

Cordura • is a 
trademark of DuPont 

HOY'S CUSTOM LEATHER COODS. INC. 

nylon holster market place with their 
"Number 100 Ballistic Nylon Belt Slide" hol
ster, selling for $15.00 and guaranteed to fit 
any handgun. 

Bob McNellis, head honcho, sent me two 
sample #lOO's, one in black and one in brown. 
This is meant to be a universal holster and is 
constructed of unpadded ballistic nylon with 
belt loops for up to a 2 14 inch belt placed on 
each side. This makes the holster useable for 
right or left handers. A thumb break safety 
strap is attached on both sides with Velcro 
making it infinitely adjustable. This Velcro 
also acts as padding between the holster and 
wearer, adding to the comfort. 

I tested a #100 using my Colt-Wilson .45 
Auto with compensated long slide. Worn on 
the inside of the belt behind the strong side 
hip, with the muzzle tucked in the hip pocket, 
even this large gun is well concealed. The 
belt provides adequate security when worn in 
this manner, so I removed the thumb break 
straps. I wore this gun/holster for half a day 
and it was so comfortable that after a few 
minutes I had forgotten I had it on. 

ROY'S CUSTOM HOLSTERS P 0 Box G, Magnol ia. AR 71753 

MiE~i~~i~~~~lflLJILJLJ~f-SPEEU·~~[fEIR Roy's offers a complete line of padded I BU l l ET SPEED METER Cordura nylon holsters including hip hol-
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CHIWNOCRAPH .. .. ..•. ,, 

~
~ 

• 
•VELOCITY TEST YOUR 

RELOADS AND FIREARMS 

•509-689-2004 

SYSTEMS 
from 

$99 
•WRITE FOR FREE TEST REPORTS 

CusTOM CHRONOGRAPH Co. 
Box 1061-A, Brewster, WA 98812 

22 Auto Nine 
.22 LR High Velocity 

The Perfect Back-up 
for Law Enforcement 
Features include: 
• Fully machined 
• 6 groove rifling 
• Pushbutton safety 
• Superb balance & pointing 
• 10 oz . loaded 
• 9 shots (8 in magazine. 

I in chamber) 
• Internal hammer - New Design 

1 252 1 O xna rd Street 
North Hollywood, CA 9 1606 
(818) 985-2946 

© Auto Nine Corporation 1984 

sters, shoulder holsters and ankle holsters. 
Roy's nylon holsters differ from their com
petitors in the use of leather for some por
tions. All of their lined ny Ion holsters use the 
more traditional "silicon suede" leather for 
lining. The hip holsters use leather for the 
belt loop and the shoulder holsters use leather 
to reinforce the top of the holster where the 
harness attaches. 

I tested a hip holster for 4:i4 inch large SA 
revolver, a horizontal shoulder holster for 
small/medium frame revolvers and a conven
tional shoulder holster for large SA's with 71h 
inch barrels. 

The hip holster worked fine and I liked the 
leather belt loop which allows the use of 1 t.I 
inch or 2 inch gunbelts. Roy's nylon gunbelt 
is 2-inches wide and made to fit all sizes from 
30 to 46 inches, with Velcro in place of a 
buckle. It comes packaged with a metal clip 
to bind the end and instructions for installa
tion after cutting the belt to the desired 
length. Gun shop owners should like Roys 
belt as it reduces the necessary inventory 
with the "one size fits all" concept. 

The horizontal shoulder holster worked 
well with a S& W Chief Special and was very 
concealable. As shoulder holsters go, it was 
comfortable, though a means of anchoring 
the off side harness loop to the waist belt 
would help. The wide shoulder loop is an 
improvement over many shoulder holsters, 
and is unpadded in this version to increase 
concealability. 

The large shoulder holster was of conven
tional vertical style with a wide padded 
shoulder strap for extra support CU\\\< 
It should be noted that all of the vertical 
shoulder holsters of nylon are conventional 
in that the gun draws out the top, rather than 
the usual spring retainer, draw-out-(fie-tfunt' 
style. But it must be remembetoo ~ 
nylon holsters are meant to sell for approxi-
mately 50% of their leather counterparts. 
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SMITH & WESSON 
S&Ws "Scout" hip holster is of Cordura 

nylon and appears to be identical to Uncle 
Mike's "Sidekick". Unique to the S&W line is 
a nylon shoulder harness which converts the 
"Scout" to a shoulder holster. The S& W belt 
is similar to an automobile seat belt, with 
similar buckle so that one belt fits all sizes. 
However, I would pass on this belt, as well as 
Uncle Mike's, as a single thickness of this 
material doesn't offer the necessary body for 
a gunbelt, unless used with the lightest 
handgun. 

UNCLE MIKE 
Uncle Mike's original "Sidekick" hip hol

ster line has been expanded to include ankle, 
inside the waistband, vertical and horizontal 
shoulder holsters. 

Their hip holster was the first padded 
nylon holster offered. It includes a reinforced 
nylon strip down the inside face of the holster 
to prevent excessive wear from the front 
sight, an over the hammer retaining strap 
which snaps to the holster face, and a sepa
rate belt loop which is sewn to the back side. 
Uncle Mike's competitors were quick to point 
out that the male half of the snap for the strap 
was left uncovered on the inside of the hol
ster, possibly increasing gun blue wear. 
While this is technically correct, it should be 
pointed out that a vast majority of the holsters 
produced from leather in the past 80 years 
were constructed in this way and if placed 

1. Frank Paris Bowling Pin, 
Integral Porting. No 

Recessing of Bore 

2. Michigan Armament, Ported 
through Slide Bushing 

and Barrel 

3. Browning Hi-Power, 
<:xtended Barrel 

4. Colt Government, Ported 
through Slide Bushing 

and Barrel 

5. 41 SSK Avenger Conversion, 
Ported through Slide Barrel 

and Bushing 

6. Jim Clark Custom Bowling 
Pin Gun, Integral Porting. 

No Recessing of Bore 

Introducing DEVEL'S 
Competition 8-Round Magazine 
Devel's Competition 8-Round Maga

zine is intended especially for the 
competition shooter seeking an advan
tage over ordinary magazines with 
rubber and plastic base pads. This 
magazine is available as standard in 
blued finish (nickel plated magazines are 
available as an optionl. The Devel 
Competition magazine incorporates all 
of the features common to the standard 
Devel 8-round magazine with additional 
features as follows: 

• A steel bottom is laser-beam 
welded to the magazine tube. The Devel 
cast steel bottom incorporates in one 
part, what ordinary magazines require 
two parts to accomplish (standard type 
floorplate with add-on rubber or plastic 
bumper padl. 

• The Devel one-piece steel bottom 
provides added weight equal to 
approximately two 45 ACP rounds that 
faci li tates rapid ejection of empty 
magazines. 

• The Devel cast steel bottom also 
protrudes from the pistol butt. This 
assures the shooter's ability to achieve 
positive locking during a speed load; yet. 
the part wi ll not bend or break out of the 
magazine tube as is often the case with 
other types of magazines. 

©EVEL) 
BLUED 

• 
. 1 . \ 

. \ 
• 
• 

$28.95 
NICKEL CORPORATION 

7100 WILSON MILLS RO. AH. 
CHESTERLAN O, OHIO 44026 
Phone 12161423-0727 

Dealer prices available to FFL holders 

1 
Week 

Delivery! 

AUTOPORTING? 
So what's new! 
Mag-Na-Port® Internat iona l has been Mag-Na-Porting auto's 
for 13 years ' There have been some new so-called " Hig h Tech
Engineering Porting Systems" which c laim 40 % less in reco il 
reduction. These claims are impossible unless you attach or 
hang a cement block on the end of the muzzle or barrel. The 
new so-called " Port ing Systems" don't even knpw what a 
Metering Port is. Thirteen years ago, Larry Kelly started 
putting Metering Ports on handguns, rifles and shotguns' 
Now, nearly everyone who dri ll s or mills a hole in a gun barrel 
refers to it as a " Port " and they don 't even know what a 
Meterin g Port is. 

Don't be misled! 
Don 't be misled by c laims and promises from companies here 
today and gone tomorrow. Mag-N a-Port~ Internationa l is now 
located in five cou ntries . We've been Porting for 13 years , that 
speaks for itsel f . 

Write the "Originator" 
Anyone interested in further information on Porti ng handguns, 
ri f-les and shotg uns, wr ite the originator: 

® 

INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
41302 Exec utive Drive 

" Imitation 
is the sincerest 

form of 
plagiarism " 

Mt. Clemens, Michigan 48045-3448 
(313) 469-6727 
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Now Available to 

HANDGUNNERS 
Shilen barrels are offered in two grades:"Lone St*r" 

and "Match". They are made of a special 4140 
chrome moly steel, button rifled with eight lands and 

grooves, and stress relieved. 
Caliber Groove Diameter Twist 
22 R.F. .222 16" 
22 C.F. .224 14" 
9mm .355 16" 

~ ::a- 38 .357 14" - .357 .357 18" 
44 .429 20" 
45 .451 16" 

11/4 X 14" or 11/4 " X 28" unturned blanks; smaller diameters can be 
made to customer specification . 

Insist on the best - Insist on Shi/en. 
Dealer Inquiries are invited. 

SHILEN RIFLES, INC. 
205 Metro Park Boulevard • Ennis, Texas 75119 • (214) 875-5318 

PISTOLSMITH 
I have 34 yea rs experi ence repa iring and building a ll types of sporting 
firearms. Comple te fa c iliti es for the type of work tha t is required . 

Combat • Pin shooting • Target • Silhoue tte 
COLT FACTORY WARRANTEE SERVI CE CENTER 

HI GH STANDARD SPEC IALIST - ALL MODELS 
SMITH & WESSON DOUBLE ACTION IMPROVEMENTS 

A one man shop that cares. and a shoote r who kn ows wha t the se rious 
shoote r wants. All work is guaranteed . 

CAMPBELL H. IRWIN GUNSMITH 
Ha rtl and Blvd .. East H artland , Conn . 

T e l. (203) 653-3901 Zip 06027 

LEAD BUILD-UP 

*WIPE AWAY™ 
GUN CLEANING CLOTH 

JUST WIPE AWAY LEAD, BURN RINGS, & CARBON BUILD-UP 
ON HANDGUNS, RIFLES & SHOTGUNS 

THIS AMAZING CLOTH CLEANS, LEAVES A SPARKLING FINISH, 
IS INEXPENSIVE & LONG LASTING 

... I can vouch !or it really work ing. Just one or 
two swipes ol !he cloth and leading around barrel 
d isappears .... • 

-Jerome Rakusan (Ed itor ) 
American Handgunner 

Magazine 
• .... For remov ing lead ing & carbon build -up 
WIPE AWAY is the best that I have worked 
wilh to date.· 

-BobZwirz 
Eastern Editorial [){rector 
Gun World And Annuals 

1. Removing lead from !he forcing cone . barrel and cy
linders is no longer a lask. Simpl y cul a 1/ 2" id 12" 
patch and wrap ii around an old brush ol the same cal
iber . A lillle scrubbing and the lead is gone. Fol low !h is 
w ilh a clean gun patch ~nd thal parl is done. 

2. To clean lhe lace ol the cy linders simply wipe the 
lead away . 
3. Lightly w ipe thee11terior with the WIPE AWAY 
followed by a clean cloth and the job is f inished . 
With the WIPE AWAY, it is no longer a messy and l ime 
consuming job to clean a handgun . 

Look for It •t your Loc•I D••l•r, or Hnd $3.80 + t.00 P & H to: 

Belltown, Ltd.-P.O. Box 74, At. 37, Sherman, CT 06784 
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PATENTED 

properly, the snap does not come in contact 
with the holstered gun. 

The inside the waist band holster tested 
worked as well as any such holster. I liked it 
because it felt softer than one of leather and 
seemed more comfortable to wear. It also has 
an exterior surface which tends to cling to 
fabric, preventing shifting of the holster. This 
is similar to the better leather holsters which 
have the rough side of the leather out for the 
same reason. Uncle Mike's version has a 
metal belt clip. 

The vertical shoulder holster tested was 
for a large frame auto with up to a six-inch 
slide, and it fit my Wilson compensated .45 
Colt perfectly. The only problem I have with 
it is the fastener which anchors the toe of the 
holster to the waist belt. This should be 
replaced with a one-way snap, as I found the 
one tested would not remain fastened under 
normal useage. 

The horizontal shoulder holster, tested 
with a Ruger Speed Six, was judged satisfac
tory. The point of attaching the harness to the 
holster needs to be moved, as the gun tends to 
hang away from the wearer's body. When 
purchasing any of the nylon shoulder holsters 
it should be remembered that you are getting 
a low cost substitute and compromises in 
design have been made. Great advancement 
has been made recently in shoulder holster 
design, mostly in the area of the harness to 
maximize wearer comfort. But these 
improved harnesses are expensive and are 
not included in the design of any manufac
turer's nylon shoulder rigs. 

Uncle Mike's expanded line of padded 
nylon holsters will undoubtedly capture a 
large share of the market. 

SUMMING UP 
In general, I found the nylon holsters to be 

an acceptable low cost alternative to the tra
ditional leather holster. The buyer must 
understand that he/she will not get the beau
tiful full molded fit we have become used to. 
Rather than molding each holster for a spe
cific gun the nylon holster is made to fit a 
number of different guns of similar frame 
size and barrel length. 

Now, if only nylon could be ~ 
made to smell like fresh cut leather. ~ 

FOR MORE INFO 
A&B Industries 
7920-28 Hamilton Ave. 
Cincinnati , OH 45231 
Bob Allen 
214 SW Jackson 
Des Moines, IA 50315 
Assault Systems 
869 Horan Dr. 
Fenton, MO 63026 
Bianchi International 
100 Calle Cortez 
Temecula, CA 92390 
Boyt 
Box 2201 
Iowa Falls, Iowa 50126 
Brauer Bros. 
2012 Washington Ave. 
St. Louis, MO 63103 
Command International · 
Rt. 30, Box 310A 
Latrobe, PA 15650 

Group 5 
204 E. California St. 
Gainesville, TX 76240 
Michaels of Oregon 
Box 13010 
Portland, OR 97213 
Roys/Pioneer 
BoxG 
Magnolia, AR 71753 
Smith and Wesson 
2100 Roosevelt Ave. 
Springfield, MA OUOI 
Special Weapons Products 
Bldg. 601, Spruce Center 
Mira Loma, CA 91752 
Sun Up Mfg. Co. 
Box 16736 
Lubbock, TX 79490 
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It's the only magazine that gives 
you regularly featured articles 
on: 
* Pistolsmithing 
* Reloading * Handgun Hunting 
* Self Defense * Combat Course Shooting 
* Customizing 
* Conversion Tips 
* Siluetas * Cop Talk * Competitive Shooting 
* Test Reports 
It's the only magazine that 

gives you the opportunity to win 
a one-of-a-kind Customized 
handgun each issue, with its 
Custom Gun Giveaway Contest. 

GUARANTEE: You'll enjoy AMERICAN 
HANDGUNNER. If you don't agree, we'll refund 
the unused portion of your subscription in full , at 
any time. 

' ,,. 
r: , ;~ -~: .:.-:; .·.· 

tr11HIJ!:tif!JM!H 
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FREE! 
This all-fabric American Hand
gunner 1st Patch with each paid 
subscription. 

If you own a handgun, you need MERICAN 
HANDGUNNER magazine. It's written for 
the competitor, sportsman, collector, hunter 
or lawman. If you're one of these, or just 
enjoy fine handguns, you can share in the 
knowledge and expertise of men who excel 
in writing about them in the AMERICAN 
HANDGUNNER magazine. 

••••x••••••••••••••• 
SUBSCRIBE NOW 

It's bi-monthly. 

******************** 
CALL TOLL FREE! To order your subscription 
NOW call 800/824-7888, Operator 40. 
From California only call 800/852-7777, Operator 40. 

Your name, address and BAC/Visa or MasterCard 
number and expiration date is all it takes. Or we'll bill 
you later. 

(Above 800 numbers for subscription ordering only.) 

r-------------------------
1 American Handgunner Dept. 120 
I P.O. Box 16439 San Diego, CA 92116 

I Yes, please send me the subscription ordered below. I understan 
I that I will receive the American Handgunner 1st Patch FREE fc 
I· my paid subscription . 

I D 1 year $11.95 D 2 years $19.95 D 3 years $27.95 
I Amount enclosed $ __ D Bill me. Allow 4 to 6 weeks fc 
I delivery. Foreign subscribers add $6.00 per year. 

I Credit Card charge: D BAC/ Visa D MasterCard 
I No. Expiration date ____ _ 
I Name _ ________________ _ 
I Address _ ________________ _ 

I City State Zip ___ _ 
I 
I 
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ACCESSORIES 

RUGER AUTO PISTOL LOADING AID for Mark I & 
Mark II. Like it or money back on return. $1.79 ea. post
paid. Reeds hop, Box 62, Wonewoc, Wis. 53968. 

Feel Secure when away from home with TREADLOK 
Security Chests. Send $1.00 !Refundable w/Purchase) for 
Color Catalog and Discount Price List. CAVALIER 
SECU RITY, Box 12507-HG. Roanoke, VA 24026 1703) 
992-3355. 

F ULL-AUTO RUGER 10-22, 1200 rpm, Guara nteed to 
work Mtrls. Incl. Complete in l ·hour. Simple and re liable , 
$10. Sweat, 612 E. LaPlata Street, Farmington, NM 87401. 

IF YOU TAKE LIFE SERIOUSLY ... peruse our Procure
ment Index featuring specialty equ ipment used by profes
s ionals worldwide. Concealment holsters, e lectronics. dis
guised and unconventiona l weaponry from under $20.00 to 
over $2,000.00. The catalog is $3.00 from: A.S .P., Box 
18595/AH, Atla nta, GA 30326. 

TIC CONTENDER BARRELS octagon or round, rifle or 
pistol, standard or wildcat. Made to your spec's. Write to: 
KOGOT, John T. Pell, 410 College, Trinidad, CO 81082. 

100 ASSORTED Gun Screws, no five alike, $15; Satisfac
tion Guaranteed, please add $1.55 for ins. and postage; 
Overland's Gun Screws, Inde pende nce, IA 50644. 

GUNS RELOADING tools, gu n cabinets, gun cases, every
thing for the s hooter at discount prices. }'ast shipments, 
free catalog. Esman's, Pitcairn, PA 15140. Phone (412) 
243-7515. 

HAND GUN Caddys-All nylon molded, mounts under 
tables, desks, dressers, bed boards. on metal, etc. Hard
ware included, $10 . Check or Money Order. Specify Cal.: 
B.G. & R. Inc., P.O. Box 141021, Coral Gables, FL 3311 4. 

FREE BROCHURE! Large selection of professional quality 
T-s hirts . Colt , UZI, Winchester, many more! Magnum Prod· 
ucts, PO Box 131-K, Waterford, Virginia 22190. 

BOWLER'S OLYMPIC GRIPS. Custom made anatom ical 
target gr ips in walnut. lndividualy carved to your hand 
print. Avai lable for over 40 pistols. Prices from $50. NEW! 
Anatomical grip for 45 auto using Clark, Aimpoint or NPC 
mount. Vv e have moved to new larger pre mises due to 
world wide demand. Send for model list and order form to: 
LESLIE BOWLER LTD., THE POST OFFICE LITTLE 
BYTHAM, GRANTHAM, LINCOLNSHIRE, NG33 4QJO. 
ENGLAND, "THE BEST OF BRITISH." 

Hornady Bullet Display Board. 118 actual Hornady bullet 
samples on wood grain formed shie ld. Order must be ac· 
com panied by a signed copy of Fed. Firearms Lice nse. 
$74.95, plus $2.00 shipping. Hornady Manufacturing Com
pany, Box 1848, Dept. AH2094C. Grand Island, NE 
68802-1848. 

Ballistic Faceguard. constructed of 20 layers of Dupont 
Keular IRJ. 27 ounces of Protection that exceeds the IIA 
standard for police body armor. Re inforced open eye sot, 
$125.00 cash or M.0. post paid. Information $1.00: Franse, 
P.O. Box 3347, Boulder, CO 90307. 

COMPLETE SET OF GUN ENGRAVING TOOLS - NEW 
- INCLUDING DIAMOND WHEEL AND EXTRA LAP. 
501-497-1608. 

AMMUNITION 

EXCALIBER WAX PELLETS, for .38 spl., 9 mm Luger, 
.380, .41 mag .. .44 mag., .45 L.C ., .45 acp. Inexpensive prac
tice approximately 112 velocity of factory ammo. No rico
chetting, no reloading tools, no gun powder, uses s hotgun 
primers only. 100 pellet sampler w/6 reusable cases $5.00. 
Special weapons catalogue $1.00. M & M ENTERPRISES. 
Box 64 AHG, Island Lake, IL 60042. 

Free Catalog #85: Reloading Tools, Bullet Mounts, Dies for 
over 150 ca libers, etc. Holsters, Ctg. Belts. Air Gun s. Safari 
Outfitters, Baker, OR 97814-0931. 

Handloader Field Data Record. Bound, Laminated covers, 
includes gun data, cartridge data, complete Ballistic chart, 
groups and weather condition a must for any handload er .... 
$7.95. Steve's Guns & Survival Equipment, P.O. Box 
780-AHH, Mocksv ille , NC 27028. 
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Classified ads $.75 per word per insertion. ($.60 per word-per insertion for 3 or more) including 
name and address (20 word minimum). Minimum charge $15.00. Copy and rerun orders must 
be accompanied by PAYMENT IN ADVANCE. NO AGENCY DISCOUNTS. All ads must be 
received with advance payment no later than the 15th of each month. Example: Closing for 
Jul/ Aug 1985 issue (on sale June 15) is March 15th. Ads rece ived after closing will appear in 
the following issue. Please type or print clearly. -PLEASE NOTE*** NO PROOFS WILL BE 
FURNISHED.- Include name, address, post office, zip code, c ity and state as counted words. 
Abbreviations count as one word each. Mail to AMERICAN HANDGUNNER MAGAZINE, 591 
Camino de la Reina .Suite 200, San Diego, California 92108. 

BOOKS 

STATE PISTOL LAWS, latest pistol carrying, purchasing, 
etc., regulations for all states and FEDERAL GUN LAWS. 
Both booklets $4.00. POLICE EQUIPM ENT CATA LOG 
$2.00. Schlesinger, Department E., P.O. Box 882, New York, 
NY 10150. 

IN THE GRAVEST EXTREME by Massad Ayoob. How 
and when Lo use a gun, authoritatively written by an active 
duty policeman. For your copy, send $7.95 (enclose postage) 
to: GUNS BOOKS/Dept. CA-H03, 591 Camino de la Reina, 
Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108. 

NO SECOND PLACE WINNER By Bill Jordan. A fascinat
ing book about gun fighting and the equipment to use, from 
loads to leather. $8.50 + $1 post. GUNS BOOKS /Dept. 
NS-H03, 591 Camino de la Reina, Su ite 200, San Diego. CA 
92108. 

SHOOT A HANDGUN reveals the expert's way to use 
your handguns safely, effectively a nd within the Jaw. Learn 
how and where to shoot, firearms responsibility, what am· 
munition to purchase, and more. Special chapter on defen
sive pistol shoot ing, plus a g lossary of handgun terms. Only 
$9.95 postpaid. GUNS BOOKS Dept. SH-H03, 591 Camino 
de la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108. 

1984 AMERICAN HANDGUNNER ANNUAL. Includes 
reports on New Handguns for 1984. A irgu n Review, Self
Defense Handgunning, 500 Best Places to Shoot Across the 
U.S. plus much more! Only $4.95 postpaid. HANDGUNNER 
ANNUAL, Dept. HGA, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200, 
San Diego, CA 92108. 

1984 REDBOOK OF USED GUN VALUES. Discover what 
your firearms are worth in t~e most reliable source ~ook 
ever publis hed . A compre hensive volume that covers rifles, 
handguns and shotguns, ;t contains more than 3500 listings. 
Only $4.95 postpaid. REDBOOK. Dept. RB, 591 Camino de 
la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108. 

ACTION BOOKS FROM PALADIN PRESS!! Updated cat
alog listing fascinating books on survival, weaponry, knife 
fighting, creative revenge, exotic weapons systems, self
defense plus much more! $1.00. Paladin Press. Box 
1307-KPI, Bou lder, Colorado 80306. 

FEDERAL GUN LAWS ... .. $3.95. STATE GUN LAWS: 
your own STATE ..... $2.25. ALL FIFTY STATES ..... $4.95. 
FEDERAL REGULATIONS ON INTERSTATE TRANS-
PORTATION OF FIREARMS ..... $2.95. CONCEALED 
WEAPON PERMIT BOOKLET ..... $2.50. FEDERAL 
LICENSED FIREARMS COLLECTOR ..... $3.95. ALL of 
above $20.00. STEVE'S GUNS & SURVIVAL EQUIP
MENT, P.O. BOX 780-AHC, MOCKSVILLE. NC 27028. 

THE COLT .45 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM is a conver
sion system that works with outstanding accuracy and safety. 
All original components are retained, and only three func

. tional parts are added. $15.00ppd. 9xl2, softcover, illustra
tions, 88 pages. PALADIN PRESS, P.O. Box 1307-JKL, 
Boulder, Colorado 80306. 

Hunter's Journal Great as an heirloom or gift. This journal 
enables the sports man to record every detail of hunts, a 

~:~~f}.'Q.hB'~;i~lo-~j';{ ~~~~::il~~~c t7g~~-viva l Equip-

OUT-OF-PRINT Books Found. Send Wants. LARGE CAT
ALOGUE $1.00; Booklook, 51AC Maple Ave., Warwick , 
N.Y.10990. 

SWITCHBLADE Knife Book: Facts, types, spring repair, 
where to buy, over 80 photos, $8 ppd: Tanz, Box 14221, 
Pgh., PA 15239. 

PERSONAL Firearms Record Book. A detailed Lifetime 
record of your: Firearms designed for collector's a nd 
shooter's alike. A mµst for any Gun enth usiast...$7.95, 2 for 
$15.00: STEVE GUNS & SURVIVAL EQU IPMENT, P.O. 
BOX 780-AHA, MOCKSVILLE, NC 27028. 

STATE GUN LAWS your own STATE $2.50. All fifty 
STATES $4.50, FEDERAL GUN LAWS $3.50; PER
SONAL Firearms Record Book $6.95, All of ABOVE .. 
$15.95: Mili tary Specialties, P.O. Box 12819, Winston
Salem, NC 271 17-281 9. 

FOR MEN ONLY, a survival manual for husbands. A hu
morous look at the battle of the sexes, with vita l informa· 
tion for the man who likes women and would like to own 
one. $3.95. Happy Herbie, Graham, WA 98338-0572. 

How to build gun cabinets - was $7.95, now $5.00 includes 
postage. Glassman, PO Box 92, Northvale, NJ 07647. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

BE A GUN DEALER, Official three year Federal Firearms 
License Kit, very complete ..... $4.95; GUN DEALER'S BIBLE 
... 60 subject.. ... $4.95; GUN DEALER'S BOUND RECORD 
BOOKS the very best: Firearms ..... $7.95, Ammo ..... $7.95. 
All of above $25.00. FREE CLASS Ill KIT with $25.00 
ORDER: STEVE'S GUN & SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT, P.O. 
BOX 780-AHB, Mocksville, NC 27028. 

BECOME A GUN DEALER-Professionally prepared kit in
cludes official forms, covers licensing, purchasing, records, 
everything! Lists hundreds of top wholesalers. GUARAN
TEED! $4 .00: BUSINESS CONSULTANTS, Dept. H, P.O. 
Box 1232, Uniontow n, PA 15401. 

"HANDGUN. .. BANNED IN THE USA!", invest in movie 
that will depict the horrendous effects of anti -handgun law. 
Op3ortunity to make a statement to protect your rights 

~i~n gce;i{(~O~fJ:~~~~~~ ~o~~~tt;e JENTtRE FBUknl~~SS 
BROKERS. Box 160, Parsippany, New J ersey 07054. 

EARN MONEY FROM YOUR HOME , $100-$500 a week 
possible. Write for free details . Supplemental Income Ad
visory Services, 9794 Forest Lane, Suite 210 , Dallas. Texas 
75243. 

OVERSEAS JOBS. High Pay, Adventure, Travel. Few 
have this information. I did it and so can you. Many fields. 
Send $3.00 for list and info. to: Andersen Ent ., Box 45113, 
Boise, ID 83704. 

"Learn Gunsmithing, Yavapai College is a fully accredited 
community college with V.A. approval. Excellent facilities, 
experienced instructors, great mountain climate makes 
this the place to learn gunsmithing. Write to: YAVAPA I 
COLLEGE, Attn: Gunsmithing Instructor, 1100 E. Sheldon 
Street, Prescott, Arizona 86301. 602-445-7300." 

POLICE OFFICERS WANTED: Comprehensive digest of 

~~:ir':::~r~at~~no'Oidt~: 0Potr~~ g~~HR'1\%cF8i't~·Arlo~ 
DIGEST, Box 1672, Dept.-C, Eaton Park, Florida 33840. 

GOLDEN GOOSE? NO, BUT THE WAY TO FINANCIAL 
FREEDOM, YES! SASE TO: GENESIS-B, 5351 Sunnyside 
Dr., Riverside, CA 92504. 

$360 WEEKLY /UP, MAILING CIRCULARS! No Quotas. 
Sincerely Interes ted, Rush stamped envelope: Marketing 
International, Box 15967-AH3, San Diego, CA 92115. 

COLLECTORS 

Lead Soldier Molds - Free Brochures, catalog $1.00 (re
fundable ) sold ier and Catalog $2.00: Coastal, Box 44-H, 
Cedar Grove, NJ 07009 . 

COLOR casehardeni ng done by the old lost factory proc
esses, rediscovered. Expert work for the most discriminat
ing connoisseur, collector, gunsmith and gentry. Over 20 
years experience. Specializing in Winchester, Colt, Parker, 
L.C., Smith, English Dbls., conte mporary engraved or gold 
inlaid art work. We are now able to redo and enhance cyan
ide colored guns. Bring them back to the most highly 
esteemed authentic factory-type case colors. especially 
Parkers. Call to discuss restorations, family guns, presen
tation pieces, faded or cyanide work enhancement; Creek· 
side Gun Shop Inc., Main St., Holcomb, NY 14469. 716-
657-6131, Terry or Douglas Turnbull. 

EMBLEMS & INSIGNIA 

CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS-FREE Catalog 
and price ~uotes. Highest quality guaranteed-Lowest 
prices, NO Minimum. Money Back Guarantee. Send Sketches 
to: Stadriah, 61 Jane Street, New York, NY 10014. 

TOP QUALITY ALL-FABRIC PATCHES FOR YOUR 
JACKET OR CAP! Guns Team Member Patch: $3.50, 
American Handgunner 1st Patch: $3.50, 25th Anniversary 
Guns Collectors Patch, $5.00. Special-all 3 patches only 
$11.00 postpaid. GUNS Patches, Dept. GP-H03, 591 Camino 
de la Reina. Sui te 200, San Diego, CA 92108. 

HANDGUNNER KEYCHAINS - Authentic detailing. Die 
cast metal. Short or Jong nose revolver, Luger or Colt 
sty les available. $2.95 + $.50 Shipping. B&F, 7131 Owens
mouth #926, Camoga Park, CA 91303. 
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Airborne Elite T-shirts and flags - Bold insignias of world 
Airborne units. Free Brochure. Battalion Supply Co., Box 
718H. Sykesv ille. MD 21784. 

CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS - Enameled Pins, 
Your Design, Low Minimum, Excellent Quality, Low 
Prices, Free Booklet. A.T. Patch Co., Dept. 93, Littleton. 
NH 03561.1603)444-3423. 

FIREWORKS 

ROCKETS, COLORED SMOKE DYES for s ignalling. sur
vival applications. M80 Salutes , Fireworks-you construct. 
More! Catalog $1.00. NorSta rr, Box 5585. Pocatello, Idaho 
83202. 

BE A FEDERALLY LI CENSED EXPLOSIVE DEALER, 
A financiall y rewarding, excit in g & challenging business 
with very limited com petit ion. Explosives are used in min
ing, construct ion. agriculture , industry, underwater demo
lition, oi l rigs, aerospace. Defense Dept., and a huge Fire
work s industry to service. EXPLOSIVE DEALERS KIT 
includes: Federal Explosive Appl ication Forms {for Explo
sive License and Ex plosive Permit).lnstruction s, Federal 
Explosive Laws, Explosive Security. Directory of Explo
sive Manufacturers, Wholesalers and Distributors; Explo
s ive License/ Permit Numbering System; Explos iv e 
Dealer's and User's Guide to Federal Explosive Regula
tions .... $5.95. COMME RCE IN EXPLOSIVES .. The com· 
plete book on dealing in EX PLOSIVES and FIREWORKS 
covers: License and Permits, Conduct of Business & Opera
tions, Administrative Procedures , Records & Reports , Un-

~Q+~ l'iSto~i°~E1 tb°~i\~~R'sgi< 1T~e'.l~~'C'OWiviJ~~~ 
IN EXPLOSIVES .... $1 0.95. S.G.S.E., P.O. Box 780-AH, 
Mocksville. NC 27028. 

Fireworks!! Direct from the factory. Buy for less. Save 

~Q''if~xc5WJ~~l!~·2~,~ct'.on~~~l~01Great Lakes Fireworks , 

CHEMICA LS for fireworks, explosives - how to get them. 
List of sources plus catalog of pyrotechnic formulas only 
$1.00: D&R Enterprises, Box 15643, Columbus . OH 43215. 

Sa lutes and Cannon crackers home made. The Best! Si mple 
easy method, my secrets revealed. Details; Browns Diversi
fied, Box 53 . Fis hers, Indiana 46038. 

FIREWORKS! Bottle Rockets. $1.10 per gross; 5 lb. Sky 
Rock ets . 6" Firecrackers. M-80's, Roman Cand les. and 
much more. Class B and C colored catalog fre e lo dealers; 
Midwest Firework s, Box 22. Deerfield, OH, USA 44411. 

F USE 3/32 Green. Buy direct from the mfg .. 10,000 feet, 
$375. Prepaid to you r door: Midwest Firework s Mfg. Co. 
Inc .. Box 22 Deerfield. 44411. 1-800-32 1-6001. 

Fireworks from China: Rockets from Japan. Yes we have 
aerial she ll s and dis play firework s. All at very low prices. 
Send $1.00 for illu strated catalog to: China Importers , 
Wholesalers Inc .. P.O . Box 347212, Parma, Ohio 44134. 

FIREWORKS - Fun, safe. Patriotic; top ~uality, low est 

b~~f:~~~ IB~~r~i1~Ac~~~\}~~~d$}i~~;e~~/Jl~~~1~~ - Pyro-Sonic 

FIREWORKS·FIRECRACKERS. RO CKETS, ROMA N 
CAN DLES. MI SSILES , BOTTLE ROCKETS, MUCH , 
MUCH MORE! Low prices. High quality. Quick delivery. 
S hipped year-round to all states. Ilustrated catalog-$1.00. 
Eagle Fireworks, Dept. 5J , Box 800 , Clackamas. OR 97015. 

FOR SALE 

FOR SA LE: War re lics. militaria, head gea r, edged weap
ons, fi eld equipment, medals, badges military books and 
record s, etc . Se nd S.50 for la test li sts . (Also interested in 
buying militaria l. Globe Militaria Inc., R.F.D. 1. Box 269, 
Kee ne, NH 03431. 

NAZI MARCHES. Hour cassettes $6.50 @ or nine for 
$40.00. Free list. Send SASE: NS DAPAO. Box 6414 ·AH. 
Lincoln, NE 68506. 

FROM ESTATE·8" bronze indian ch ie f $150, Buffalo $125. 
Both signed Administra tor . 305-832-4083. 

ROLEX Watches for sale, new /used, trade-ins OK: Monthly 
list $5: Leo Hamel. 619·281-0125. Box 4263, San Diego. CA 
92104. 

CHESAPEAKE-Pups . Trail, Hunting stock. Stud service. 
Redlion Chesapea kes, Box 213, Vincentown, NJ 08088. 1609) 
859-3570. 

Military & Poli t ical Hi story on Video cassettes. Third 
Re ich, Sov iet. Easte rn Europea n & Vie tnam Era. Write or 
phone for FREE catalog. International Historic Films Inc., 
Box 29035, Chicago. IL 60629 . 13 12)436·8051. 

GUN PARTS 

DROP IN Fiberglass Stocks: for Remington . Ruger 77, 
Winchester, Mauser se nd $1.00 fo r li st. Bozeman Gunsmit h, 
2010 N. 7th, Bozeman, MT 59715. 

TEFLO N HAMMER & TRIGGE R BUSHINGS FOR S& W 
K, L & N FRAMES. Reduces wobble & drag. Bushings 
come in .001" .. 002", .005" & .010" sizes. Specify type(HAM
MER or TRI GGE R) and SIZE. 12 bushings IONE SIZEI 
with in structio ns $9.95. KOPP'S GUNSMITH ING. 13 Hwy, 
Lexi ngton, MO 64067 (816)259-263 

GUNS FOR SALE 

We will se ll you any new handgun al 10% over our cost. 
Write today for fre e price quote(s). Send us a complete des
cription of the handgun(s) you are interested in purchasing 
and we will mail you a firm price quote along with ordering 
details. No catalogs or phone quotes please. We also pay 
cash for used handguns . Bullseye Arms, 701N.20th Str eet, 
Banning, California 92220. 

QUA LITY SHOTGUNS & RIFLES WANTED: Parker 
Bros .. Win. Models 12, 21, 42 & 70, Browning, L.C. Smit h, 
A.H. Fox, Ithaca, Prussian Charles Daly. Purdey, Boss, 
Woodward, Westley Richards, Holland & Holland, Fabbri. 
Merkel, Sa uer or any other high quality Am erican. Euro
pean or Englis h guns: Don Criswell. Box 277, Yorba Linda, 
CA 92686. 1714)970-5934. 

GUNSMITHINQ 

LATHES-MILLS-TOOLS-U nimat 3'', Com~act 5", Compact 

r~·th~~~~~c~i~r~:. EM;cx~~aa\~ru~B-21;~;s~erif :~· J~~ie~~~~~ 
top milling machines. Meas uring instruments, cutting 
tools, chucks and collets. Cata log $1.00. Blue Ridge 
Machinery an d tools, In c., P.O. Box 536-N , Hurricane, WV 
25526. 304-562·3538. 

Repair Work, Custom Tuning, and Timing on S& W 
Revolv ers . SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. Write or 
call for prices : Ensley's S hooting Supply, Rt. 2, Box 225, 
Louisville , TN 37777 . 615-970-GUNS. 

CUSTOM .45 GUNSM ITHI NG, Police and com bat competi· 
tion modifications a specialty. For fr ee price li st send 
SASE. JIM HOAG, 8523 S uite "C'', Canoga Park, CA 
91304. 

INSTRUCTION 

VIDEO TRAINING PROGRAMS - World champion John 
S haw's new release "Combat Pistol Shooting'', $59.95 and 
"Combat Shotgun Shooting", $49.95; Police Lt. Jim 
Bullard's "The Ultimate Self Defense Course For Women", 
$59.95 (seen by ove r one million people); Other programs 
priced at $39.95 include "Survival Equipment", "Survival 
Weapons" , "Remington 1100 Shotgun", "Remington 870 
S ho tgun'', "Colt .45 Au to matic", "M -16 Rifle", 
"Rappelling"; VHS or Beta: $2.00 shipping: Master Video 
Productions . Dept. AH, 7947 Carol Elaine Circle, Memphis, 
Tennessee 38134. 

FUNDAMENTALS OF COMBAT PISTOLCRAFT. N.P.I . 
is now accepting applicat ions for the instruction of quali 
fied students in the basic practical s kill s of modern defen
sive pistol craft. For information and applicat ion s, send 
$1.00 to: Nor t heast Pis tol Institute, Dept, 714C, PO Box 
453, Union, NJ 07083. 

LEARN TO S HOOT THE WAY THE CHAMPIONS DO. 
"ON TARGET" By NATIONAL RECORD HOLDER 
MARK DUN CAN s how s you step by step the secrets of 
HA NDGUN ACCURACY. A simplified illustrated pocket 
guide covering all the basics . Res ults GUARANTEED. 
Se nd $4.95 plus $1.00 s hipping to: Duncan Gun S hop Inc., 
414A 2nd Street, N. Wilkesboro, N.C. 28669, 1919)667·6303. 

KNIVES & SWORDS 

Custom Handmade Knives . reasonably priced. Also all type 
Knives and Historic weapons . Unbeata ble prices. Color cat
alogs $2.00. Delntini s, 107 S ummit Ave .. State n Island, NY 
10306. 

30-40% OFF GERBER. KERSHAW KNIVES. RED· 
FIELD. LEUPOLD SCOPES; Muzzleloaders! Send $1.00 
for illustrated pricel ist! KNIVES, Dept. AH. 52 Edmund, 
Union tow n, PA 15401. 

Knife Collector's R ecord Book. Keep a Detailed record of 
all Data For each knife in your collection . plus place for 
photo. Great for ins urance purposes. Each book is heavy
duty constructed and Bound. MADE TO LAST ... $7.95. 
Steve's Guns & S urviva l Equipment. P.O. Box 780-KAH , 
Mocksvill e, NC 27028. 

LEATHERCRAFT 

BIANCHI GUN LEATHER 200/o to 300/o off retail. Pach
mayr Grips and Mag-Liles at wholesale prices . The new 
Nova XR5000 Stun gun advertised elsewhere at $69.95, our 
price $55.00. Free s hipping, Visa /Mastercard accepted. For 
color catalog and details send $1.00 to: L J & I Enterprises 
Inc., 14800 Cice ro, Oak Forest, IL 60452. 

MILITARY SURPLUS 

Brass Mil 45 ACP "WCC" $48pm. This Ole House, 706 W. 
Central, Commanche, TX 76442. 1915)356·2441. Cert. Funds 
& FFL Shipped COD. 

Mili ta ry Surplus. Chem ica l/biological warfare equ ipment. 
military clothing . equipment, decorations. Self addressed 
stamped envelope for catalog. J S Sales. Box 4253H. Lan
cas ter, CA 935394-4253. 

G.I. SU RPLUS, Hunting and Camping Equipment. 56 page 
catalog $2.00. Red Ba nk Army Navy, 12-E Monmouth 
Street .. Red Bank, NJ 07701. 
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MILLIONS OF GOVERNMENT SURPLUS BARGAINS! 
Many 1 % original cost. Jeeps included! "Nationwide Gov
ernment Buyer's Guide /Directory" - $2.00 !G uaranteed). 
Disposal. Box 19107·MV, Washington. DC 20036. 

IS IT TRUE YOU CAN BUY JEEPS FOR $44 THROUGH 
THE U.S. GOVERNMENT? GET THE FACTS TODAY! 
1312)742·1142, EXT. 6279. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

SHO RT·RUN CUSTOM BELT BUCKLES WITH YOUR 
LOGO MY SPECIALTY SOLID S ANDCAST SILICON 
BRONZE ALL HA ND FINISHED. BUCKLES BY MIKE, 
1225 MANZANITA, DEPT. AH, LOS ANGELES, CA 
90029. 

KNUCKS - Genuine brass paperwe ights, not cheap alumi
num, same day delivery, $7. prepaid; Matthews Police Sup
ply, PO Box 1754, Matthews, NC 28105. 

NAZI War souve nirs and daggers ! Illustrated catalog $10, 
bill (refundable). Disco. Box 33l ·H. Cedarburg, WI 
53012-0331 . 

FREE! World's Leading Novelty Catalog. Things You 
Never Knew Existed. 1600 Novelties, Jokes, Tricks. 
Science, Sports , Hobbies. John son-Smith, C-6522. Mt. 
Clemens, Mich. 48043. 

NINJA CATALOG Nightsuits, handclaws, footspikes. cal· 
throps, blowpens, s huriken and reference materials for the 
Shadow Warrior. Send $1.00 to: Ninja Supply Systems, Box 
28222/AH. Atlanta, GA 30358. 

MILITARY & MARTIAL ARTS-1.D. Cards & Certificates. 
Ai rborne, Special Forces , CJ.A .. Police, etc. Brochure $1. 
Kenwood, Box 66. Dept. H, Long Green, MD 21092. 

HA NDGUN ART - Put your weapon on your wall. For 
free, illustrated brochure write: Plumark. Box 32493, Kan
sas City, Missouri 64111. 

BUMPER STICKERS for Gun Dealer s. For list. call Toll · 
Free l -800·548-7216 . 

IN THE LINE OF DUTY. an authoritative Newsletter of 
Law Enforcement Combat experiences and survival strat
egies $1 2 yr. P.O. Box 278, Bonita, CA 92002. 

DEER HUNTER FA VO RITES, 4 hearty. family pleasing 
venison (or beef) recipes, $3.00. Mountain Top Enterprises. 
General Delivery, Schooley Mountain, NJ 07870. 

FREE PRIVACY BOOK CATALOG. Discover lates t "low
profile" techniques. A void banks. taxes, surveillance. Hide 
assets . Buy/sell anonymously. Secret loans. Keep mail, tele
phone, finances confidential. EDEN PRESS, Box 8410·HG. 
Fountain Va lley, CA 92728. 

TOBACCO. Custom Blend, Five one ounce samples. $4.50 
Plus $1.00. Mark Twain Tobacconist. 710 Broadway, Ban
nibal. Missouri 63401. 

Live anyw here there is postal service , and make your for
tu ne in mailorder. Free information. Mathre Enterprises, 
104AH, Mokehill, CA 958245-0 104. 

WESTERN REWARD POSTERS, Badges, Russell & Rem
ington Prints, Holsters, Colt & Ruger Walnut Presentation 
Cases, Statues, Western Movie Star Photos, more. Litera
ture $1.00: Replica Products, Box 5232H. Vienna. W. Va. 
26105. 

PRIVACY SERV ICES /PRODUCTS. Confidential mail re
ceiving-forwarding service plus much more! Free details! 
Write! SMS-AH, Box 3179, Tempe. AZ 85281. 

Play Manhunt on your property for fun and profit. Send 
large S.A.S.E. for paint pellet gu ns and game s upply info. 
ATLANTIC COMBAT AIRGUNS. PO Box 659, Mays 
Landing, NJ 08330. 

REAL ESTATE 

SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA-FREE CATALOG! Blue Ridge 
Mountain land, farm s, homes. Wetherbee Realty, Box 84-H, 
Woolwin e, VA 241 85. 1703)930-2155. 

GOVERNMENT LAND ... f' ROM $7.50/ACRE! Homesites. 
farming, vacationing, investment! "Land Buyer's Gu ide" 
plus nationwide listing - $2.00. LANDS. Box 19107·MV, 
Washington , DC 20036. 

SURVIVAL 

SURV IVA L HOUSE. Build small. full-facility, all·weather, 
historic-appearing retreat or camp HQ for under $5000. 
Plans $10.00. DP Graphics, Box 1832-E, Dodge City, KS 
67801. 

WANTED TO PURCHASE 

BUYING DUCK STAMPS. Paying $1 to $350 each. Send 
large self-addressed, stamped envelope for buying list. 
JOHN SNOW, 4539 Barlett, Shorewood, WI 53211. 

Inventions, Ideas, new products wanted for presentation to 
industry and exhibition at national technology exposition. 
Ca ll toll free 1-800-528·6050. In Arizona, call 1·800-352-0458. 
Extension 831. 
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PISTOLSMITHING 
(.'0111i1111ed jim11 page 6 

tapered, then nicely rounded at the rear. 
The trigger has too long a span for my 

fingers. There is wasted space behind the 
trigger when fully pulled anyway, so it will 
probably be forged about 114" to the rear. It 
would be better if somebody produced a 
longer trigger, set closer to the frame at full 
depression, radiused better and rounded up at 
the bottom like the trigger on a Colt 
Diamondback. 

The firing pin still dimples primers on 
feeding, so I'm reluctant to shorten it very 
much . It will still occasionally misfire under 
full hammer drop, so it is going to have to be 
shortened. I have not found a spring of this 
type with different tension. Maybe Wolff will 
produce a better one for us. 

The slide rails need stoning, as does the 
top of the frame and some bearing parts, as 
per standard pistolsmithing practice. 

The barrel hood needs to be worked over 
with fine abrasive cloth and polished mirror 
bright. The pistol looks better by orders of 
magnitude now that the portion showing 
through the ejection port is mirror bright. 

The barrel has one of the new NATO 

chambers. Good enough for Government 
work . The .120" long freebore is a whopping 
.363" dian1eter. This is OK for long hardball 
bullets which is what it was designed to 
digest. Somebody will make a fortune by 
producing a better barrel with a throat (not a 
full freebore) designed for H&G's new semi
wadcutter bullet. These weigh in at 130 
grains and should be as accurate and reliable 
as their big brother, the H&G 68. The US gr. 
Hornady HP jacketed bullet works accept
ably in the present chamber, but I can dream, 
can't I? (I polished the chamber with crocus 
cloth.) 

Last, and certainly not least , the factory 
concession to an insistent demand: that wind
age-only rear sight has to go. My own favor
ite, the S& W K rear sight is lost in the 
overlarge dovetail. But surprise, surprise! 
The Millett replacement K adjustable rear 
can be grafted into the slot cut for the rather 
useless loaded chamber indicator spring and 
the massive dovetail . I would alter it to work 
like a S& W J rear, with an elevation screw, 
rather than a screw that cinches downward 
against spring tension , but this is a matter of 
choice and circumstance. 

In its favor, the Star 28 has a slim feel that 
impresses those to whom the Browning Hi
Power seems thick and clubby. The magazine 
holds a large supply of fodder and functions 
with certainty, but it could benefit from a 
rubber bottom pad. The narrow magazine 

top makes funneling of the mag well unneces
sary. The wide trigger is a definite asset. 

The S.l gr load of WW 231 behind the US 
gr Hornady JHP pumps out at l280fps (in my 
pistol) and should be acceptable in polite 
circles . The aforementioned H&G should 
prove even more interesting. I intend to find 
out in the very near future. I have a brand 
new head for the Star press in 9mm and 
several thousand of the H&G's cast by Red 
Stripe Bullets on hand ready to go. 

So there you have it. Is the Star 28 as the 
reviewers claimed, a Perfect 10? Not in my 
book. However, with some intelligent 
pistolsmithing it has the potential to be raised 
from an 'as issued' two to an eight or nine. I 
like mine better every time I fire it , but I insist 
on 100 percent reliability before I will carry it 
on the street and while it is getting there, I 
don't think I'll throw my ~ 
Commander away just yet. ~ 

NEXT ISSUE 
MAJOR PD 

ADOPTSIPSC 

Imagine 
This ••• 
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You 're working for a major handgun manufacturer. 
Your job is to see to it that the har:idguns are kept 

safe from rust damage. It 's a serious respon sib ility. 
You 're dealing with several million dollars worth of 

handguns. Of course you want to use the best method 
available for protecting handguns from rust. But 

just what method should you use? 
Ruger, Smith & Wesson , and th e U.S. Army have all 
been faced with this question . And they 've all come 
up with the same answer. They all use volatile cor

rosion inhibitor paper to protect their handguns from 
rust. Why have they all chosen the same method? 

There are many good reasons. A si ngle sheet of 
RUST WRAPPER'" volatile corros ion inhibitor paper 
wrapped around your gun can protect it from rust for 
up to 4 years. It works by enveloping the handgun 
in a rust inhibiting chemical vapor. A vapor which 
penetrates inside the handgun. So besides protecting 
the outside surface, it also protects the bore and 
internal parts from rust' Plus it 's quick and it 's 
clean. That 's why professionals use volatile corro
sion inhibitor paper to protect handguns from rust. 

Doesn 't it sound like the rust protection method 
you should be using to protect your guns too? 

RU ST WRAPPER. Box 10337. Torrance. CA 90505 Ru:c:::;.,,r- TM 

WRAPPER 
Please send me _ sheet(s) of RUST WRAPPER'" at $4.95 each 
(O ne sheet wi ll wrap a S&W M29 with 83/8 " bbl.) 
I have also included 85C for postage and handling . 

Name ________ _ 

Address __ _ 

Box 10337, Torrance , CA 90505 -~'!!'---------------· ------------- ~~'._e ____ _!.p ________ _ 
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SEND YOUR ORDER TO: 
1984 REDBOOK 
GUNS Magazine 
Dept 85-HG3 
P.O. Box 16025 
San Diego, CA 92116 
(Allow 4 w eeks for delivery. ) 

(All orders must be prepaid by check or charge card) 
(Check one) 

D $4.95. enclosed D Visa D MasterCard 
Number_ _ Exp. Date_ 
Signature ______ ___ _ ___ _ 
NAME ___ _ 
ADDRESS __ 
CITY _ STATE __ ZIP 
*California Residents add 6% sa les tax. 



.---TYLER'S "T" GRIP---. 
BETT ER SHOOTI NG 
with this improved 
co st A luminum G rip 
A DAPTOR. For Co lt , 
S & W and Ruger D.A. 
Revolver s. DURABLE, PRAC
TICA L- EASY TO INSTALL. 
THR EE ATTRACTIV E FI N ISH COLOR S. 
POLISHED or BLACK $6 .00; GOLD $6.50 

---TYLER'S TRIGGER SHOE 
Durable li ght weight cast aluminum for Co lt, S & W 
and many other modern pi stol s, r i fl es and shotguns. 
POLISHED or BLACK $4.50; GOLD FINISH $5.00 

AT YOUR FAVORIH DtA LtK OR ORDER DIRECT. Send 
ma ke & model of gun. No C.O. D. 's plea se. Add $1 .00 
for Shipp ing Charge s. Ful ly Guaranteed . Genuine 
Stag - Wood & Synthetic Gun Grips. lee Loaders
Bu llet Mold s - G un Accessori es . Buck Kni ve s - Hand
ma de Holsters & Be lts. Leather & Clarine . 

New! IVOREX® GUN GRIPS 
MELViN TYLER MFG , AND DIST. 

1326 W . Brillon Rd . • Oklahoma City, Okla. 73114 
all oll free 80 -654-8415 Outside Oklahoma 

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER il 
=a===t~l! 

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED 

$11.75 -Revolver Cleanin1 Kit . Remove• leadin1 from 
Forcin1 Cone, Cylinder, and Barrel. Available in 
either 38-41-44-45 cal. Braoa cloth patche1 (Pk. 10) 
S2 .30. Order direct or trom your dealer. Check or 
Money Order. 

~ GUN SPECIALTIES INC. P.C. ao. 31 
~ College Park, Georgia 30337 

ONCE FIRED IBi~~~ 
.223 . . 38 SPL. .45 J\CP 

J\ND OTHIJ6 
THE rBilWASiSi WORKS 

(512) 858-7075 •P.O. Rox 315-H 
Dripping Springs. TX 78620 

22 CAL. PELLET 
FIRING 

SEMI
AUTOMATIC 

MACHINE PISTOL 
10 ROUND - SIDE MOUNTED CLIP 
FREE: Target & 50 Reuseable Pellets 

Not Sold In New York City- No Permit R111ulred 
Th is rapid fire 22 Cal ··commando" type mach ine pis tol 
looks li ke the famous . hard -hi tting weapon so popular 
w ith combat attac k g roups The side mounted . detach
able . ten round clip sprays pellets into the target as fast 
as you can pu ll the trigger Only $4 95 plus 95< tor post · 
age and hand ling Complete sat1sf act1on guaranteed or 
your money refunded NY State Res add Sales Tax 
Guaranteed Distributors, Dept. 499AZ56 

County Road 687, Hartford, Michigan 49057 

PELLET 
FIRING 
22 CAL 

''TAllllT MAGNUM 
REVOLVER" ONLY $4.95 

FREE : Targets and 50 reuseable pellets 
This hard h1 tt 1ng target p is tol looks and feels like 
the " magnum revolve r" 1n use by most highway pa 
trols Ext ra long target barrel and he-man grips 
com b ine to give unusual accuracy The easy ·load 
cylinder reloads qu ickly w ith tO pellets Only $4 95 
plus 95 c postage and handling You r pu rchase 
or1ce promptly refunded 1! not satisfied State age 
when ordering . 

Guaranteed Distributors, Dept. 499M056 

County Road 687, Hartford, Michigan 49057 
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INDUSTRY INSIDER 
JERRY RAKUSAN 

DEFINITELY MAYBE-ARMY REMAINS IN 
A QUANDARY OVER NEW SIDEARM CHOICE 

I n case you haven't heard , Colt has fina lly 
introduced their first sta inless steel auto 

pistol, the Government Model 45. This will 
be offered in the Mark IV, Series 80 configu
ration. No investment castings in this gun , as 
the Colt announcement says," . .. this model 
utilizes high strength forged stainless steel in 
all critical and major components." Colt has 
also announced the "Peacekeeper," a medium 
frame .357 Magnum revolver with a non
reft ective matte blue finish and a "gripper" 
round bottom rubber grip. This appears to be 
a no-frills version of the Trooper, and will be, 
according to Colt , " ... among the lowest 
pri ced .35 7s ava il a bl e fr o m a m aj o r 
manufacturer." 

Coonan Comeback 
Just when you might have thought that the 
Coonan .357 M agnum was lost in that 
s trange m o rass whe re g un s th a t a re 
announced are never heard from again , 
comes a note fr o m C huck M c D o na ld 
announcing the following: "Coonan Arms 
Inc. has reorganized under the management 
of William A. Davis, President." 

The new location of Coonan Arms is 830 
Hampden Ave., St. Paul , MN 55114. The 
company is, according to the latest release, in 
"limited production," and Dan Coonan is per
fecting a .38 Special Conversion Unit Kit . 

• • • 
By the time you read this, e ither the military 
will have announced the winner of the test to 
find a 9mm replacement fo r the .45 auto - or 
the announcement w,ill be delayed once 
more. The speculation has been whether this 
will be a technical or a political decision, and 
you can bet that no matter what gun is 
announced as the winner there will be much 
rhetoric and millions of ems of type devoted 
to the selection. Whateve r gun may be 
selected , I wonder if it will have as much 
impact on the combat or IPSC shooter as has 
the Colt .45? Certa inly, if the sport can accept 
the 9mm caliber, the accessory manufactur
ers will not be fa r behind . 

• • • 
Wildey Moore, who is reluctant to talk about 
delivery date of his newest auto pistol design, 
was not reluctant to talk about the gun itself. 
I'll not give out too many details at this point; 
I'll leave that fo r our test report in an upcom
ing issue. However, here are some things we 
can look fo r: a solid replaceable barrel d la 
the Dan Wesson revolver ; twin action bars 
with a tip-up bolt ; gas system with double 
pistons, and adaptable fo r top mounting 
scopes. We hope to have a test pistol in mid
yea r, so look for o ur re po rt befo re 
year-end . 

OR 

WHERE PERFECTION 

COUNTS-
M AKE YOUR NEXT 
HANDGUN A 
SCORPION CUSTOM 

•Literatu re upon requ es t. 

TRAPPER GUN, INC.•1 871 7 E. Fourteen M ile Rd . 
Fraser, MI 48026•( 313) 792-0133 
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NEW FROM 

RUGER 

. 32 S&W .32 S&W . ~2 Mai.:num .32 Mag_num 
Long 95Gr.SWC 85Gr. JHP 

The New Model 
.32 Magnum 

SINGLE-SIX® 
Now the .32 Magnum New Model Single-Six revolver has been 

added to the comprehensive line of fine Ruger single-action models. 
The new .32 H&R Magnum is a hard-hitting small game, var

mint, and target load which brings the New Model Single-Six re
volver into a class with the larger, more powerful Ruger centerfire 
models and bridges the gap between the .22 Long Rifle rimfire and 
the popular centerfire calibers. The .32 H&R Magnum is a modern, 
compact cartridge, the muzzle energy and velocity of which both ex
ceed those of the .38 Special centerfire cartridge, with less recoil. 

The New Model .32 Magnum Single-Six revolver is almost iden
tical to its famous .22 rimfire counterpart, with only those modifica
tions necessary to adapt it to the centerfire c~rtridg~ - a t.ribute to 
the rugged construction of the New Model Smgle-S1x® design. 

SPECIFICATIONS: Ammunition: .32 H&R Magnum, .32 S&W, and .32 S&W 
Long; Capacity: Six shots; Barrel Lengths: 45/s", 5 112", 6 112", and 9 112"; Over
all Length (45/s" Bbl.:) 97/s"; Approx. Weight (45/s" Bbl.:) 31 112 Oz.: Finish: 
Polished overall and blued. · 

RUGER MAKES ALL THESE GREAT 
SINGLE-ACTION REVOLVERS 

New Model 
Super Single-Six® 

.22LR 

.22WMR 
The New Model Single-S ix hand les .22 Shon, Long, 
and Long RiAe ca rtridges. Extra cylinder is cham
bered for .22 Winchester Magnum Rirnfire car
tridges. Blued and stain less steel models with adjust
able rear sight s . 

JO Carbine 
.357 Mag./.38 Spl . 
. 41 Magnum 

T he massive New Model Blackhawk revolvers are 
expressly designed for today's powerful centerfire 
loads. Blued and Stainless Steel models with adjusta
ble rear sights. 

New Model 
Super Blackhawk® 

. 44 Mag./.44 Spl. 
The New Model Super Blackhawk re
volver is designed to handle th e pow
erful .44 Magnum ca rtridge. Blued 
and Stain less Steel models with adj ust
able rear sights, and lo ng, Dragoon-
style grip frame. 

copyrigfo 1 ~184 by Siu rm . Ruger & Compan y, Inc. 

RU<:ER, S INGLE-SIX. and BLAC KH AWK arc U.S. n :gistt!Tcd 1radt'marks. 

WA ITE FOR A FREE CO LOR CATALOG OF THE ENTIR E LINE OF FINE RUGER FIREARMS. 
SINGLE CO PIES OF INSTRUCTION MANUALS FOR ALL MODELS OF AUGER FIREARM S ARE 
AVA IL ABLE O N REQUEST - PLEASE SPECIFY MODEL FOR WH ICH YOU REQUIRE A MANUAL. 

STURM, RUGER & Company, Ine. 
2 Lacey Place 
Southpor~ Cenneetieut 06490 U.S.A. 
ALL RUGER FIREARMS ARE DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED IN RUGER FACTORIES IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
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